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A0120 Case 4:17-cv-02194 Document 6 Filed in TXSD on 07/19/17 Page 1 of 1

TO:

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the US. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

PO. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 OR TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the US. District Court for the Southern District of Texas on the following Trademarks or Patents.

Docket No. Date Filed: US District Court
4:17-ov-02194 7/18/2017 SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

P1aintiff(s) Defendant(s)
CMP Products Limited Coo ner CrouseiHinds, LLC et al.

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK

of the corn . laint is bein_ mailed with this form.

In the above—entitled case, the followin natent s I'tradernark s have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY Amendlnent Answer Cross Bill Other Pleadin

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK

In the above—entitled case the followin; decision has been rendered or 'ud;

DECISION/JUDGMENT

 
Clerk: By Deputy Clerk: Date:
David J. Bradle Clerk Lauren Webster 7/19/2017
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO. : 8,872,027 B2 Page 1 of 1
APPLICATION NO. : 13/391539

DATED : October 28, 2014

INVENTOR(S) : Samuel Liam Proud

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below:

In the Claims

Col. 6, Line 36, Claim 14 “bather” should be --barrier--

Col. 6, Line 45, Claim 15 “bather” should be --barrier--

Signed and Sealed this

Fourteenth Day of April, 2015

WMZKLZL.
Michelle K. Lee

Director ofthe United States Patent and Trademark Oflice
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PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Inventors: Samuel Liam Proud

Patent No.: 8,872,027 B2

Issue Date: October 28, 2014

Application No.: 13/391,539

Filing Date: May 2, 2012
For: FILLER ASSEMBLY FOR CABLE GLAND

Confirmation No.: 6980

Att'y Docket No.: 920257.00016

REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PURSUANT TO 37 C.F.R. § 1.322

Commissioner for Patents

P. O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Attached is a completed Form PTO-1050 identifying errors appearing in the above-

referenced patent. The errors are the result of mistakes by the Office. A Certificate of

Correction is respectfully requested.

Respectfully submitted,

SAMUEL LIAM PROUD

Dated: Januag 22, 2015 /john d. franzini/
John D. Franzini

Reg. No. 31,356

Quarles & Brady LLP
411 East Wisconsin Avenue

Milwaukee, WI 53202-4497

Tel. No.: (414) 277-5747

Fax No.: (414) 978-8747

QB\32633588.1
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PTO/SB/44 (09-07)
Approved for use through 08/31/2013. OMB 0651-0033

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

Also Form PTO-1050

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO. : 8,872,027 82

APPLICATION NO.: 13/391,539

ISSUE DATE : October 28, 2014

INVENTOR(S) Samuel Liam Proud

It is certified that an error appears or errors appear in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent

is hereby corrected as shown below:

Col. 6, Line 36, Claim 14 "leather" should be “barrier-—

Col. 6, Line 45, Claim 15 "leather" should be “barrier-— 
MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Please do not use customer number below): John 0- Franzini

Queries & Brady LLP
411 East Wisconsin Avenue

Milwaukee, WI 53202

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.322, 1.323, and 1.324. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1.0 hour to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer,
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND To: Attention Certificate of Corrections Branch, Commissioner for Patents, P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.

Ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO—9199 and select option 2.

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Title of Invention: FILLER ASSEMBLY FOR CABLE GLAND

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Samuel Liam Proud

Customer Number: 26710

John D. Franzini/Melanie Brunow

Filer Authorized By: John D. Franzini

Attorney Docket Number: 920257.00016

Receipt Date: 22-JAN-2015

Filing Date: 02-MAY-2012

Time Stamp: 12:18:15

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371

 
Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

Request for Certificate of Correction 920257-00016-req-cert-corr.pd‘ Oab70230dde426fa4d432cb712bf1e20002

Information:
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Request for Certificate of Correction 920257-00016-cert-corr.pdf 57c0c382145993a4cf28e375872a201e3173
108f

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMNHSSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box 1450
Alexandria1 Virginia 22313-1450
www.msptogov

APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE PATENT NO. ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

13/391,539 10/28/2014 8872027 920257.00016 6980

 

26710 7590 10/08/2014

QUARLES & BRADY LLP
Attn: IP Docket

411 E. WISCONSIN AVENUE
SUITE 2350

MILWAUKEE, WI 53202-4426

ISSUE NOTIFICATION

The projected patent number and issue date are specified above.

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment is 0 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above—identified application will include

an indication of the adjustment on the front page.

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above—identified application, the filing date that

determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information

Retrieval (PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the

Office of Patent Legal Administration at (571)—272—7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee

payments should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management

(ODM) at (571)-272-4200.

APPLICANT(S) (Please see PAIR WEB site http://pair.uspto.gov for additional applicants):

Samuel Liam Proud, Tyne & Wear, UNITED KINGDOM;

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location

for business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The USA offers tremendous

resources and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation

works to encourage and facilitate business investment. To learn more about why the USA is the best country in

the world to develop technology, manufacture products, and grow your business, visit SelectUSA.gov.

IR103 (Rev. 10/09) Cooper V. CMP; IPR2018-00994
CMP EX. 2002; page CMP0015
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
or m (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where
ap ropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as
indicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" formaintenance fee notifications.

Note: A certificate of mailin can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certi icate cannot be used for any other accompanying

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (N016: Use Block 1 for any change ofaddFESS) apers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must
gave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

Certificate of Mailing or Transmission
26710 7590 06/23/2014 I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the UnitedStates Posta Service wi su icient osta e or irst c ass mai in an enve o e

UARLES & BRADY LLP 1 th ff p g f f 1 1 1 p
Att , IP D k t addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimile11' 00 e transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273—2885, on the date indicated below.
411 E. WISCONSIN AVENUE

SUITE 2350 (Depositor's name)

MILWAUKEE, WI 53202-4426 (Signature)
(Date) 

 
  APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE F {ST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

13/391,539 05/02/2012 Samuel Liam Proud 920257.00016 6980

TITLE OF INVENTION: FILLER ASSEMBLY FOR CABLE GLAND

 

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

$0 $0nonprovisional UNDISCOUNTED $960 $960 09/23/2014

GRUBY, RANDALL A 3754 174—076000

1. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37 2. For printing on the patent front page, list
CFR 1.363).

3 Chan e of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address orm PTO/SB/ 122) attached.

3 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03—02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Number is required.

1 Quarles & Brady LLP
 

(1) The names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys
or agents OR, alternatively,

(2) The name of a single firm (having as a member a 2
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 3
listed, no name will be printed.

 

 
  

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.

 

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

CM P Products Limited Cramlington, United Kingdom

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : '3 Individual IE Corporation or other private group entity '3 Government

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment of Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)
XI Issue Fee 3 A check is enclosed.

3 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 3 Payment by credit card. Form PTO—2038 is attached.
3 Advance Order — # of Copies 8 The Director is hereby authorized to charge the re uired fee(s), any deficiency, or credits any

overpayment, to Deposit Account Number 1 7-0; )55 (enclose an extra copy of this form).
5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

3 Applicant certifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29 NOTE: Absent a valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see forms PTO/SB/ 15A and 15B), issue
fee payment in the micro entity amount will not be accepted at the risk of application abandonment.

3 Applicant asserting small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 NOTE: If the application was previously under micro entity status, checking this box will be taken
to be a notification of loss of entitlement to micro entity status.

 
3 Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status. NOTE: Checking this box will be taken to be a notification of loss of entitlement to small or micro

entity status, as applicable.

NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.31 and 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature reguirements and certifications.

  

  
Authorized Signature /j0hn d franzini/ Date september 23, 2014

Typed or printed name John D. Franzini Registration NO- 31 ’356

Page 2 0f 3 Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994

PTOL—85 Part B (10—13) Approved for use through 10/31/2013. OMB 0651—0033 US. Patth/IHrEefiszQQeg; pagfimm1fic0MB/JERCE
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Filing Date: 02-May-2012

Title of Invention: FILLER ASSEMBLY FOR CABLE GLAND

_—

U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371 Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

USD($)

Basic Filing:

Description Fee Code Quantity

Miscellaneous Filing

Patent Appeals and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and Post Issuance

Utility Appl Issue Fee

Extension-of—Time:

 



Cooper v. CMP; IPR2018-00994 
CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0018

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD (5) 

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994

CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0018
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

“—

——

Title of Invention: FILLER ASSEMBLY FOR CABLE GLAND

——

Payment information:

 
Submitted with Payment yes—

—
The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. 1.492 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C. F. R. Section1. 17 (Patent applic .i;

CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0019
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CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0020

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C. F. R. Section 1. 21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document . . File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

Issue Fee Payment (PTO-85B) 920257-00016-issue-fee.pdf 81938d977f08d892a336f0927573ace02dd
4e7f0

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf b83daea651747600963f44b306d663734e8
7dbd9

Information:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
 
   

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313- 1450
www.uspto.gov

 
APPLICATION NO. F ING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONF {MATION NO.

13/391,539 05/02/2012 Samuel Liam Proud

26710 7590

QUARLES & BRADY LLP
Attn: IP Docket

411 E. WISCONSIN AVENUE
SUITE 2350

MILWAUKEE, WI 53202-4426

09/04/2014

   

920257.00016 6980

EXAMINER

GRUBY, RANDALL A 
ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

3754

 
DELIVERY MODE  * ICATION DATE 

09/04/2014 ELECTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above—indicated "Notification Date" to the

following e—mail address(es):

pat-dept @ quarles .com

PTOL—90A (Rev. 04/07) Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994

CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0021
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Application No. Applicant(s)
Corrected 13/391,539 PROUD, SAMUEL LIAM

. . . ' ' AIA (First Inventor to

Notice of Allowability Emg'gfl GRUBY 97%?" File) Status
No

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. [Z This communication is responsive to the correspondence filed 04/10/14.

[I A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filed on

2. I] An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on ; the restriction

requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

3. IX The allowed claim(s) is/are 1-7 and 9-20. As a result of the allowed claim(s), you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent

Prosecution Highway program at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information,n

please see htt' :/,/w"ww.us ‘to. ov/ atents/init events/r h/index.'s' or send an inquiry to PPeredback us tocov.
 

4. IX Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

Certified copies:

a) IX All b) I] Some *c) I] None of the:

1. I] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. I] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
 

3. IX Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE” of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5. I] CORRECTED DRAWINGS ( as “replacement sheets”) must be submitted.

I] including changes required by the attached Examiner’s Amendment / Comment or in the Office action of
Paper No./Mai| Date .

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawings in the front (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6. I] DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner’s comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)

1. I] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5. [Z Examiner‘s Amendment/Comment

2. I] Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 6. I] Examiner‘s Statement of Reasons for Allowance
Paper No./Mai| Date

3. I] Examiner‘s Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 7. I] Other .
of Biological Material

4. I] Interview Summary (PTO-413),
Paper No./Mai| Date

/RANDALL GRUBY/ /PAUL R DURAND/

Examiner, Art Unit 3754 Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3754

 
US. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-13) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mai| Date 20140825

Cooper v. CMP; IPR2018—00994

CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0022
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CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0023

Application/Control Number: 13/391,539 Page 2

Art Unit: 3754

EXAMINER COMMENT

Examiner’s Amendment

1. An examiner’s amendment to the record appears below. Should the changes and/or

additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment may be filed as provided by 37 CFR

1.312. To ensure consideration of such an amendment, it MUST be submitted no later than the

payment of the issue fee. This amendment will correct the erroneous dependency of claim 5. The

following examiner’s amendment was agreed to telephonically by John Franzini on 08/ 14/ 14.

2. A typographical error was made in the “Corrected Notice of Allowability” mailed

08/22/14. To correct the error, please make the following change:

Change the dependency of claim 5 from claim “5” to claim “1”.

Conclusion

3. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Randy Gruby, whose telephone number is (571) 272—3415. The

examiner can normally be reached from Monday to Friday between 8:00 AM and 5:00 PM.

If any attempt to reach the examiner by telephone is unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Paul Durand, can be reached at (571) 272—4459.

Another resource that is available to applicants is the Patent Application Information

Retrieval (PAIR). Information regarding the status of an application can be obtained from the

(PAIR) system. Status information for published applications may be obtained from either

Private PAIR or Public PAX. Status information for unpublished applications is available

through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair—

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994

CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0023
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Application/Control Number: 13/391,539 Page 3

Art Unit: 3754

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, please feel

free to contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866—217—9197 (toll—free).

/RG/

Examiner, Art Unit 3754

/PAUL R DURAND/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3754

August 29, 2014

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994

CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0024
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Issue Classification 13391539 pROUD, SAMUEL LIAM

RANDALL GRU BY 3754

—_—
_I_—

CPC Combination Sets

 

/RANDALL GRUBY/

Examiner.Art Unit 3754 06/10/2014 Total Claims Allowed:

19

(Assistant Examiner) (Date)
/PAUL R DURAND/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3754 O.G. Print Claim(s) O.G. Print Figure 
(Primary Examiner) 10 2

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. 20140610

—QOQpQUL_QME;_LBRZOl8;OQ994—

CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0025
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Issue Classification 13391539 pROUD, SAMUEL LIAM

RANDALL GRU BY 3754

US ORIGINAL CLASSIFICATION INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

——III—n---I—

— —CROSS REFERENCE(S) I... ----

——llll—l-ll—
——————----—--—-—

_-IIII—---I—
-IIII—---I—

I---—----—
I---—----—
III—I...—
III—I...—
II—I-II—

 
/RANDALL GRUBY/

Examiner.Art Unit 3754 06/10/2014 Total Claims Allowed:

19

(Assistant Examiner) (Date)
/PAUL R DURAND/
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
 
   

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313- 1450
www.uspto.gov

 
APPLICATION NO. F ING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONF {MATION NO.

13/391,539 05/02/2012 Samuel Liam Proud

26710 7590

QUARLES & BRADY LLP
Attn: IP Docket

411 E. WISCONSIN AVENUE
SUITE 2350

MILWAUKEE, WI 53202-4426

08/22/2014

   

920257.00016 6980

EXAMINER

GRUBY, RANDALL A 
ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

3754

 
DELIVERY MODE  * ICATION DATE 

08/22/2014 ELECTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above—indicated "Notification Date" to the

following e—mail address(es):

pat-dept @ quarles .com

PTOL—90A (Rev. 04/07) Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994

CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0028
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Application No. Applicant(s)
Corrected 13/391,539 PROUD, SAMUEL LIAM

. . . ' ' AIA (First Inventor to

Notice of Allowability Emg'gfl GRUBY 97%?" File) Status
No

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. [Z This communication is responsive to the correspondence filed 04/10/14.

[I A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filed on

2. I] An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on ; the restriction

requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

3. IX The allowed claim(s) is/are 1-7 and 9-20. As a result of the allowed claim(s), you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent

Prosecution Highway program at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information,n

please see htt' ://w"ww.us ‘to. ov/ atents/init events/r h/index.'s' or send an inquiry to PPeredback us tocov.
 

4. IX Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

Certified copies:

a) IX All b) I] Some *c) I] None of the:

1. I] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. I] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
 

3. IX Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE” of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5. I] CORRECTED DRAWINGS ( as “replacement sheets”) must be submitted.

I] including changes required by the attached Examiner’s Amendment / Comment or in the Office action of
Paper No./Mai| Date .

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawings in the front (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6. I] DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner’s comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)

1. I] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5. [Z Examiner‘s Amendment/Comment

2. I] Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 6. I] Examiner‘s Statement of Reasons for Allowance
Paper No./Mai| Date

3. I] Examiner‘s Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 7. I] Other .
of Biological Material

4. [Z Interview Summary (PTO-413),
Paper No./Mai| Date 08/14/14.

/RANDALL GRUBY/ /PAUL R DURAND/

Examiner, Art Unit 3754 Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3754

 
US. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-13) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mai| Date 20140814

Cooper v. CMP; IPR2018—00994

CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0029
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Application/Control Number: 13/391,539 Page 2

Art Unit: 3754

EXAMINER COMMENT

Examiner’s Amendment

1. An examiner’s amendment to the record appears below. Should the changes and/or

additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment may be filed as provided by 37 CFR

1.312. To ensure consideration of such an amendment, it MUST be submitted no later than the

payment of the issue fee. This amendment will correct the erroneous dependency of claim 5. The

following examiner’s amendment was agreed to telephonically by John Franzini on 08/ 14/ 14.

2. Change the dependency of claims 5 from claim “I” to claim “5”.

Conclusion

3. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Randy Gruby, whose telephone number is (571) 272—3415. The

examiner can normally be reached from Monday to Friday between 8:00 AM and 5:00 PM.

If any attempt to reach the examiner by telephone is unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Paul Durand, can be reached at (571) 272—4459.

Another resource that is available to applicants is the Patent Application Information

Retrieval (PAIR). Information regarding the status of an application can be obtained from the

(PAIR) system. Status information for published applications may be obtained from either

Private PAIR or Public PAX. Status information for unpublished applications is available

through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair—

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994

CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0031
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Application/Control Number: 13/391,539 Page 3

Art Unit: 3754

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, please feel

free to contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866—217—9197 (toll—free).

/RG/

Examiner, Art Unit 3754

/PAUL R DURAND/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3754

August 20, 2014

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994

CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0032
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 _ _ _ _ 13/391,539 PROUD, SAMUEL LIAM
Examiner-Initiated Interwew Summary Examiner Art Unit

RANDALL GRUBY 3754

All participants (applicant, applicant’s representative, PTO personnel):

(1) RANDALL GRUBY. (3) .

(2) JOHN FRANZ/NI. (4) .

Date of Interview: 14 August 2014.

Type: IZI Telephonic D Video Conference
D Personal [copy given to: D applicant D applicant’s representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: D Yes IZI No.

If Yes, brief description:
 

Issues Discussed D101 D112 D102 D103 IZlOthers
(For each of the checked b0x(es) above, please describe below the issue and detailed description of the discussion)

Claim(s) discussed: 9'.

Identification of prior art discussed: N/A.

Substance of Interview
(For each issue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Some topics may include: identification or clarification of a
reference or a portion thereof, claim interpretation, proposed amendments, arguments of any applied references etc...)

John Franzini and Examiner Grubz agreed to that the erroneous dependency of claim 5 would be corrected

from "claim 5 " to "claim 1". The correction would be done through an examiner’s amendment.

Applicant recordation instructions: It is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate record of the substance of interview.

Examiner recordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substance of any interview of record. A complete and proper recordation of
the substance of an interview should include the items listed in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the
general thrust of each argument or issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the
general results or outcome of the interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issues raised.

D Attachment

lRANDALL GRUBY/ /PAUL R DURAND/

Examiner, Art Unit 3754 Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3754

 
 

US. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413B (Rev. 8/11/2010) Interview Summary Paper No. 20140814
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.msptogov

 
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE

  26710 7590 06/23/2014 EXAMINER

QUARLES & BRADY LLP GRU3Y, RAN)ALLA
Attn: IP Docket

411E WISCONSIN AVENUE

SUITE 2350 3754
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202-4426 DATE MAILED: 06/23/2014

 
   

13/391,539 05/02/2012 Samuel Liam Proud 920257.00016 6980

TITLE OF INVENTION: FILLER ASSEMBLY FOR CABLE GLAND

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

$0 $0nonprovisional UNDISCOUNTED $960 $960 09/23/2014

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.

THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS

PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW
DUE.

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the ENTITY STATUS shown above. If the ENTITY STATUS is shown as SMALL or MICRO, verify whether entitlement to that
entity status still applies.

If the ENTITY STATUS is the same as shown above, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above.

If the ENTITY STATUS is changed from that shown above, on PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, complete section number 5 titled
"Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)".

For purposes of this notice, small entity fees are 1/2 the amount of undiscounted fees, and micro entity fees are 1/2 the amount of small entity
fees.

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, or its equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

III. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
maintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

P 1 f3
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
or m (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where
ap ropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as
indicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" formaintenance fee notifications.

Note: A certificate of mailin can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certi icate cannot be used for any other accompanying

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (N016: Use Block 1 for any change ofaddFESS) apers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must
gave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

Certificate of Mailing or Transmission
26710 7590 06/23/2014 I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United

QUARLES & BRADY LLP States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope
Att , IP D k t addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimile11' 0C 6 transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273—2885, on the date indicated below.

41 1 E. WISCONSIN AVENUE . ,
SUITE 2350 (Depos1tor 5 name)

MILWAUKEE, WI 53202-4426 (Signature)
(Date) 

 
  APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE F {ST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

13/391,539 05/02/2012 Samuel Liam Proud 920257.00016 6980

TITLE OF INVENTION: FILLER ASSEMBLY FOR CABLE GLAND

 

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

$0 $0nonprovisional UNDISCOUNTED $960 $960 09/23/2014

GRUBY, RANDALL A 3754 174—076000

1. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37
CFR 1.363).

3 Chan e of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address orm PTO/SB/ 122) attached.

3 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03—02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Number is required.

2. For printing on the patent front page, list  
(1) The names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys
or agents OR, alternatively,

(2) The name of a single firm (having as a member a 2
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 3
listed, no name will be printed.

 

 
  

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : '3 Individual '3 Corporation or other private group entity '3 Government

 
4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment of Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)

3 Issue Fee 3 A check is enclosed.

3 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 3 Payment by credit card. Form PTO—2038 is attached.
3 Advance Order — # of Copies 3 The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credits any

overpayment, to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy of this form).

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

3 Applicant certifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29 NOTE: Absent a valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see forms PTO/SB/ 15A and 15B), issue
fee payment in the micro entity amount will not be accepted at the risk of application abandonment.

3 Applicant asserting small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 NOTE: If the application was previously under micro entity status, checking this box will be taken
to be a notification of loss of entitlement to micro entity status.

 
3 Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status. NOTE: Checking this box will be taken to be a notification of loss of entitlement to small or micro

entity status, as applicable.

NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.31 and 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature requirements and certifications.

Authorized Signature Date
  

Typed or printed name Registration No.
  

Page 2 0f 3 Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994

PTOL—85 Part B (10—13) Approved for use through 10/31/2013. OMB 0651—0033 US. Patth/IHrEefiszQQeg; pagfirfififlflfififig COMMERCE
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.msptogov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE F {ST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

 
 
   

13/391,539 05/02/2012 Samuel Liam Proud 920257.00016 6980

EXAMINER
26710 7590 06/23/2014

QUARLES & BRADY LLP GRU3Y, RANDALL A  
Attn: IP Docket

411E WISCONSIN AVENUE

SUITE 2350 3754
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202-4426 DATE MAILED: 06/23/2014

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(Applications filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Office has discontinued providing a Patent Term Adjustment (PTA) calculation with the Notice of Allowance.

Section 1(h)(2) of the AIA Technical Corrections Act amended 35 U.S.C. 154(b)(3)(B)(i) to eliminate the

requirement that the Office provide a patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. See

Revisions to Patent Term Adjustment, 78 Fed. Reg. 19416, 19417 (Apr. 1, 2013). Therefore, the Office is no longer

providing an initial patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. The Office will continue to

provide a patent term adjustment determination with the Issue Notification Letter that is mailed to applicant

approximately three weeks prior to the issue date of the patent, and will include the patent term adjustment on the

patent. Any request for reconsideration of the patent term adjustment determination (or reinstatement of patent term

adjustment) should follow the process outlined in 37 CFR 1.705.

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of

Patent Legal Administration at (571)—272—7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be

directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1—(888)—786—0101 or (571)—272—4200.

P 3 f3
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OMB Clearance and PRA Burden Statement for PTOL-85 Part B

The Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) of 1995 requires Federal agencies to obtain Office of Management and

Budget approval before requesting most types of information from the public. When OMB approves an agency
request to collect information from the public, OMB (i) provides a valid OMB Control Number and expiration

date for the agency to display on the instrument that will be used to collect the information and (ii) requires the

agency to inform the public about the OMB Control Number’s legal significance in accordance with 5 CFR
1320.5(b).

The information collected by PTOL-85 Part B is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain

or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is

governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary

depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form

and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and

Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT
SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, PO. Box

1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to

respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (PL. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the

requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is
35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which

the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission

related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and

Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of
proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of
Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records

may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is required

by the Freedom of Information Act.

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence
to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of

settlement negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance
from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having

need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to

comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).
5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of

records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property

Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes
of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C.
218(c)).

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General

Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's
responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority

of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations

governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive.
Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals.

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication

of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a

record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the
record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated

and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public

inspection or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation 0 géeéiteialyiomlgpffiafizod‘) fiegubaéiggnl
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Notice of Allowability Emmi: GRUBY gram" £IQ,‘§1;~°;L':V°"*°”°
No

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. IX This communication is responsive to 04/10/14.

I] A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filed on
 

2. [I An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on ; the restriction

requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

3. IX The allowed claim(s) is/are 1-79-20. As a result of the allowed claim(s), you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution

Highway program at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see

htt' :i;’www.t.=s ‘to. ov/ atents/init events/r h/index.'s' or send an inquiry to PPeredbackQusgtocov.

 

 

4. IX Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

Certified copies:

a) IX All b) I] Some *c) I] None of the:

1. El Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. El Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No._

3. IX Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE” of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5. El CORRECTED DRAWINGS ( as “replacement sheets”) must be submitted.

El including changes required by the attached Examiner’s Amendment / Comment or in the Office action of
Paper No./Mai| Date .

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawings in the front (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6. I] DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner’s comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)

1. IX Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5. [XI Examiner‘s Amendment/Comment

2. IX Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 6. [XI Examiner‘s Statement of Reasons for Allowance
Paper No./Mai| Date 04/10/14

3. I] Examiner‘s Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 7. El Other .
of Biological Material

4. El Interview Summary (PTO-413),
Paper No./Mai| Date

/RANDALL GRUBY/ /PAUL R DURAND/

Examiner, Art Unit 3754 Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3754

 
US. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-13) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mai| Date 20140610
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Application/Control Number: 13/391,539 Page 2

Art Unit: 3754

EXAMINER COMMENT

Notice ofPre-AIA or AIA Status

1. The present application is being examined under the pre—AIA first to invent provisions.

Status of the Application

2. The amendment filed on 04/10/14 has been entered. Claims 1—20 remain pending in the

application. Claims 1, 10, and 11 have been amended. Claims 13—20 are new.The Information

Disclosure Statement (IDS) filed on 04/10/14 has been acknowledged by the Office.

Reasons for Allowance

3. Claim 1—7 and 9—20 are allowed.

4. The following is an examiner’s statement of reasons for allowance:

There is no obvious combination of the closest arts of record, EP 434105 and WO

2008029165, for disclosing the invention. There is no motivation to combine the arts of record in

order to establish a prima facie case of obviousness.

As per claims 1 and 10, the following limitation, in context, makes claim 1 inventive: a_t

least one flexible barrier member having at least one respective aperture therethrough adapted to

stretch to engage a plurality of cores of a cable to provide a barrier to passage of said curable

liguid material along said cores.

As per claims 17 and 18, the following limitations, in context, makes claim 17

inventive: the aperture being smaller than the bundle of cores so that the cores stretch the

aperture to fit tightly around the bundle and wherein prior to curing the curable material is a

liguid when it is placed in the well that flows in between the cores.

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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Application/Control Number: 13/391,539 Page 3

Art Unit: 3754

Claims 2-7, 9, 11-16, and 18-20, are allowed by their dependency on allowed base

claims.

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later than the

payment of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably accompany the issue

fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled “Comments on Statement of Reasons for

Allowance.”

Response to Arguments

5. Applicant’s arguments filed 04/10/14, have been fully considered and are persuasive.

The rejections of claims 1—7 and 9—12 have been withdrawn.

Conclusion

6. The prior art made of record in FORM PTO—892 and not relied upon is considered

pertinent to applicant's disclosure.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Randy Gruby, whose telephone number is (571) 272—3415. The

examiner can normally be reached from Monday to Friday between 8:00 AM and 5:00 PM.

If any attempt to reach the examiner by telephone is unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Paul Durand, can be reached at (571) 272—4459.

Another resource that is available to applicants is the Patent Application Information

Retrieval (PAIR). Information regarding the status of an application can be obtained from the

(PAIR) system. Status information for published applications may be obtained from either

Private PAIR or Public PAX. Status information for unpublished applications is available

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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Application/Control Number: 13/391,539 Page 4

Art Unit: 3754

through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair—

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, please feel

free to contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866—217—9197 (toll—free).

/RG/

Examiner, Art Unit 3754

/PAUL R DURAND/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3754

June 19, 2014
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

13/391539 PROUD, SAMUEL LIAM

Notice of References Cited Examiner Art Unit

RANDALL GRUBY 3754 Page 1 Of 2
U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

* Document Number Date , , ,
Country Code-Number-Kind Code MM-YYYY Name Classification

us-2,53o,381 A 11-1950 DONOHUE JR BERNARD J 174/18

In us-2,590,1eo A 03-1952 DIXON, H.J. 174/76
US-3,617,614 A 11-1971 Henry, William J. 174/77R

In us-4,o15,329 A 04-1977 Hutchison, John Blundell 29/858
us-4,332,975 A 06-1982 Dienes, Zoltan B. 174/76

us-4,493,522 A 01-1985 Law, Joseph P. 439/271

US-4,608,454 A 08-1986 Lackinger, Franz 174/653

In us-4,751,350 A 06-1988 Eaton, John w. 174/87
us-5,113,o37 A 05-1992 King et al. 174/87

US-6,242,700 B1 06-2001 Smith, Russell P. 174/77R

us-2o10/ooo3oo1 A1 01-2010 Hand, Edward 385/138

US-7,736,165 B2 06-2010 Bukovnik et al. 439/276

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

* Document Number Date . . .
Country Code-Number-Kind Code MM-YYYY Country Name Classmcatlon

--—_———

NON-PATENT DOCUM ENTS

 

 
 

Include as applicable: Author, Title Date, Publisher, Edition or Volume, Pertinent Pages)

 
*A copy of this reference is not being furnished with this Office action. (See MPEP § 707.05(a).)
Dates in MM-YYYY format are publication dates. Classifications may be US or foreign.
US. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-892 (Rev. 01-2001) Notice of References Cited Part of Paper No. 20140610
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U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

* Document Number Date , , ,
Country Code-Number-Kind Code MM_YYYY Name Classification

US-2011/0033165 A1 02-2011 Guest, Timothy Steven 385/138

In us-2o12/o1422o7 A1 06-2012 Duval et al. 439/272
US-8,288,667 B2 10-2012 Chiou, Jiun-Wei 174/652

In us-2o12/o2921oo A1 11-2012 Thomas, David G. 174/652
US-8,367,944 B2 02-2013 Chiou, Jiun-Wei 174/520

US-2013/0059469 A1 03-2013 KAWAKITA et al. 439/589

us-2o13/o112475 A1 05-2013 Magno et al. 174/77.R

US-2013/0118803 A1 05-2013 Magno, JR., Joey D. 174/77.R

In US-2013/0129289 A1 05-2013 ROLAND, Carey 5. 385/102
US-8,490,513 B2 07-2013 Chiou, Jiun Wei 74/502.4

US-8,581,120 B2 11-2013 Winship, Phillip Steven 174/667

us-2o14/oo3o9o3 A1 01-2014 Magno et al. 439/279

us-2o14/oo41939 A1 02-2014 Schlachteret al. 174/77.R

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

* Document Number Date . . .
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Dates in MM-YYYY format are publication dates. Classifications may be US or foreign.
US. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-892 (Rev. 01-2001) Notice of References Cited Part of Paper No. 20140610
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STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named Inventor Samuel Liam Proud

Art Unit | 3754
Examiner Name Randall A. Gruby

Attorney Docket Number I 920257.00016

 

    
 

4 2004047248 A1 2004-06-03 Cooper Industries, Inc. 
If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button Add

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS Remove 

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item

(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc}, date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s}, T5

publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner Cite

 

1 CMP PRODUCTS, Catalog page 59, September 2007, Newcastle Upon Tyne, England. |:|

 

EGS ELECTRICAL GROUP, Instruction for Unilet Sealing Fittings Approved For Use With: Appleton Kwiko® A And ElCrouse—Hinds Chico® A Sealing Cement, dated 07/01/09, 4 pages.

 
 

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button Add

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

Examiner Signature ,I’Randall Giuby/ Date Considered 05/10/2014

 

 

   
*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a

citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
 

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here if
English language translation is attached.
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CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

|:| from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

0R

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification

after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

El any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

|:| See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

|:| A certification statement is not submitted herewith.
SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the

form of the signature.

NamelPrint Registration Number 31356 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the

public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed

application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, US.

Patent and Trademark Office, US. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND

FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the

attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1}the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited

is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the US. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested

information, the US Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552} and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the

Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement

negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for

the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records

may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or

his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record

may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in

an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is

referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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EAST Search History

EAST Search History

EAST Search History (Prior Art)

  ESearch Query  
 

  EDefault EPluralsEE Time 

 
 

 

US-20040069522-$ or US—20020066518-$ or

US-20100108020-$ or US—20‘I40030903-$ Or
EUS-20140041939-$ or US—20130112475-$ or

EUS-20130129289-$ or US—20‘I20292‘IOO-$ Or

US-20100003001-$ or US—20130118803-$ Or

 E(US—20‘|20097445-$ or US-20030226680-$ OrE

FPRS;

EPO;

   US PGPUB;E 2014/06/10E
EUSPAT; E16:07 E

USOCR; E

E EDERWENT
US—20110033165-$ or US20040157488- E

E$).did. or (U86242700-$ or US7507105-$ orE
US—6259029-$ or US—5600094-$ or US—

E4692563-$ or U85621191-$ or U85310963-
E$ or U85691505-$ or U83567843-$ or US
E4379204-$ or U86812406-$ or U85321205-
E$ or U85208427-$ or U88288667-$ or US
E8581120-$ or US8367944-$ or U88490513-
E$ or US4015329-$ or US4332975-$ or US
E2590160-$ or US4608454-$ or U85113037-

E$ or US7736165-$ or US4751350-$).did. or
E(US2957038-$ or US2913260-$).did. or (KR-E
E101304258—$).did. or (GB-2138218—$ or GB- E
E2074395-$).did. or (GB-2074395-$ or GB-
E2258350-$ or U83833754-$ or KR—1304258—
E$ or GB-2276773-$ or EP-434105-$ or WO-

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  
 

    
 
  
 
 

  
 

E 2222222222222: 2222“““““““« 2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘22222222222222222222222220 2‘222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222

174/76,667,77r,653.ccls. USPGPUB;E E2014/06/10E
E EUSPAT; 16:08 E

USOCR;

FPRS;
EPO;

EDERWENT

US PGPUB;E
USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;
EPO;

EDERWENTE 2222222222222: 2222“““““““« 2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘22222222222222222222222220 2‘222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222

El2 and (adhesive or epoxy or compound or USPGPUB;E E2014/06/1OE
harden$4 or curable or cur$3) USPAT; 16:09 E

E EUSOCR; E
EFPRS;

EEPO;
EDERWENT

US PGPUB;E
USPAT; i
USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; a

DERWENTE
USPAT

 

El2 and (adhesive or epoxy or compound or E2014/06/1OE
harden$4) E16:08

  
 

 
 

   
 

 
 

  
  

  

 

E2014/06/10E
E16:11 E

  
  

El4 and (cable adj gland)

 

E2014/06/10E
E16:18 E.............. ...................\ .........................................................................................................J .......................... .........................\ ...............................................

E'4 not 15 E'USPGPUB on E2014/06/10E
E EUSPAT; _ EE 16: 19
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EAST Search History

:USOCR;
:FPRS;
:EPO; JPO;
:DERWENT;:aaaaaaaaaaaaa. aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

:("20020022409"| "20040058575"| :UE}FK3PUB$ :2014/06/10
:"3320665"| "3885380"| "4572868"| :USPAT; E :16:20 :
:"5017160"|"5151143"|"5520974"| :USOCR :
:"5876528"|"5888323"|"6080334"| :
:"6291773"|"7049506"|"7230214"|

   
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
  

 
  
 

 

    
 

 

 
 

: aaaaaaaaaaaaad aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaad aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

:222/1.ccls. and (cable adj gland) U8PGPUB;: :2014/06/10:
: :USPAT; 16:39 :

USOCR :............e ..................§ .........................................................................................................1 .........................¢, ........................é ...................\ ..........................é

222/1 .ccls. and (core) us PGPUB;: 2014/06/10:
: :USPAT; 16:39 :

USOCR :

us PGPUB,:
USPAT;
USOCR

:U8PGPUB;:
:USPAT; :
:USOCR;

:FPRS;
:EPO; JPO;
:IBM_TDB\ .............: ...................\ .........................................................................................................J .......................... .........................\ ...............................................

I12 and (adhesive or epoxy or compound or U:8PGPUB;: :2014/06/10:
harden$4 or curable or cur$3) USPAT; 16:45 3

: :USOCR;

:FPRS;

:EF’O:

:DEWNENT:

U8 PGPUB;:
USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO;
:DERWENT\ .............: ...................\ .........................................................................................................J .......................... .........................\ ...............................................

:l13 and (gland) :U8PGPUB;: :2014/06/10:
:USPAT; :16:45

USOCR; :
FPRS;

EPO:
:DERWENT““““““¢ ..................¢ .........................................................................................................1 .........................a ........................Q ...................\ ..........................¢

:("2012/O142207").URPl\l. :2014/06/10:
: 16:46

:2014/06/10:
16:46

   
   

 

 

  

 ................... ...¢

:2014/06/10:
16:40

 

 I10 and cable

 

:2014/06/10::439/271-277,586-589,604.Cds. \
: :1845  
  
  
  

 

 

 

 

  
  
  

  
 

   

  
  
  
  

  
 
 

:2014/06/10::l13 and (cable adj gland) \
: :1845

   
  

 

  
 

  

  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 :("7275957"| "7588460"| "7635283"| :US§F¥3PUB£
:"RE38294"|"5561900"|"5766037"| :USPAT; 5
:"6109964"|"7892018"|"20040259416"| :USOCR
:"3744007"|"6607398"|"5059747"| :
:"6910919"|"7435135"|"7690945"|
:"5866853"|"2816949"|"6267621"|
:"7189114"|"7690945"|"5756972"|

| |

| |

: |

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

:"5951327" "6332808" "20070224880"|
:"6034325" "6776657" "RE41044"|
:"5830009" "5321205" "5529522"|
:"5951327" "6089912"|"7288002"|

\ .............: ...................\ .......................................................................................................... ..........................u .........................\ ................... .............................

..4549037.._pn_ us PGPUB;: OR 2014/06/10:
: :USPAT; : : :1849 :
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EAST Search History

 
 

 
  

 

 

 

: \\\\\\\\\\\\\¢ \KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK: KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK\KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKJ KK\KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

E("‘|805‘|55" | "3617614" | "376‘|60‘|"). PN. OREEUS—PGPUB; EOR E2014/06/‘IOE
E("4549037").URP|\|. E E 16150 E

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

............e ..................§ .........................................................................................................1 .........................¢. ........................é. ...................\ ..........................é

E("3040284" | "3371150" | "3408450").PN. OR USPGPUB;E :2014/06/10:
(:"3617614").URP|\|. EUSPAT; :16151 :
‘ EUSOCR :............e ..................§ .........................................................................................................1 .........................¢ ........................é ...................\ ..........................é

:("3107135' | "3170748" | "4397516").PN. OR USPGPUB;E :2014/06/10:
:("4493522").URPN. USPAT; 16154 E
: EUSOCR :............3 ..................¢ .........................................................................................................1 .........................3 ........................¢ ...................: ..........................¢

:113 not I15 EUSPGPUB;E :2014/06/10:
EUSPAT; E16:56
EUSOCR ‘............3 ..................¢ .........................................................................................................1 .........................3 ........................¢ ...................: ..........................¢

:("2013/0059469") .URPN. :2014/06/ 1 0:
: 17:01 ‘............3 ..................¢ .........................................................................................................1 .........................3 ........................¢ ...................: ..........................¢

: USPAT = 13:51 ‘............e ..................§ .........................................................................................................1 .........................¢ ........................é ...................\ ..........................é

:"4343105" Epo; :2013/06/07:
E‘DERWENT :13:51

EPO; :2013/06/07:
EDERWENT :13:52 :: \\\\\\\\\\\\\¢ \KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK: KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK\KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKJ KK\KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

1E991 -186955.NRAN. EDERWENT :2013/06/07:
: E ‘ 13:52 :: \\\\\\\\\\\\\¢ \KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK: KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK\KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKJ KK\KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

"2074395" EPO; E :2013/06/07:
. E‘DERWENT 13:53 :: 3333333333333: 3333“““““““« 333‘3333‘3333‘3333‘3333‘3333‘3333‘3333‘3333‘3333‘3333‘3333‘3333‘3333‘3333‘3333‘333333333333333333333333333 ‘3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333

"20010109284" FPRS; E :2013/06/07:
: EEPo; JPO; :13:54 :

DERWENT;E :
|BM_TDB

EUSPGPUB;E
EUSPAT;
EUSOCR;

EFPRS;
EEPO; JPO;
EDERWENT;E
EIBM_TDB: .............: ...................\ .........................................................................................................J .......................... .........................: ...............................................

132048 (russelL near2 smith)".in" and 3M USPGPUB;E 2:013/06/07:
E : EUSPAT; 13:55 :

EUSOCR; :
EFPRS;

EEPO; JPO;

  
  

  

 

 

  
  

 

  
 
 

  

 

 

  
 

 
 

    

 

  

 
   

    
 

  
 

E'434105' 

 
 

 

 

    

 

 

 
  

   
 

 

  
 

  

  

  

   
  
  
 

  
  
  

 

  
 

  
 

 
 

(russel near2 smith)".in" and 3M :2013/06/07EE131507: \
:13:55

    
   

333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333

"1 02001 7009380" :201 3/ 06/ 07:
: 13:56 :

EDERWENT;

EIBNLTDB :............e ..................§ .........................................................................................................1 .........................¢. ........................é. ...................\ ..........................é

"765082" US PGPUB;E 2013/06/07:
EUSPAT; 13:56

EUSOCR; :
EFPRS;

EEPO; JPO;

EDERWENT;:

E_IBMTDB.............: ...................E .......................................................................................................... .......................... .........................: ...............................................
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Cooper v. CMP; IPR2018-00994 
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EAST Search History

 
  

 

765082" :201 3/06/07:
:13:57 
 

 

.................................................................................................u ......................u , ...............u........‘, .................u\ .................u........‘

GB765082 : 2013/06/07:
: EPO; : 13:58

ERWENT

: US PGPUB;: 2013/06/07:
:USPAT; :14:00 :
:USOCR; :

:FPRS;
:EPO; JPO;
:DERWENT;:
‘ BM_TDB :................................................................................................... ........................ .........................1 ...............................................

: 20010109284" SPGPUB;: :2013/06/07:
: :USPAT; 14:01 :

:USOCR; :
:FPRS;
:EPO; JPO;
:DERWENT;§

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

: "2957038"

 
 
 

 

 

  

  
 
 
 
 
  
 

  

 
  
  
  
  
  
  

 

 
  
  
  
  
 

:"9284" :2013/06/07:
:14:01

1 :
1 ~ : \ :: . :1 . \ : :1 . \ : :1 . \ : :. : : :. : : :. : : :. : : :........................-,\\ \. :. :

‘ 2013/06/07:
:USPAT; 14:01 :

:USOCR; :
:FPRS;
:EPO; JPO;

:DERWENT;:
BM_TDB :................................................................................................... ........................ .........................1 ...............................................

: "765082" : US PGPUB;: 2013/06/07:
: :USPAT; : 14:02 :

:USOCR; :
:FPRS;
:EPO; JPO;
:DERWENT;:
‘ BM_TDB

‘ S-PGPUB;: 2013/06/07:
:USPAT; 5 14:03 :

USOCR; :

FPRS;

:EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;:

 

   

   

 b-765082-$.did

 

   
  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

("2957038").URP|\|.   2013/06/07:
14:09 ‘

2013/06/07:
:14:15 :

 

"2258350" 2013/06/07:
: 14:4 :
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Cooper v. CMP; IPR2018-00994 
CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0060

EAST Search History

:s23 13 "2258350" us FGPUB;g OR :ON :2013/06/07:
gUSPAT; 14:49

EPO; ' :
: 2............: .2.................\ 22..222..222..222..222..222..222..222..222..222..222..222..222..222..222..222..222.2.2.2.22222222222222224 22.2.2.2.2222222222222222. 2.2.2....................\ .2.............................................

"2001109284" DERWENT gOR :2013/06/07:    
  

 
  

 
 

 

 

  "6242700" :2013/06/07:

   2013/06/07:
15:20 :

2013/06/07:
15:20 :2222222222222. 222222222222222222KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

"2001109284" DERWENT :2013/06/07:
: ‘ 5 15:20 :2222222222222. 222222222222222222KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

"2001109284" DERWENT :2013/06/07:
15:29

gJPO; :2013/06/07:
gDERWENT 15:30 :2222222222222. 222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222

222/34 us FGPUB;g :2013/06/07:
gUSPAT; : 15:36 :

gusooR; :
gFPRS;
gEPO; JPO;
gDERWENT;g

"2001109284" DERWENT

 
 

 

"20010109284" DERWENT

  
 

 
 

   

  
 

  
   

"2001109284" 

 
 
 

  

  
 

 

 

 

  
 
 

: 22222222222222 2222222222222222222 2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222220 222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222

:sa1 and mix gusFoPUB;g :2013/06/07:
: gUSPAT; g 15:37 :

gusooR; :
gFPRS;

gEPO; JPO;
gDERWENT;g
:IBM_TDB g\ .2...........: .2.................\ 2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222“unnuuuuuuuu‘ 2222.2.22.2...uuuuuuu 22.2..........uuu.uu\ 2.2.22.2“...2...“ ............................

:s32 and clamp gusFoPUB;g :2013/06/07:
: gUSPAT; 15:37 :

gusooR;

gFPRS;

gEPO; JPO;
gDERWENT;g

  
  

  
  

  
 

   

  
    
  

  
 

   
 

   
 

 
  

2.2.2.222...“ 2.22.22.22.22222223 222..222..222..222..222..222..222..222..222..222..222..222..222..222..222..222..2222.2.2222222222222222221 2.2.2.2.222222222222222223 2.2.2.2.22222222222222223 2.2.2.2222222222222: 22.2.2.2.222222222222222223

:833 and (flex?ble or flex?bility or elastic$3) gUSPGPUB;g :2013/06/07:
gUSPAT; 5 15:37 :

USOCR; :

gFPRS;

gEPO; JPO;

DERWENT;g

 

 

2013/06/07:
16:03 :

(cable adj gland) and ((bond$3 or epoxy or usFGPUB;g :2013/06/07:
:adhesive or (two adj part) or (cure or USPAT; 16:15 :
:curable)) same2 cable) USOCR; :
: gFPRS;

gEPO; JPO;

DgERWENT;g

1991 -186955.NRAN.

  
 

  
 

  
  

 

 

 
 

  

2222222222222. 2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222

(cable adj gland) and ((bond$3 or epoxy or USPGPUB;g :2013/06/07:
:adhesive or (two adj part) or (cure or USPAT; 5 16:17 E
:curable)) same (cable or core or conductor)) USOCR; g :
: gFPRs;
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Cooper v. CMP; IPR2018-00994 
CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0061

EAST Search History

3("8105945" | "8106407" | "7285782" |
3"8105691" | "20040121637" | "6623289" |
3"6668793" | "5432301" | "4515516" |
3"5194012" | "6812406" | "8102116" |
3"3833754" | "7735876").PN.

"20100003001"

32008-D99857.NRAN.

"12477580"

"20100307816"

32010-010826.NRAN.

"2138218"

1984-258752.NRAN.

"7357579"

222/94

222/94,92,103,95,107,145.5,145.6,145.1.ccls.

"2008029165"

32008-D99857.NRAN.

2006-099657NRAN.

3"8170390".pn.

EPO; JPO;

3D;"ERWENT
|BM_TDB

3USPGPUB;3
3USPAT;

3USOCR;
3FPRS;
3EPO; JPO;
3DERWENT;3
3|BM_TDB

3USPGPUB;3
3USPAT;
3USOCR;
3FPRS;
3EPO; JPO;

3DERWENT;3
3|BM_TDB
3DERWENT

us PGPUB;3
USPAT

3DERWENT

3DERWENT

3DERWENT

3DERWENT

us PGPUB;3
USPAT 3

3USPGPUB;3
3USPAT; 3
3USOCR;

3FPRS;
3EPO; JPO;
3DERWENT;3
3|BM_TDB

3USPGPUB;3
3USPAT;
3USOCR;
3FPRS;
3EPO; JPO;
30ERWENT;3
3|BM_TDB

3USPGPUB;3
3USPAT;
3USOCR;
3FPRS;
3EPO; JPO;
3DERWENT;3
3|BNLTDB 3

DERWENT

DERWENT

23013/06/073
16:33 "

32013/06/073
16:41 3

32013/06/073
16:42

32013/06/073
17:00

32013/06/073
17:00 3

32013/06/073
17:00

32013/06/073
317:16 3

32013/06/073
317:16 3

32013/06/073
17:22 3

32013/06/083
11:54 3

32013/06/083
31154 3

32013/06/083
14:27 3

32013/08/143
31204 3

32013/08/ 43
31217 3

32013/08/143

312:18 3
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Cooper v. CMP; IPR2018-00994 
CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0062

EAST Search History 

$("20030226660" | "20040069522" | $U8PGPUB;§OR $OFF $2013/08/14$
$"20040074662" | "20080236861" | "5621191" $U8PAT; $12:34 $
$| ""6259029" | ""6266565" | "6609263" | $USOCR $
‘"7641396" | "7781685").PN. ‘

$("3663740" | ""4629625" | ""4674616" | $2013/08/14$
$"4692563" | ""4657015" | "5310963")-P|\|- OR ; $12:38 $
$("2003/0226680" | "2004/0069522" | 1 i S s

  
 

3437426$ 855 and epoxy or harden$3

$855 and (epoxy or harden$3)

$222/94,92,103,95,107,145.5,145.6,1451CC|8.$
$and @pd>"20130607"

"20020066518".pn.

"20080262408".pn.

"1335047".pn.

"1335047".pn.

"1335047"

""2011021016"

$"2196216"

1984-258752.NRAN.

"2010000301"

"20100003001"

174/650-669.CCLS.

869 AND GLAND

869 AND (CABLE WITH GLAND)

869 AND (CABLE NEAR4 GLAND)

$("2010/0108020").URPN.

us PGPUB;$
USPAT;
USOCR

us PGPUB;$
USPAT; s
USOCR

U8PGPUB;$
$U8PAT;
$USOCR;
$FPR8;
$EPO; JPO;
$DERWENT;

$IBM_TDB

us PGPUB;$
U8PAT s

us PGPUB;$
U8PAT i

us PGPUB;$
U8PAT i

EPO:
DERWENT

EPO:
DERWENT

EPO:
DERWENT

DERWENT

DERWENT

us PGPUB;§
USPAT;
USOCR

us PGPUB;§
USPAT; i
USOCR

us PGPUB;§
USPAT; i
USOCR

us PGPUB;§
USPAT; i
USOCR

us PGPUB;§
USPAT; i
USOCR

us PGPUB;$
USPAT; i
USOCR

$2013/06/14$
$12:38 ‘

$2013/06/14$
$12:39 ‘

$2013/08/14$
$13:39 ‘

$2013/08/14$
$19:42 S

$2013/06/14$
$13:43

$2013/06/14$
$19:44 f

$2013/06/14$
$19:44 f

$2013/06/14$
$13:45 E

$2013/06/14$
$19:47 3

$2019/11/05$
$16:30 3

$2019/11/05$
$16:30 f

$2014/01/15$
$10:05 ‘

$2014/01/15$
$10:05 $

$2014/01/15$
$10:08 $

$2014/01/15$
$10:08 $

$2014/01/15$
$10:09 $

$2014/01/15$
$10:09 $

 
$2014/01/15$
$10: 10 $
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Cooper v. CMP; IPR2018-00994 
CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0063

EAST Search History

 
 

1871 AND ((HARDEN$4 WITH (COMPOUND OR1USPAT 12014/01/151
1SLUDGE OR SLURRY OR PASTE)) OR EPOXY) 10:17 *

4444444444444. 444444444444444444“““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““

1("2003/0226680").URPN. 12014/01/151
1 110:25 1

............¢ ..................¢ .........................................................................................................1 .........................3 ........................¢ ...................\ ..........................Q

1871 AND (((HARDEN$4 or sea|$4) WITH 12014/01/151
(COMPOUND OR SLUDGE OR SLURRY OR 10:26 1

EQ§IEZLQEEEQZ§X2OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO \

1C1345473"|"1699690"|"1805155"|
1"1814478" "2151096" "2503169"
1"2795641" "2816949" "2913260"
1"2986409" "3058762" "3079182"
1"3082470" "3259406" "3492410"
1"3555171" "3567843" "3635502"

1"3663740" "3700268" "3739076"
1"3985418" "4022966" "4198537"
1"4273405" "4334121" "4481697"
1"4490576" "4493522" "4513172"
1"4515991" "4549037" "4583811"
1"4608454" "4629825" "4674818"
1"4692561" "4692562" "4692563"

1"4739126" "4814547" "4857015"
1"5059747" "5278352" "5310359"
1"5310963" "5866853" "6268565"
1"RE38294U.PN.()R("2003/O226680"|
1"2004/0069522"| "2010/0108020"|
1"3567843" "4379204" "5310963"
1"5321205" "5621191" "5691505"

  

 

  
 

 

   
   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

   
  

 

 
 

  

 

 

 
  

 

 

 
 

“““““““““““““““““

12014/01/151
11032 1
  

   
   

1 44444444444448 \444444444444444444 4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘44\44444444444444444444443 4‘\4444444444444444444444KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

1877 and (((harden$4 or sea|$4) with USPGPUB;1 OR 12014/01/151
(compound or slurry or sludge or paste or 1USPAT; 5 10334 1   

1 44444444444448 \444444444444444444 4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘4444‘44\44444444444444444444443 4‘\4444444444444444444444KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

1C1805155"|"20030226680"| 1U8483PUB£<3R 12014/00151
1"20040069522"|"20040074662"| 1U8PAT; 5 110:38 1
1"20080236861"|"2788992"|"3079182"| 1USOOR 1
1"3485517" "3555171" "3567843" 1
1"3617614" "3700268" "3739076"
1"3761601" "3819849" "4022966"
1"4198537" "4225162" "4273405"

1"4293151" "4334121" "4481697"
1"4490576" "4493522" "4513172"
1"4515991" "4549037" "4580865"
1"4583811" "4606562" "4608454"
1"4629825" "4692561" "4692562"
1"4692563" "4738636" "4739126"
1"4953898" "5059747" "5621191"
1"6259029" "6268565" "6809263" 1
1"7641396" "7781685w.PN.<3R("2913260"|1
1"5208427" "5310963" "5321205" 1

    
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

  
 

 
 

   
1879 and (((harden$4 or sea|$4) with 1U8PGPUB;1 OR 12014/01/151
(compound or slurry or sludge or paste or ‘ 5 110339 1
\fluid)) or epoxy) 1

4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

1880 not 878 12014/01/151
110:39 1

  

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

  

12014/01/1511("4299363" 1 ""4944686" 1 "5378027" | 1
110481"5545854"|"5912431"|"6162995"|

1"6300568U.PN.()R("2003/0226680"|
 
   

  

\ 1\1 \1 \1 \1 \\ “nun“...l .................u\ ........................................................................................................u‘ ...“nu“...uuuuuuu .......................u\ ................u. ............................

1222/92,94,95,103,107,145.1,145.5,145.6.ccls. 2014/01/151U8 POPUB;1 OR ON
1USPAT; 1 1 117:56

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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Cooper v. CMP; IPR2018-00994 
CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0064

EAST Search History

USOCR;

FPRS; i
EPO; JPO;

ifDERWENTE

iIBNLTDB §
\KKKKKKKKKKKK. \KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

:885 and @pd>"20130606" UisPGPUB;: :2014/01/15:
iUSPAT; :17:56

iUSOCR; :
iFPRS;
iEPO; JPO;
iDERWENT;:
i|BM_TDB............¢ ..................¢ .........................................................................................................1 .........................a ........................Q ...................: ..........................¢

:886 and (gland) iusPGPUB;: :2014/01/15:
iUSPAT; 17:58

iUSOCR; :
iFPRS;

iEPO; JPO;

   

    
 

  
  

  

  
  
  

 
  
 
 

  
   

 
 

 

 
 
 
  
  
  

  
  
   
 

 
  

 

 
 

:("20040069522" | "20120097445" |
:"20020066518" | "4692563" | "8170390" | :USPAT;
:"5600094" | "6259029" | "7507105" | iUSOCR
:"20080262408" | "20030226680" | "5310963"

:2014/01/15:iusPGPUB,:
s 18:01

 

............¢ ..................¢ .........................................................................................................1 .........................a ........................Q ...................: ..........................¢

(:Us2o1oo10802o-$ or Us20020066518-$ ori UsPGPUB;: :2014/01/15:
:US-20030226680-$ or Us2oo40069522-$ or iUSPAT; :18:O1
:Us20120097445--.$)did. or (Us5691505-$ ori USOCR; :
:Us3567843-$ or Us5600094-$ or Us i EPO;

:5621191--$ or us43792o4-$ or Us5208427-i DERWENT
:$ or US4692563-$ or U85321205-$ or US 5
:5310963-$ or Us6812406-$ or us6259029-

:$ or us62427oo-$ or us8170390-$ or us ‘
:7507105-$).did. or (us2957038-$ or Us
:2913260-$). did. or (GB- 2138218— $ or GB-
:2074395-$). did. or (EP— 434105-$ or GB- i

:2074395-$ or GB-2258350-$ or us3833754-i

    
  

  
 

 
 
 

\ “nun“...l .................u\ ........................................................................................................u ...“nu“...uuuuuuu .......................u\ ................u. ............................

USPGPUB;: :2014/01/15:
USPAT; : 18:01 :
USOCR

us PGPUB;:

USPAT; s
USOCR

us PGPUB;:
USPAT; s
USOCR

UsPGPUB;i
USPAT;

USOCR;

FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;:
|BM_TDB\KKKKKKKKKKKK. \KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

:893 and "174".c|as. USPGPUBi: :2014/06/09:
USPAT; 17:59 :

USOCR; :
FPRS;

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;
IBM TDB............¢ ..................¢ .........................................................................................................1 .........................a ........................Q ...................: ..........................¢

  

  

  
 

 

  

 

 174/76.cc|s. 2014/06/09:
17:34

  

  2014/06/09::"13391539"
:17:57
 

  
  

 

 
(H02G15/013 OR H02G15/046).CPC.

   
 

  
  

  
 

2014/06/09:
1:7:59 :

  
  

   
  
  
 

    
Cooper V. CMP; |PR201800994
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Cooper v. CMP; IPR2018-00994 
CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0065

EAST Search History 

:895 :28 :("20090215307" | "6921283" | "5556287" | iusPGPUB;:OR :ON :2014/08/09:
:"5588873" | "5780775" | "6504103" | iUSPAT; :18:o2
:"7976339" | "3603912" | "4902244" | iUSOCR i :
:"7182847" | "3552777" | "6984791" |
:"7588933" | "3538488" | "6561841" |
:"5338104" | "6836402" | "7914326" |
:"20110189887" | "5586917" | "7121903" |

”7144279" | "74917723" | "5929383").PN.

894 and "222".c|as.

  
 

  
 
  
  

 

 

 2014/08/09:
18:03 :

 
 

 iUSPGPUB:

iUSPAT; :
iUSOCR;
iFPRS;

iEPO; JPO;
iDERWENT;i
iIBM_TDB 5\ .............: ...................\ .........................................................................................................l ..........................u .........................\ ................... ............................

("20110147081").P|\|. UisPGPUB;: :2014/08/09:
: iUSPAT; i :18:04 :

iUSOCR;
iFPRS;
iEPO; JPO;
iDERWENT;§

 

 
  

   
  

 

   

 
 
 
 

............3 ..................3 .........................................................................................................i .........................a ........................3 ...................\ ..........................¢

:894 and epoxy iusPGPUB;: :2014/08/09:
iUSPAT; :18:O8

iUSOCR;

iFPRS;

iEPO; JPO;

iDERWENT;:

  

  
 

  
 

  
  
  
   

 
 
  

  
  

  
  

 

  
  
  

 

 

  

: 2222222222222: 2222“““““““« 2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘22222222222222222222222223 2‘22222222222222222222222“““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““

:894 and liquid iusPGPUB;: :2014/08/09:
: iUSPAT; 18:08 :

iUSOCR; :
iFPRS;

iEPO; JPO;
DERWENT;§

 
 

\KKKKKKKKKKKK. \KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

us PGPUB;: 2014/06/09:
iUSPAT; i :18:08 :
iUSOCR;

FPRS;

iEPO; JPO;
iDERWENT;:
iIBM_TDB ‘............e ..................§ .........................................................................................................1 .........................¢ ........................é ...................\ ..........................é

:("20110147079" | "6210607" | "6897383" | iusPGPUB;: :2014/06/09:
:"8039745" | "HOOO113").PN. iUSPAT; 5 :18112

iUSOCR; :

iFPRS;
iEPo; JPO;

iDERWENT;:

  

 
 
 

 
 
 

  
 

   
  

 
  
 

: 2222222222222: 2222“““““““« 2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘22222222222222222222222223 2‘222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222

:385/102.ccls. us PGPUB;: 2014/06/09:
: iUSPAT; 18:14 :

iUSOCR; :
iFPRS;
iEPO; JPO;
iDERWENT;:

  
 

\KKKKKKKKKKKK. \KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

:s1o2 and epoxy iusPGPUB;: :2014/08/09:
3 iUSPAT; i :18:14 :

USOCR;

FPRS;

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018-00994
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Cooper v. CMP; IPR2018-00994 
CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0066

EAST Search History

EPO; JPO;

miERWENT
|BM_TDB

 :("3567843" | "6409179" | "6737584" |
:"6809263" | "7115822" | "7408122" |
"8288667") .PN.

  
  
  

  
  
 

  

  

    
:2014/06/09::09PGP09;: :
:19: 19:09PAT;

:09009;
FPRS;

:EPO; JPO;
:DERWENT;
:IBM_TDB

09 PGPUB;§
USPAT;
09009: 22222222222229 2222222222222222222 2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222223 2222222222222222222222222KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

:("20090174154" | "4549037" | "5015804" | :US—PGPUB;: :2014/06/09:
:"5399807" | "5621191" | "6259029" | :USPAT; :18:20 :
:"6737584" | "6809263" | "6812406" | :USOCR :
:"7781685" | "8288667" | "8367944").PN. OR

 :("4739126" | "6300569" | "6409179" |
:"7874871" | "8129633").PN. OR     

2:014/06/09:
18:19 ‘

 
  

 
  

  

 
  
 

2222222222222. 222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222

:("4015329" | "5929393" | "7183486").PN. OR 09PGP03;: :2014/06/09:
:("8367944").URP|\|. USPAT; : 19: 20 :
: :USOCR :

:09PGP09;:
:09PAT; :

:USOCR

 
  

 

 

 

 
 

  

  
   

 
 
 
 

  
 

 

 :2014/06/09::("6259029" | "20040074662" | "5621191" | :
19: 25:"6809263" | "20040069522" | "20030226680"

:| "6268565" | "20080236861" | "7641396" |
\ “nun“...l .................u\ ........................................................................................................u‘ ...“nu“...uuuuuuu .......................u\ ................u. ............................

:("2590160" | "2621228" | "3642308" | :US—PGPUB;: :2014/06/09:
"3692926" "3705950" | "3903595" | USPAT; 5 18' 28 :

:"3935373" "3955043" | "3992569" | :USOCR
: "4061872" | "4083902").PN. OR

' .URPN. ‘

:("2590160" .URPN.

  

 
 

 

  
 

2014/06/09:
18:29 :

2014/06/09:
:19:34 :

  

 
 
 

  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
   
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 (09201200974459 or 09200302266909 or: USPGPUB,:
:US—20040069522-$ or 09200200665199 or :09PAT; ‘
09201001090209 or 09201400309039 or :09009;

:09201400419399 or 09201301124759 or :EPO; :
09201301292999 or 09201202921009 or :gDERWENT‘

09201000030019).did. or (0962427009 or: :

 
 
 

 
 

   
 

       

0975071059 or 0962590299 or 09

:56000949 or 0946925639 or 095621191-
:$ or 0953109639 or 0956915059 or 09

:35679439 or 0943792049 or 096912406-
:$ or U85321205-$ or U85208427-$ or US
:92996679 or 0995911209 or 099367944-
:9 or 0994905139 or 0940153299 or 09
:43329759 or 0925901609).did. or (09
:29570399 or 0929132609).did. or (GB-
:21392199 or GB-2074395-$).did. or (EP—

:4341059 or 0820743959 or 0922593509:

:h02g15/04.cpc. 09PGPUB;: OR 2014/06/09:
U:SPAT; : :19:35 :
0:9009; :

DERWENTE_ : : :
:(HO2G15/O4 and HO2GS/0641).CPC. :09PGPUB;: OR :2014/06/09:

E 19: 36 :

\ ““99““«4 «99‘4“«9‘4‘4‘: 2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222: ««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««

Cooper V. CMP; |PR201 800994
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Cooper v. CMP; IPR2018-00994 
CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0067

EAST Search History 

E8114 104 E|ackinger.in. EUSPGPUBJE OR EON E2014/06/09E
EUSPAT; E18:38

EUSOCR;

EEF’O:
EDERWENT4444444444444. \44444444444444444KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

E(franz near2 |ackinger).in. USPGPUB;E E2014/06/09E
E EUSPAT; 18:38

USOCR; E
EPO;

EDERNENTE
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

     
  

 

 

 

  
  

 

  
 

 

E("2013/01 1 8803") .URPN. E2014/06/09E
18:41 E

E2014/06/09E
18:42

2EO14/06/09E
18:42

E2014/06/09E
18:42 E

 "20130118803" DERWENT

 

 
 
 E2013-H37425.NRAN. DERWENT
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 EC20090163064"|"20110115132"|

E"3113284" "4208005" "4415804"
E"4544231" "4714432" "4797509"

E"4820196" "4998894" "5057348"
E"5099088" "5188558" "5418018"
E"5438080" "5438180" "5538758"
E"5809635" "5848075" "8308502"
E"6520663" "8598787" "8878795"
E"6881964" "8943202" "8972413"
E"8998425" "7479853" "7790094"

E"79153190.PN.E 4444444444444: 4444444444444444444 4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444443 44444444444444444444444442222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222

E("20090183084" | "20110115132" | EUSPGPUB;E E2014/08/09E
E"3113284" "4208005" "4415804" EUSPAT; E18:43
E"4544231" "4714432" "4797509" EUSOCR; E
E"4820196" "4998894" "5057348" EFPRS;
E"5099088" "5166558" "5418018" EEPO;JPO;E
"5438080" "5438160" "5538758" DERWENT;E
E"5809635" "5846075" "8308502" E|BM_TDB
E"6520663" '"8598787" "8878795" E =
E"6881964" '"8943202" "8972413"

E"8998425" '"7479853" "7790094"
E"7915319").PN.

E("20110290520" E "5378174" E ""8285 EUSPGPUB;E
E"8382421" ""8887371" "7355130" EUSPAT;
"7781878" "7781884" "8033408") .PN. USOCR;

E EFPRS;
EEPO; JPO;
EDERWENT;E
E|BM_TDB\ .............: ...................E .........................................................................................................E .......................... .........................E ...............................................

E("4814547" E "5113037" E "4894014" | EUSPGPUB;E E2014/06/09E
E"5622642" '"8932839" "2711438" EUSPAT; E E18:49 E
E"3098275" "3781801" "4301325" EUSOCR;
E"7592545" "20070181288" | "5310983" | EFPRS;
E"5499448" "20080121428" | "2835722" | EEPO; JPO;
"5015804" "8025559" "8232554" DERWENT;E
E"7014502" "7037128" "7431811" E|BM_TDB
E"7914298" "20040121839" | "4549037" | E =
E"5023402" "8475029" "7201598"
E"7717740" "20040157448" | "20100108020"

El "5758972" | "7738187" | "5883273" | E
E"8854998" "7341255" "7738185"
E"8394882" "4218349" "5399807"
"7094972") .PN.

E("1297614" | "1923073"

E"2825750" "2870239"

EDERWENT

     
 

 

670" | E2014/06/09E
18:45

    

   
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  
   | "2416943"

"2877288"

   
US PGPUB;E E2014/08/09E

EUSPAT; E18:51
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Cooper v. CMP; IPR2018-00994 
CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0068

EAST Search History

E"2932685"
E"3012219"
E"3109051"
E"3497607"
E"3576518"
E"3746068"
E"3793612"

E"3875324"
E"3937870"
E"4059136"
E"4295004"
E"4491686"
E"4803779"

E("5113037"y\ ““““““‘““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““

  

  
  
  
  

 

E("1297614"
E"3497607"
E"3937870"

E"41o7453"
E"4446332"

 
 

 
  

  

E"8431836an.

"2939805"

"3061455"

"3388370"

"3550765"

"3597528"
"3783177"

"3858157"

"3912356"

"4039742"

"4081012"

"4314094"

"4691079"

"5023402"

|"2416943"
"3597528"

"4039742"

"4295004"

"4751350w

"2958723"

"3083260"

"3483310"

"3558800"

"3656088"
"3793611"

"3869190"

"3934076"

"4053704"

"4107453"

"4446332"

"4751350" 
.PN.()R

 
"D1913993

|"3083260"|

"3934076"|

"4053704"|

"4314094"|

EUSOCR

\\\\\\

Farq (:)Fa ‘
\\. . E\\\

“““““““““““J ““““““““““““‘“““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““

    

  
USPGPUB;E

EUSPAT; s
EUSOCR

E2014/06/09
E18:52 s

  E2014/06/09USPGPUB;E \
: E18:54EUSPAT;

Euama
 
 

  

 

EC20040121637"|"3833754"|"4515516"|
E"5194012"|"5432301"|"6623289"|
E"6668793"|"6812406"|"7285782"|

 USPGPUB;E

EUSPAT; :
Euama

E2014/06/09
E18:54 E

 

 

 
  
  

E"7736165hpn.    E2014/06/09us PGPUB;E \
: E18:56EUSPAT;

‘ SOCR......................................................................................................... .................. .......... ....\ ...............................................

  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

 \ (
\\\

E"3020260"
E"4214806"
E"4595635"
E"4662692"
E"4716183"
E"4777063"
E"4852646"
E"494227o"

E"5o79300"
E"5149281"
E"5364283"
E"5588856"
E"5828005"
E"6025559"
E"6848949"

E"7037128"

E"7201596"

 
  
 

"20020102874"|"20040121639"|

E"20040157488"|"2311758"|"2932685"|
"3168613"

"4369284"

"4600261"
"4680233"

"4721832"

"4795857"

"4880676"

"4963700"

"5099088"

"5177143"

"5529508"

"5741156"
"5848913"

"6309257"

"6854996"

"7056151"

 

"3740692"

"4425017"

"4634207"
"4701574"

"4751350"

"4846721"

"4888070"

"5023402"

"5140476"

"5357057"

"5561269"

"5824954"
"5962811"

"6730847"

"6997759"

"7160146"

 
"RE3734OU.PN.OR

 
  E2014/06/09

E1856 E

 

  E"13391539"

 

   
 

 

 
us PGPUB;E

EUSPAT; :
EUSOCR

E201MOBHOE
E09 55 E

............3 ..................¢ ....‘.‘.‘....‘.‘.‘......‘.‘.‘....‘.‘.‘......‘.‘.‘....‘.‘.‘....‘.‘.‘......‘.‘.‘....‘.‘.‘......‘.‘.‘....‘.‘\ .........................a ........................Q ...................\ ..........................¢

   
  

     
 

E(US—20‘|20097445-$ or US—20030226680-$ orE US—PGPUB;E OR
E US-20040069522-$ or UE§20020066518-$ or 5
E US-20100108020-$ or UE§20140030903-$ Or
E US-20140041939-$ or UE§20130112475-$ or
E US-20130129289-$ or UE§20120292100-$ Or
EUS-20‘IOOOOSOO‘I -$ or US—20130118803-$ Or

E US-20110033165-$ or UE§20040157488- E
E$).did. or (US-6242700-$ or US-7507105-$ orE
EUS-6259029-$ orlJS—5600094-$ orlJS— E

 

   
E201MOBHOE

EUSPAT; E09 57 E
EusxmsR; s

EERD; §

EDEWNENTE   
Coopertv. CMP; |i3R2018\-00994
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Cooper v. CMP; IPR2018-00994 
CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0069

EAST Search History

E4692563-$ or U85621191-$ or U85310963-
E$ or U85691505-$ or U83567843-$ or US
E4379204-$ or U86812406-$ or U85321205-
E$ or U85208427-$ or U88288667-$ or US

E8581120-$ or U88367944-$ or US8490513-
E$ or US4015329-$ or US4332975-$ or US
E2590160-$ or US4608454-$ or U85113037-
E$ or US7736165-$ or US4751350-$).did. or
E(U82957038-$ or U82913260-$).did. or ‘
E(GB-2138218—$ or GB-2074395-$).did. or

(EP-434105-$ or GB-2074395-$ or GB-

E2258350-$ or U83833754-$ or WO-
............e 4.4.44.44444444444} 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444.4.44.44444444444444441 44.4.....................¢, 44.4.44.4444444444444444é, .4.................\ 4444.4.44.4444444444444444é

E8130 and stretch$4 EUSPGPUB;E E2014/06/10E
E USPAT; E03:57 E

USOCR E.4..........e 4.4.44.44444444444} 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444.4.44.44444444444444441 44.4.....................¢ 44.4.44.4444444444444444é .4.................\ 4444.4.44.4444444444444444é

EUSPAT; 10:03
‘ SOCR E

      

 
 

  

 

 
 

 

 
 

   

 

 

 

  

 

E2014/06/ 0E""20120037416" .
10:03

 
 

 

4.4.4.444...“ 4.44.44.44.44444443 4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.44.4.4444444444444444441 4.4.4.4.444444444444444443 4.4.4.4.44444444444444443 .4.................E .4.4.4.4.444444444444444443

E"20120037416" DERWENT E2014/06/10E
E E E 10:03 E4.4.4.444...“ 4.44.44.44.44444443 4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.44.4.4444444444444444441 4.4.4.4.444444444444444443 4.4.4.4.44444444444444443 .4.................E .4.4.4.4.444444444444444443

2012-011878.NRAN. EDERWENT E2014/06/10E
E E E E10:03 E.4..........e 4.4.44.44444444444} 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444.4.44.44444444444444441 44.4.....................¢ 44.4.44.4444444444444444é .4.................\ 4444.4.44.4444444444444444é

E("4739126" | "6300569" | "6409179" | EUSPGPUB;E E2014/06/10E
E"7874871" | "8129633").PN. EUSPAT; E10104
E EUSOCB E4.4.4.444...“ 4.44.44.44.44444443 4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.4..4.44.4.4444444444444444441 4.4.4.4.444444444444444443 4.4.4.4.44444444444444443 .4.................E .4.4.4.4.444444444444444443

E("6259029" | ""20040074662" | "5621191" | EUSPGPUB:E E2014/06/10E
E"6809263" | "20040069522" | "20030226660" EUSPAT; E10:12
El "6266565" | "20060236661" | "7641396" | EUSOCR ‘

    
 

  

   
 

 
    

   

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

4444444444444. 444444444444444444KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

E(US20120205023-$ or US20030226660-$ orE US PGPUB;E E2014/06/10E
EUS—20040069522-6 or US20100108020-$ or EUSPAT; E10:16
EUS—20130112475-6 or U820100003001 - EEPO; E
E6). did. or (US— 6259029-$ or US- 5621191-$ orEDERWENT
EUS— 5310963-$ or US-4379204-$ or US- E E
E6266667-$ or US8367944-$ or US8490513-E
E6 or US7736165-6). did. or (GB-2136216-$ orE

EGB-2074395--.$)did or (GB-I2074395-$ or GB-E
    
 

  

 

  
 

  

 
 

4444444444444. 444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

E439/583.cc|s. and (sea|$4) US PGPUB;E E2014/06/10E
E EUSPAT; E E10:20 E

EPO;
EDERWENT

US PGPUB;E
USPAT; E
EPO;

EDERWENTE 4444444444444: 4444444444444444444 4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444443 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

E8141 and stretch$4 EUSPGPUB;E E2014/06/10E
E EUSPAT; E10:22 E

EDERWENTE 4444444444444; 4444444444444444444 4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444446 4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

E("439".clas. or "174".c|as. or "248".C|as.) and EUSPGPUB;E E2014/06/1OE
(cable adj gland) EUSPAT; ‘ E10:23

EPO; E E
DERWENTE4.4.4.4444443 4.44.44.44.444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

E"222".c|as. and (cable adj gland) EEUSPGPUB; EEOR E E2014/06/10
Cooper V. CMP; |PR201 8-00994
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E2014/06/10EE8140 and cores

E E10:21

 

    
  

   

  

  
 

     
  



Cooper v. CMP; IPR2018-00994 
CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0070

EAST Search History

EUSPAT; 10:23

EPO'

DERWENTE

    

       
  
  

  

E2014/06/10EE"222".clas. and (cable adj gland) \
E10:24

EusPePUB;E
EUSPAT;

Eusocn;
FPRS;

EEPO; JPO;
EDERWENT;E
EIBM_TDBE 2222222222222: 2222“““““““« 2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘22222222222222222222222223 2‘22222222222222222222222aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

E("439".clas. or "174".clas. or "248".C|as. or EUSPGPUB;E E2014/06/10E
E"156".clas.) and (cable adj gland) EUSPAT; E10:25
E EPO; E

DERWENT............e ..................Q .........................................................................................................1 .........................¢, ........................é ...................\ ..........................é

E("439".clas. or "174".clas. or "248".C|as. or EUSPGPUB;E E2014/06/10E
E"156".clas.) and (cable adj (gland or EUSPAT; E E10:25
connect$3)) EPO; E

E EDERWENT

E("439".clas. or "174".clas. or "248".C|as. or USPGPUB;E
E"156".clas.) and (cable adj (gland or connect?E USPAT; E
E0) EEPO;
E EDERWENT\ .............: ...................\ .........................................................................................................l ..........................u .........................\ ................... .............................

E8148 and cur$4 EusPePUB;E E2014/06/10E
E EUSPAT; E 10:25 E

EPO;
EDERWENT\ .............: ...................\ .........................................................................................................J .......................... .........................E ...............................................

Es143 and stretch$4 EusPePUB;E E2014/06/10E
E EUSPAT; E E10:26 E

EPO;

  
 

  

  

 
  

 
  

  
  

  

 

 
  
 

  E2014/06/10E
E10:25 E

 

  

     
   
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

   E2014/06/10EE8149 and (stretch$4 or seal$4) \
E 10:26

us PGPUB,E
USPAT;

EPO;
EDERWENT............3 ..................3 .........................................................................................................E .........................a ........................Q ...................E ..........................Q

Es151 and cores EusPGPUB;E E2014/06/10E
E EUSPAT; E10:27

EPO; E
EDERWENT

us PGPUB;E
USPAT;

EPO;
EDERWENT

us PGPUB;E
USPAT;

EPO;
EDERWENT

us PGPUB;E
USPAT; E
USOCR\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\¢ \KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKE KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK\KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKJ KK\KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

E(Us20120037445-$ or US-20030226680-$ orE us PGPUB;E E2014/06/10E
EUS—20040069522-$ or us20020066518-s or EUSPAT; E E12:23 E
Eus-20100108020-$ or us20140030303-$ or Eusocn; E

Eus-20140041333-s or us20130112475-3 or EEPO; E
EUS-20130129289-$ or us20120232100-$ or EDEERWENT

Eus-20100003001 -$ or us20130118803-$ or =
us20110033165-3 or us20040157488-

E$). did or (U86242700-$ or US7507105-$ orE
us6259029-$ or us5600094-$ or us E
E4692563-$ or us5621131-$ or us5310363-Ei
E$ or us5631505-$ or us3567843-$ or us i

     
 

   
 

 

   
Es150 and s152 E2014/06/10E

E10:27

 

   
 

  

   
E2014/06/10EEs150 not s153

E E10129

 E2014/06/10EE"8170390".pn. E
E E12:20
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Cooper v. CMP; IPR2018-00994 
CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0071

EAST Search History

E"13280123"

E"12854234"

E4379204-$ or U86812406-$ or U85321205-
E$ or U85208427-$ or U88288667-$ or US
E8581120-$ or U88367944-$ or US8490513-
E$ or US4015329-$ or US4332975-$ or US

E2590160-$ or US4608454-$ or U85113037-
E$ or US7736165-$ or US4751350-$).did. or
E(U82957038-$ or U82913260-$).did. or ‘
E(GB-2138218-$ or GB-2074395-$).did. or

(GB-2074395-$ or GB-2258350-$ or US

E3833754-$ or EP—434105-$ or WO-

ES156 and core

E8157 and cores

E8157 and (core with plurality)

E8158 not 8159

E("4707200" | "4450318" | "5347090" |
E"5352853" | "4454381" | "4599487" |
E"5532436" | "7678994" | "3764728" |
E"20020166693" | "4626721" | "7232347" |

E("4299363" | "5545854" | "5912431" |
"6300568").PN.

E02420826"|"2458409"|"2545514"|
E"27o7723"
E"3351974"

"2948937" | "3197556" |

"3506999" | "3516111" |

.URPN.

E8166 and (cable adj gland)

E(cable adj gland) 8ame2 (explod$4 or
Eexplos$4)

E(cable adj gland) 8ame2 (explod$4 or

Eexplos$4)

U8 PGPUB;E
USPAT; E
USOCR

U8 PGPUB;E
USPAT; E
USOCR

U8 PGPUB;E
USPAT;
USOCR

U8 PGPUB;E
USPAT;
USOCR

U8 PGPUB;E
USPAT;
USOCR

U8 PGPUB;E
USPAT;
USOCR

U8 PGPUB;E
USPAT;
USOCR

EU8PGPUB;E
EU8PAT;
EUSOCR

"3788655" I "3991446").P|\|. OR

U8 PGPUB;E
USPAT; E

U8 PGPUB;E
USPAT; E
USOCR

EU8PGPUB;E
EU8PAT; E

EUSOCR;
EFPRS;
EEPO; JPO;

EDERWENT;E
E_lBMTDB ‘

E1:l EES169 not S168 El,US-PGPU

 
E2014/06/1OE
E1223 E

E2014/06/1OE
E1224 E

E2014/06/1OE
E1224 E

E2014/06/1OE
E12:32 E

E2014/06/1OE
E12:33 E

E2014/06/1OE
E12:34

E2014/06/1OE
E12:36

E2014/06/1OE
E12:38 E

E2014/06/1OE
E12:4o E

E2014/06/1OE

E2014/06/ 0E
E12:44 E

E2014/06/1OE
E12:48

E2014/06/1OE
E12:48 E

E10R l El2014/06/EOE
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Cooper v. CMP; IPR2018-00994 
CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0072

EAST Search History

 
 
  

iUSPAT; 312:48
iUSOCR; 3
iFPRS; 3
iEPO; JPO;
iDERWENT;3
iIBM_TDB

  
  

 32014/06/103
31251 3

32014/06/103
31251 3\ .............: ...................\ .........................................................................................................l ..........................u .........................\ ................... .............................

"5621191".pn. UisPGPUB;3 32014/06/103
3 iUSPAT; 312:54 3

3"101304258"  iDERWENT

  

  
 

 "20120024526" DERWENT  
 

    
 

 

 

 

3("3663740" | "4629825" | "4674818" |
3"4692563" | "4857015" | "5310963").PN. OR   32014/06/103

312:56 3 
 

     
  

 32014/06/103
312:58 3

32014/06/103
312:58 3\ .............: ...................\ .........................................................................................................l ..........................u .........................\ ................... ............................

UisPGPUB;3 2014/06/103
iUSPAT; 313:00 3
iUSOCR; 3
iFPRS;
iEPO; JPO;
iDERWENT;3
iIBM_TDB

iusPGPUB;3
iUSPAT; 3
iUSOCR;

iFPRS;
iEPO; JPO;
iDERWENT;
iIBM_TDB3 22222222222222 2222222222222222222 2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222

cable adj gland UisPGPUB;3 32014/06/103
3 iUSPAT; 13:53 3

iUSOCR;
iFPRS;
iEPO; JPO;

iDERWENT;3
iIBM_TDB

2222222222222. 222222222222222222KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

cable adj gland iusPGPUB;3 32014/06/103
iUSPAT; 13:53

iUSOCR; 3
iFPRS;
iEPO; JPO;
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: Samuel Liam Proud

Application No.: 13/391,539

Filed: May 2, 2012
For: FILLER ASSEMBLY FOR CABLE GLAND

Group Art Unit: 3754

Examiner: Randall A. Gruby
Confirmation No.: 6980

Att’y. Docket: 920257.00016

RESPONSE TO NON-FINAL OFFICE ACTION

MS Amendment

Commissioner for Patents

P. O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

In response to the non-final Office Action dated 01/27/2014, please consider the

following:

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2; and

Remarks begin on page 6.
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In the Claims:

Please amend the claims so that the pending claim set reads as follows:

1. (Currently Amended) A filler assembly for filling with curable liquid material a cable

gland, the cable gland having a plurality of cores of at least one cable extending therethrough, the

assembly comprising:

(a) a dispenser apparatus for a curable liquid material, the apparatus comprising:

a body adapted to define at least one first chamber for accommodating a first

component of a curable liquid material, and at least one second chamber for accommodating a

second component of said curable liquid material and adapted to communicate with at least one

said first chamber to enable mixing of said first and second components to initiate curing of said

curable liquid material;

at least one first barrier apparatus for temporarily preventing mixing of said first and

second components;

at least one elongate dispenser apparatus adapted to communicate with at least one

said second chamber and to dispense said mixed curable liquid material therefrom between a

plurality of cores of at least one cable; and

at least one second barrier apparatus for temporarily preventing passage of said

curable liquid material from the or each said second chamber to at least one said dispenser

apparatus; and

(b) at least one _fl____exiblebarrier member having at least one respective aperture

therethrough adapted to stretch to engage a pluraliflooffer—Wows of a cable
to provide a barrier to passage - - - - '.- .

penetration—of said curable liquid material along said cores—and—ineludes—a—eenieal—pefiion

 

 

2. (Original) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein said body is flexible.

3. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein at least one said

first barrier apparatus comprises at least one releasable clamp.

P403 856US
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4. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, further comprising a first

component of a curable liquid material in at least one said first chamber, and a second

component of said curable liquid material in at least one said second chamber.

5. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 5, wherein the curable liquid

material is adapted to change color as a result of curing thereof.

6. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, fithher comprising a cover

member for covering an external screw thread of a cable gland to prevent said curable liquid

material coming into contact with said screw thread.

7. (Original) An assembly according to claim 6, wherein the cover member is adapted to

prevent curable liquid material from penetrating an end face of the cable gland.

8. (Cancelled)

9. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein at least one said

barrier member has a respective tapering portion.

P403856US
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10. (Currently Amended) A method of filling a cable gland with curable liquid material,

the method comprising:

using a filler assembly that includes:

(a) a dispenser apparatus for a curable liquid material, the apparatus comprising:—

a body adapted to define at least one first chamber for accommodating a first

component of a curable liquid material, and at least one second chamber for accommodating a

second component of said curable liquid material and adapted to communicate with at least one

said first chamber to enable mixing of said first and second components to initiate curing of said

curable liquid material;

at least one first barrier apparatus for temporarily preventing mixing of said first and

second components;

at least one elongate dispenser apparatus adapted to communicate with at least one

said second chamber and to dispense said mixed curable liquid material therefrom between a

plurality of cores of at least one cable; and

at least one second barrier apparatus for temporarily preventing passage of said

curable liquid material from the or each said second chamber to at least one said dispenser

apparatus; and

(b) at least one fl__exiblebarrier member for having at least one respective aperture

therethrough adapted to stretch to engage a pluraliyot‘fiar—engaging—at—least—ene—cores of a cable
to provide a barrier to passag

penetration—of said curable liquid material along said cores—and—EW
 

 

locating at least one said barrier member in the cable gland; and

locating an outlet of at least one said dispenser apparatus in said cable gland and

dispensing curable liquid material therefrom so as to expel air from the cable gland.

11. (Currently Amended) A method according to claim 10, wherein the step of locating

at least one said barrier member in the cable gland comprises locating at least one said barrier

member around a plurality of at—least—ene—said cores of at least one said cable.

12. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein at least one said

second barrier apparatus comprises at least one releasable clamp.
P403 856US
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13. (New) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein the aperture is in a planar portion

of the flexible barrier member.

14. (New) An assembly according to claim 13, wherein the planar portion extends

inwardly from an outer portion of the flexible barrier member that is sealed to the gland.

15. (New) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein the flexible barrier member is

elastomeric and has a central membrane portion through which the aperture extends.

16. (New) An assembly according to claim 15, wherein the edges of the aperture are the

thickness of the membrane portion.

17. (New) In a cable gland through which a bundle of cores of a cable extend and that is

filled with a curable material so as to block the passage through the gland of gases from an

explosion, the improvement wherein the gland defines a resin well at the bottom of which resides

a flexible barrier member having an elastomeric membrane in a central portion thereof, the

flexible barrier member sealing the bottom of the resin well except for an aperture through the

membrane through which the cores extend, the aperture being smaller than the bundle of cores so

that the cores stretch the aperture to fit tightly around the bundle, and wherein prior to curing the

curable material is a liquid when it is placed in the well that flows in between the cores and

around the bundle of cores.

18. (New) A kit for making an explosion proof cable passage comprising a gland as

claimed in claim 17 and a package of uncured curable material that is placed in the resin well.

19. (New) The kit of claim 18, wherein the package includes a stiff tubular nozzle that

can be inserted into the well along the cores next to the bottom of the well to dispense the

curable material in proximity to the flexible barrier member at the bottom of the well so as to fill

the well from the bottom.

20. (New) The kit of claim 19, wherein the package contains the curable material in two

separate parts and the package can be manipulated to mix the two parts in the package and

dispense the mixed material through the nozzle.

P403856US
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REMARKS

Claims 1-12 stand rejected as unpatentable under Section 103 over Kaptein in view of

Hand. Claim 8 is cancelled as many of its limitations are included in claim 1 as amended.

This rejection is respectfully traversed, and additional clarifying amendments are made to

the claims that should make clear the distinctions over Kaptein in any combination with Hand

and/or the other prior art of record. In addition new claims 13-20 are submitted herewith to more

fully claim the invention in different ways with an emphasis on distinguishing Hand, and should

be allowable for much the same reasons as claims 1-7 and 9-12 are.

The declarations of Messrs. Mood, Carroll and Abrass are submitted herewith in support

of the patentability of the pending claims. Also enclosed is an Information Disclosure Statement

citing some references referred to in Mr. Mood's declaration. Mr. Mood's declaration explains

the invention and the prior art, and presents the understanding of a person of ordinary skill in the

art with knowledge of the prior art prior to the invention. Mr. Mood also presents evidence of

commercial success attributable to the invention, of laudatory statements by the competition of

the invention and of copying of the invention by the competition. Mr. Mood's declaration

statements will not be reiterated verbatim herein but are incorporated by reference as firlly

supporting patentability of the invention. The declarations of Messrs. Carroll and Abrass are

testimonials containing additional laudatory statements of customers submitted in further support

of patentability. Allowance of claims 1-7 and 9-20 is respectfully requested in view of the

overwhelming weight of evidence of patentability and the clear distinctions of the claims as

amended over the prior art of record.

Support for Claim Amendments

The claim amendments and new claims are supported by the drawings and by the

following language on p. 8 of the W0 publication:

"The aperture in the seal 32 is sized such that it stretches to pass around

the conductors 20 to form a reasonably effective barrier to passage of the

material 6 along the space defined between the conductors 20 and the

compound tube 26."

P403856US
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Distinctions from the Prior Art

The as-amended and new claims all require a cable gland with a flexible barrier member

with an aperture that stretches around the bundle of cable cores in combination with a liquid

curable material. None of the prior art of record discloses or suggests this and for that reason

claims 1-7 and 9-20 should be allowed.

How a person of ordinary skill in the art would understand Hand is explained well in Mr.

Mood's declaration. Reference is made to the full explanation therein as paraphrasing does not

do it justice. However, for purposes of discussion, Hand discloses two embodiments, one of

Figs. 1-4 without curable material and the other of Figs. 5-7 with a non-liquid putty like curable

material. Neither barrier is stretchy or designed to stretch around the bundle of cables. In the

first embodiment, the barrier is designed to be rigid enough to itself block an explosion, and in

the second embodiment, the curable material is extruded into the excess space between the end

of the barrier and the bundle of cores to close it off. No stretchy aperture in combination with a

liquid resin is disclosed or suggested by either of these references, or any of the other references

of record.

To understand why the present invention would not have been obvious, one must

understand the perspective of a person of ordinary skill in the art as set forth by Mr. Mood in his

declaration. Mr. Mood's declaration is incorporated herein by reference and cannot be

summarized briefly to impart the same degree of understanding. However, for purposes of

discussion, suffice it to say that the first embodiment of Hand with no curable material is only for

certain round cross-section cables that are of generally solid construction and is not permissible

for use in the US due to more stringent safety requirements. The second embodiment is

acceptable in the US at present, but suffers from difficulty in assembly, time of assembly, and

the likelihood that air voids will result in the finished product because of the difficulty of initial

filling or disturbance while curing. The limited range of application for the first embodiment of

Hand and the difficulty of creating a good joint with the second embodiment are problems that

existed prior to the invention that created a need for the invention, which need was not fulfilled

for a long time until the present invention was created.

P403856US
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Objective Indicia ofNon-Obviousness

Mr. Mood explains well the invention, the prior art and the deficiencies thereof and those

explanations will not be repeated here. It is important to understand the perspective of the

person of ordinary skill in the art to understand just how different the present invention is from

the Hand type glands, which are representative of the closest prior art. The invention as claimed

represents a radical departure both from using a rigid barrier by itself as in the first embodiment

of Hand or a barrier in combination with epoxy putty as in the second embodiment of Hand. In

addition, the objective evidence of non-obviousness presented - commercial success, laudatory

statements by the competition and by customers and copying by competitors - should caution

against a rush to judgment of obviousness and in combination with the clear distinctions fiom the

prior art should inform and compel allowance.

Request for Personal Interview

A personal interview is requested prior to the next office action if it will be anything

other than an allowance. If such an interview is deemed necessary, Mr. Mood will be personally

present along with the undersigned to discuss the invention, background and prior art as

applicant is committed that with sufficient understanding the USPTO will see fit to allow this

application.

Musing

Accordingly, it is respectfully submitted that with this submission this application should

be allowed, which is respectfully requested.

No fees are due for filing this response, however, the Commissioner is hereby authorized

to charge any fees necessary and credit any overpayments to Deposit Account No. 17-0055.

Respectfully submitted,

SAMUEL LIAM PROUD

Dated: April 10, 2014 /john (1. franzini/
John D. Franzini

Reg. No. 31,356

Attorney for Applicant

Quarles & Brady LLP
411 East Wisconsin Avenue

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202-4497

Tel. No. (414) 277-5747

Fax No. (414) 978-8747

P403856US
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r»

L9:

U1

BECLARA'E‘EON (3F GEGFFREY it h’iflfifi

My name is Geoffrey l. Mood, and i not the Teohnieai Director at Chi? Products? which

manufactures industrial and hazardous area cable glands and accessories and is the owner

oi‘US. Patent Application No. 13/391,539 ("the '539 application") which is the suhjeet of

these proceedings

i have been employed by Civil? Products for approximately 8 years and have been

working in the encapsulation tieid for £8 years. i have on honors degree in rneehanieni

engineering and a doctorate degree in carbon fiber technology and am an inventor on

more than it) patent applications"

1 have reviewed the doeun-ients in the prosecution the '539 application and have focused

on the Examiner’s rejections in the January 27, 20”: Office Action 1 have reviewed the

‘593 application, including claims 1—12 that are iisted as rejected and the references used

to support the rejections, l have also reviewed the reasons given for the rejections in the

Gt'tiee Action and the prior art relied on in thern.

i understand that the noted claims were rejeeted hosed on ohviousness, and that

ohvionsness is estahiished when a person of ordinary skiil, having knowiedge of the prior

art, would have toned the invention defined by each einint to he ohvious at the time the

invention was made. i siso understand that it is not permitted to use hindsight reasoning

with regards to the invention when reviewing the prior art. i understand one of ordinary

shit} in the art to he a person having at least about 3 years of experience in encapsulation

or resin systems, and at ienst shoot 5 years of experience in the design and manufacture

of cable glands or eehie connectors. While 1 ant perhaps more stratified than one of

ordinary skill? my observations are based on what i believe one of ordinary shill would

have understood at. the time the invention was made, Based on this review, i do not

heiieve the inventions defined by the rejeeted eiainrs wouid have been obvious to a

person of ordinary skill having knowledge of this prior art at the time the invention was

made for at least the reasons noted heiow.

i have reviewed the ’53? application and the prior art used in this proceeding and hetieve

that nothing in the cited prior art would have suggested the particular solution that is

disclosed and claimed in the ’539 application. in my opinion, it is unetear why any of the

references would have been found to he relevant to the ’539 apptiestion claims, without

QBX‘BTEGZSIOGE}! {9‘25} 97830.3
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first kt‘lCi-W‘lt’ig what the claims are. i believe it would not have been obvious to nialte the

claimed combinations without first using the '539 application claims as a recipe

6. A person of ordinary skill in the art would approach the design of a new cahle gland with

certain background information, which is iinpoitant to know just prior to the time of this

invention.

;. A few tenets of such a person's understanding prior to the invention would have been as

thliows:

a. An encapsulated cable gland is for use in exnlosive atmospheres where the gland

must stop explosive gases under pressure from an explosion from migrating along

interstitial spaces along side or through wires going through the gland.

b. Under the rules for products used in explosive atmospheres classed as ‘EX (1’,

cable glands can he of two types. The first has a rubber seal that compresses

against the cable inner sheath hire in l-iand WO 2008/029165 Figs. 1—4 with seal

it}, and the other has a barrier material that fornts a seal around the cores of the

cable like in Hand Fig. 5 with hardenahie material 1225. Both of these cattle gland

tyges are allowed everywhere except America if the cable is essentially solid in

construction. it it is not solid then a gland with a han‘ier material is needed: in

America, a rubber seal compressing against the cable sheath is not acceptable and

a gland with a barrier material is needed whether the cable is solid or not“

C:
”traditionally the barrier material used in cable glands has been an epoxy putty

hiateiial that is mixed, moulded into place and then allowed to set‘ This is not

only slow, but it is difficult to pack into a cable gland so well that any air is

expelled and dishlaeed by the petty. it does however have the advantage that it is

stiff, will bridge gaps and will not run down the conductors out of the gland while

it is caring.

cit A rubber seal only works against a cable inner sheath where the sheath is

essentially round. The barrier material is different in that it must seal against both

the sheath and individual cores and work on cables that are not round. {Lin some

oceasions it innst seal against cable cores only” in any case where the cable

construction is such that gaps exist between the cores either inside the sheath or

outside of the sheath, a rnhher seal cannot he relied upon to work. Attached as

QB‘SZfiZS'FVGGGldQS l $73303
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Exhihit A is a page train the CM? catalogue in which cable types that cannot he

used with a rubber seal are listed.

8‘ Prior to the inventiona packing a gland with epoxy putty to act as a stopper for an

explosion was time consuming if done well and ineffective if not. in addition, with the

putty material, the joint had to he maintained undisturbed for a long period until the putty

cured or else movement of the wires as the putty was curing would create voids in the

putty which would become cast in the gland as defects.

9. The invention provides a system that represents an advance in this field? that is easier to

apply to create a cable gland that is ei'iectitre as an explosion stopper, to block tiarnes and

gases emanating from an explosion from migrating through the gland. This is

accomplished with a liquid resin system for use as the barrier material in the cable gland.

it had to he recognized that air gaps were a problem and that a liquid resin could provide

a solution as it could penetrate and drive out air gaps between eahle cores or between the

cores and the cable inner sheath. it also had to he recognized that this could he done

efficiently and effectively without permitting liquid resin to penetrate into areas of the

cable gland that it is not supposed to reach or run down the cables.

lit. Even if a person of ordinary skill would have thought to use a liquid tiller material to fill

the gaps in a gland, such a person would have looked for ways of avoiding excessive

penetration in similar applications where a barrier material has to seal around cable cores.

This situation exists in conduit sealing. fittings used extensively in America. Conduit

sealing fittings are large relative to cable glands and the amount of the device that can he

filled with cables is a maximum of 40% by volume (83% for a cable gland). This means

that there is typically a larger gap between cores and more room for displaced air to

escape; Conduit sealing fittings typically use a cement based barrier material and this is

prevented from penetrating too far by the use of mineral wool, which is manually packed

between the cable cores and the cores and the conduit sealing fitting. This is disclosed in

the attached Exhibit B fitting instructions and in patent applications CAl333 till

‘WQOZGIlEl-i}? and CA l.27‘37il7, which cover alternatives. The packing material and

method is also disclosed in EV02G64G47248 which discusses special tools for inserting

and packing the mineral wool.

U3
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ii. The use at niinerai went packed inte any gaps has been the accepted methed eat"

preventing a liquid barrier materiai hem penetrating tee tar, and so this weuid he the

ehvieus thing tn use with a iiqniri resin system. it wettid net be ebviens te use a seat hire

the seai 18 in Hand Fig“ i that is designed fer fitting around a eahie inner sheath fer use

only with cabies that do not have any gaps in their eenstmetien and are rennet. This atse

wonid not work amend a bundie et‘~ cables to set as a barrier as it wenid net centbrtn to

the irregular iohed outer shape of the bandie snfheientiy te bieeit. a iiquid materiai than

running between the bitndie and the seaii

iii. in the embodiment of Fig 5 in Hand? where the hardenabie materiai is used, a barrier

sieeve 105 has an inwardiy extending tip at its iett end, with an annntar gap 127 hetween

the inside diameter at" the tip and the entside of the eendneter eeres 23, “threugh which

any excess hardenabie eornpennd E25 can exude." P. 25, tines 1743. ”this is a very

different sohttien than the one of the present invention, Hand seeks to bleak the gaps

between the seat and the hardenabie eernpennd by fitting them with the hardenabie

eeinpeund exuded intn the gaps: The inventien seeks tn bisek the gaps with the seat and

prevent the hardenabie eornpennd from drawing into or past the biecitage created by the

seat. A iiquid resin ennEd not he need with the barrier MS in the embedinient et‘ Figs. 5—7

at" Hand because it wnnid flew threugh the gap 1271 A persen sidiied in the art weaid net

innit tn the seat embodiment of Figs. 14 because that entbndirnent is net designed te be

used with any hardenabie eeinpound, and team the teachings of Hand if it was tried the

eenventienai wisdeni wenid have been tn hit the veiurne between the seat and the

cendueter hnndie hire the gap 12.? is fitted.

£35, in the inventien and as stated en page 8 ef the appiieatieng the aperture in the sefi 32 is

sized such that it stretehes to pass arnnnd the conductors 29 to term a. reasonabiy

ett‘eetive barrier te passage ef the material 6 aieng the space defined between the

eenducters 2t) and the eetnpennd tube 26. The seat it? and barrier 105 of Hand are net

intended er designed to stretch so as to pass areund innitipie conductors to fern: a banter

te passage of liquid materiai and wenid not finnetien fer that pnrpnsei

iii. The barrier of the inventien, because et‘ its planar structure with a stnaii aperture and

ability te stretch, terms a seal against rnnitipie eendnetors because it stretches to bridge

the gaps between their enter snrt‘aees. There is ne teaehing er suggestien to nse a barrier
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such as Hand with multiple conductors and in fact such a barrier would not he approved

it” used alone. Hand itself teaehes that when a hardenahle compound is used, the barrier

should have forth a gap with the conductors so the compound ean exude into the gap

between the smallest diameter of the harrier and the conductors. This is unlike the

present invention where the conductors touch the seal and the seal stretches from

conductor to conductor to block flow of the hardenahle compound from flowing outside

of the well in the gland where the compound is injected.

15. it is my opinion that a person of ordinary skill in the art would believe that neither the

seal nor harder of Hand would work to contain a liquid resin, and l am also of that

opinion for the reasons stated above. i do not believe there is any disclosure or

suggestion in Hand or the other prior art 1 have reviewed to use a stretchy han‘ier with a

hole sized so that it stretches around multiple conductors to form a harder to the

progression of resin tiller along the outer surfaces of multiple conductors, and that this

contrihution to the art would not have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art

at the time it was invented.

l6. The twopart resin hag as disclosed by Kaptein is also well known, hut in the form

deserihed by Kaptein it would not work with a resin systern used with cable glands. This

is heeause the hag described by Kaptein has a large opening and is used to fill a void that

also has a lenge opening. The enclosure to he tilled is relatively large and the resin is

introduced from the top. As the enclosure is relatively large it will he easy for air to

displace from it, hut in any case the resin material is used there to protect the cable joint

and it will not rnatter it air is trapped in the cured material. in the ease of a cable gland

for use in explosive atmospheres, it is essential that no air is trapped. Also the cavity in

the gland that has to he filled with resin is relatively small and packed with cables (up to

Still/s of the void is filled with cable cores), so any system where resin is poured from the

top surface will not work as air will be trapped and/or the resin will not penetrate far

enough. The solution is to have a hag with a thin nozzle that can he pushed between the

cores of the cable to fill it from the hottoni up, so driving out any air. This also by default

means that the resin is being introduced at the very point at which there may he voids in

the cahles making a suitahle means of preventing excessive penetration of the resin vitally

important.

U:
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18.

l9.

s

i understand the Examiner’s ehjectien is that it wenid he ebvieus tn modify the

arrangement of Kaptein by inenr‘pnrating the seal ot‘lland. in etimparisen to Kaptein, the

advantages at the inventien are that the invention can he used in seat a cable gland fer

use in explosive atrnespheres by being abie to use a mere tiewahle resin for expelling air

freni the gaps between the eabie cores and to make the assembly mere eeinpaet. Kaptein

wenid not be suitable for this appiieatien because the filling tnethed item the tap wenld

net waits for an expiesien proof giand and the assembiy is ten big fer that application.

'l'herefcrcj starting from Kapteing in trying to inedify the arrangement ei‘ Kaptein to make

it suitable fer sealing a cable giand for use in explosive atmespheres and t0 make it mere

compact, if the shiiled person were in seek a solution in i-land, he weuld first of ail leek

at the embodiment of Figs S ta 8, in which a hardenable {Sflmpt‘ttll‘td lZS is need to tilt the

gaps between the cares, since he is starting from Kaptein, which uses a settable material.

'l‘his embodiment teaches the skilled petsen in use a material at putty Elke eonsistency,

and teaches swat},i item using a mnnier resin material, since this wenld flew eut at" gap

127.

it is in}? epinicn that the skilled persen wenid not consider the emhediment ef Figs. l to 4

at" Hand at ail, since he is starting freni Kaptein, which uses a settabie materiai, and the

embodiment of Figs 5 to it ef Hand addresses the use at settable material, whereas the

embediinent of Figs l to it cf Hand dees not, Hewever, it“ he did censider the

embodiment of Figs i tn 4 of Hand, there is nothing in suggest that the seal iii of that

embediment is suitable fer use as a resin darn. Why use the seal l8 at" the enihndiment et‘

Figs l tn 4 as a resin datn when there is no snggestien ef this in that embediment and the

embodiment et‘ Figs 5 t0 8 does describe haw to make a barrier from settable material?

in additien, the seal i8 ef the embodiment of Figs l to 4 at Hand neeessatily has twe

tubular parts separated by a eenical part, since it must form a. streng seal fire, streng

entangh te withstand an espicsien) at its inner and enter diameters. if he tried in use the

seal 18 as a resin dam, he wnnld find that it did net adequately ciese the gaps between the

cable ceres, because at the inner tnbnlar part (seeend cylindrical pertion 24) being el’

material streng enengh te withstand an explesinn. He wmdd therefere net be able in use a

more tlewable resin, and weuld therefore have air voids in the resin, and wenld net be

{is
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2t).

22.

able to make the gland rnere eempaet because at the cylindrical partitions 2E}, 24

intercenneeterl by a cnnieai pertien 22»

The existenee in a single (tenement (Hand) of an etnbediment (Flgs. l to 4) using a streng

seal tn withstand explrisiens in elese prnxiniity tn an embodiment (Figs. 5 t0 8) in which

a hardenahle barrier material is used suggests that it was not ebvinns to use the seal lit at

the embediment 0f Figs. l to 4 as a resin darn for the hardenable material at the

embedintent (if Figs S tr) 8, given the additinnal benefit {if then being able te rnalre the

resin dam frern weaker material that then better tilled the gaps between the ceres and

eeuld extend perpendicularly tn the cable «acres. The embodiment e‘f Figs. l to 4 (if Hand

suggests that the seal l8 has he be of strnng enengh eenstructien t0 withstand an

explesinn, and the enibedirnent ef Figs 5 to 8 has a barrier sleeve ltlS streng enengh to

enable excess hardenahle eonipennd l25 t0 exude threngh gap l2? {see page 25, lines l4

—~ lit at Hand), There is no disclosure er suggestion of presiding a resin darn (if stretchy

rnateri at or bi using liquid curable material.

The resin darn diselnsed in the "539 applicatien differs frern other cable gland seals in

censtructien in that it terms a. thin membrane that sits essentially perpendicular to the

eable or cable eeresl it has a central small hole that can be stretched ripen easily whilst

the seal remains essentially perpendicular to the cable/table cares. This is important

beeanse the resin (lani sits at the base (if a tubular seetion that is filled with the barrier

material. The length at barrier material must be a minimum of 20mm to satisfy

eertifieatien requirements and if the seal Opens up in a mariner that pretnides into this

tube it will either eeinpreinise the barrier er the whole assembly would need tea be longer

tn compensate for this (See attached Exhibit {3, sketches l and 3). The resin darn is also

waste in eonsttnetien because it is inipertant that it fills the gaps between cable ceres, but

does not necessarily squeeze them together tee hard (Exhibit C, sketeh 2.). This is

because the ideal barrier is one in which the barrier material has penetrated between the

cable cares, net ene where the eeres have been squeezed together as this may have lett

gaps that are too small tbr the barrier resin te penetrate, but aleng which gas driven by an

explesien could pass.

(3MP's predaet that embodies this inventien is the .RapidliiX cable gland product line.

The Rapidli}: has enjey‘ed rnueh enmmereial saeeess as it has cannibalized sales of
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24g

gienris hire the first and second embodiments of Hand The cornmerciei success

attributed tn the intestine indieates a substantial need fer the invention and that

previeusiy theewetttion stasis net obvious Since the launch ef the liquid resin system in

203 G the sales sf units using it have rapidiy increased as feiiows:

States nnits Series , seine

"""""""""""""""hisone

"Ehiittiiiiii___________________m;
£3,139,330 '

£4,923,550

£3,§i§§,t’ifi§
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This product has won so rnuch business away from tretiitierisi epoxy putty type barrier

glands that there is new at iesst ene competing precinct en the market copying the thin

stretchable barrier in eemhinstien with s iiquiti resin that did not exist hefere. The teaser;

the precinct is se successful is because of this centhination and the advantages that result

from it, Those are that this cernhittstien provides a faster, eesien ciesner and mere

reiiehte solution tea previttirtg an expiesien pron? gisntt because of the design rat" the

barrier in conjtinctien with the liquid resin as cirtimed and is evidence of fnitiiiitig a ietig

felt hut nnsoivett need to support the unehviottsness 0f the iiwehtien.

The cmhmereini success is net due to other teeters, as there have been rte unususi price

eenccssions matte, marketing pushes, distributien teeters or other fecters that have

resulted in the success The main thing that has resuitett in this success is the

cernhinntion ef the stretchy barrier in comhinstien with the iiquid resin in my opinion.

That is why customers prefer this product ever the prior precincts that used a less

tiowshie putty materiai as the filter or used a seif snpperting barrier.

Exhibit D is a eepy of printeri niaterisis (if Grouse—Hinds anvertising the ”Tet-htheaterTM ii

TMCX Cahie {Stands and states ”(Titans contains integrei darn tc 'faciiitste liquid pest”

and "its unique design features, coupled with cur new fast curing 'Chice® LiquidSesi

ennipounri, make the '1"erniinaterM ii TMC}: Cathie Giantt the easiest and safest seiution

avaiiahie ” thisis teterritig tn the dam and liquid resin cemhinstion as beingunique and

new, and the easiest and fastest sohtticti available fer making an expiosion proof gland.

There is sise a yenttihe video at htm;f/www.ygtitnheigoni/wa’reh?VZ~OGits/RU 2M] {jf 

Crouse~E-iintis that shews a gisnti with a stretchy resin (tent and the liquid resin being

3
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poured into it. What it doesn’t say is that these features were eepied item CMP. These

iautiatery statements, and the eepying in itseit‘, suggest that the iiqnid resin system in

enmhinatinn with the stretchy barrier that is the subject at the eiairns of the '539

appliestien made a significant advance in the tieid to satisfy a previonsiy nnfiiitiiied need

and was net previensiy ehvinns.

26, i find ne teachings print“ tn the inveiitien that wnntd have diseiesed or suggested the

inventien tn a persen ei’ erdinaxy skiii iii the art. her the aheve reasnns, it is in}7 epinion

that there is he diseiesni‘e er suggestien in any of the Eti'ifli" art i've reviewed that wenid

have made any hi" the eiaims {3f the ’539 appiieatien nhvinns tn a persen {if ntdinai'y skiii

in the art at the tirne the inventien was made. it is eiear tn me that it wenid have required

inventiveness te create the eiairneti et'sthhinatiens from my experience and the prior art 1

have discussed ahiwe. {)niy in hindsight, which is net aiiewed, eenid a persen g0 hack

anti find variens teachings peppered within the prior art, and put them together using the

claims as a ternpiate. Bait print te the inventien (if the ‘3539 appiieatieii, it is eieai” to me

that it weuitt not have been ehviens tea a person of ordinary shit} in the art tn make this

eemhinatienu

Ali statements matte herein are of my heart h’newiedge and are true to the best at my

persenai knowledge, and sit statements made on ini’enriattien and heiie‘t‘ are believed tn be true. i

understand that wiiii’ui faise statements and the iike are pnnishabie by fine or imprisonment, er

hath (18 U831 § 1681), and mayjeepardize the vaiidity at” the ‘53?) appiieatieri.

”it“?

Executed this _igm day Of March? 2314, in messes Mfievmtuit g5 K. ,
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CABLE {tidbit} Atti) jCAEtE Efiiii‘dfifiiifli’i $9EQ§AL§SYS 
§\§ Cable Construction - Should be Round
\ "\~\\\ in order to comply with IEC installation standards, cable glands using “Substantially compact and circular with an extruded bedding, and it\m elastomeric seating rings as a means of maintaining the Flameproot an\ t'll d th ' N -H ' ' "g t .. . ,I 1 ers are use ey are on ygroscopic ,

{g Ebb; protection method can only he used it the cable selected is :n '

 
\ This is clearly not always the case with cabies used in hazardous e.g., where cables run across two zones, or indeed from a hazardous

§. .§ areas. area into a sale area.
\ K \' But the cable must play a part in the satety oi the installation. even in

\\ the case of indirect cable entry, when gas migration must be avoided

\‘e _Sample lEC Cable Configurations

\ Which type is suitable tor use with Fiameproot Ex d equipment whenx a cable gland with an etastomeric sealing ring would be considered 7s

 
 

 
\ i CableA Cablec\ “I ,.

\

Q CableE

‘\

§\\‘§\:§ (table A is not suitable to apply a Flameproot sealing ring as this has an extruded inner cable bedding and there is no gas migration
\\\‘:\\V cable is the incorrect shape, and unless the cable is round the sealing path between the conductors.
\ \\\\§ ring will not be-able to make an effective seal on the cable.
\ Equally, if the cable is not adequately filled. and allows the passage of. \. Cables B, D & E are not suitable to apply a Flameproof sealing ring, air or gas to flow along the cable length then there would be no

\ as the white areas represent a gap or void in the cable whereby there protection to the inner part ot the cable when an elastomeric sealing§Nx§ is either no inner cable sheath, or extruded bedding, or suitable fillers ring is used. in this case a compound barrier type cable gland is the
\C\\” are absent. in this case no protection to the interstices of the cable only sale solution and this is needed to maintain the integrity ot the\Q can be offered by a sealing ring. equipment as explained above, and prevent gas migration from

\\ equipment to equipment, or hazardous areas to sale areas.
\\\ \Q (table it is the only one of the five sample cables illustrated which
§ \\ could be selected as correctly meeting the lEC 60079-14 criteria, as it
\ a
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Get your machine back up and running in 2 hours"

 

Grouse-Hinds
by Eff-N

 
Features:

.0...
  

 

Highiy engineered rapid curing compound
Mixing time: 2 minutes
Appticatéon: pour/gun
Gei time: 15-30 minutes*
Full cure/return to service time: 2 hours"

Available for instaiiation in V9 'caf posi’ '
16..

*‘m 20°C ambient temperature.

Ordering Information:

Catalog Number Size (ml.) Standard Carton Quantity
LSC 10 10 mi. 

 

 
For more information, plea_se view our installation video at:wwwcrouse-hlnds.comlwdeos

(9 2013 Eaton Corporation
All Rights Reserved
Printed in USA
June 2013

Eaton‘s Grouse-Hinds Business
1201 Woif Street
Syracuse. NY 13208
(865) 7546454
arouse.cuswmerctrfilcooperindus-tries com
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Terminator“ ll TMCX Cable Glands

The ideal gland for terminating cable in hazardous locations

TheTermin-ator’“ lITlvlCX Cable Gland is an armoured barrier, non—armoured barrier and TECK armoured gland used to

CableTypes:
' Metal-clad and TECK (interlocked and continuously welded

corrugated armoured) cable
- Unarmoured and tray cable

Certifications and Compliances:
- Class l, Division 1, Groups A, B, C, D

- Class ll. Groups E. F. G
' Class ill
6 NEMA 6P

0 UL/CULus Listed — File No. E12243?)

- lECEX/ATEX (Pending)

Features and Benefits:

' Designed to minimize the opportunity for incorrect assembly

' Simple Selection process and field preparation aids to ensure the
right gland is selected every time

' Full coverage of all popular cables and hub sizes, ensuring a
perfect seal in all instances

' Use of nickel—plated brass and stainless steel to increase
corrosion resistance and maintain integrity in the harshest
environments

     
   :Co agra an alas u

0 integral union design reduces the number of times the gland has
to be assembled and disassembled during installation

' Mating components have generous lead—ins to ensure that
assembly is as trouble-free as possible, even with the heaviest
cables

° Use of neoprene seal allows use in temperatures from 40°C to
+BO“C: for specific temperature information. please contact your
local sales representative

' Metric size threads allow interlacing to European machinery

° Wide range of global certifications and approvals

EATON'S CBOUSE-HlNDS BUSINESS

terminate cable in hazardous {00.33.9052 ltsun‘ique‘design features, coupled with our new test curing Chico” LiquidSeal
autonomic. make melamine-tor” ilTMCX Cable Gland the easiest and safest s‘olution'avaiiable.

,steamers-«am-tecmtctm44w
 

massages? 

Design Features:

@ Captive sealing and back nut - the use of slip rings with snap-in
features enables the TMCX to retain all of the components in
the entry end of the gland

Integral union — the design allows for a two-piece assembly
gland, minimizing tightening and loosening of nuts.

© Red anodized nut — this hard-wearing, permanent, consistent
coating is standard on all units.

Anti—rotation feature - for single tool assembly: the splined
shalt ensures that the two assemblies lock together and do not
rotate during assembly.

®Barriet compounds ~ Chico“ LiquidSeai or standardTSC epoxy
V neoptions allow for rapid curing and assembly in any  

CE) Conical compound chamber — ensures that double the
misalignment can be accepted without the risk of binding.

@ Captive garter spring — copper flashed stainless steel ensures
good connectivity, strength and corrosion resistance.

® NPT and lSO threads ~ entire range of cable glands are availablewith either NPT or metric threads in all materials.

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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Multiple cable ranges per hub size for simplified selection

 

Selection Table:
Entry 'A' Armour DD. ‘8' Cable 0.1).? Thread
Thread Over Length

Entry '6' Conductors Across NPT 1'
Thread NPT Catalog (Metric Metric 0.D. Max. Corners {Metric
'C' No. Option) Catalog No. Inches '6' Min. Max. Min. Max. 'D’ mm.) Length 'F'

V2" TMCXOSO 1 M20 TMCXMZO 1 0.480 040110.13)

 
$4“ TMCX075 1 M25 TMCXM25 1 0.713

  
1 TMCX‘iOO 1 M32 TMCXM32 1 0.939 
 34ch-

TMCXM40 1 1.1721—14" TMCX125 1 M40 

“All dimensions in inches; metric millimeters shown in parenthesis; Sizes 1%" and above will be available soon.
fWhen making your cable gland selection based on Cable OD. be sure to also observe the Over Conductors OD. dimension)

 

Catalog Numbering System:

TMCX
 

 

 

Hub Size

NPT Hub an.) Metric Hub lmm.)

050 1/2” M20 20

 
100 l " M32 32

 
Cable Sealing Range 

Sealing

 
Hub Size Ran a Standard Cable
Code Thread Co 9 Sealing Range

1 0.49" - 0.90"
050 if!" NPT

2 065"-118"

  

 

1 I155" - 1.18"
100 1" NPT

2 0.87" - 1.39"

1 $2.4 mm - 22.8 mm
M20 MZD 180

2 l6.5 mm < 29.9 mm

 
1 16.5 mmv29.9 mm

2 22.0 mm ~ 353 mm
M32 M32 130

 

0.40 (10.15)

0.55 (14.22)

0.78 {19.81)

 

Chico” Liq‘uidSeal

 

LSC so 50 ml. 5

 

0.852184) 0.490245) 090(2286) 1.5609132) 1.00l25.40) 30507.47)

0.869134) 0.490245) 0.90l22.85) 15689.62) 10005.40) 30507.47)

114(2836) 0.550851) US$28.97) 18960.55) 108(2740) 118(8077)

 
135(3429) 087(2210) 139035.31) 224(5690) 1.08l27.40) 3.30l83.82)

 
1 NP L

'T'
BLANK Aluminum

Material 

 
NP Nickelpiated Brass

Compound Type

BLANK TSC

 

TSC Epoxy Compound

Mixing 13mg: 2 ' Mixing time: 5 minutes.
minules - _ ' Application: by hand
Application: poun’ ' Full cure time: 24 hoursgun , , .

Ge! lime: 15-30 mlnute‘st ' orientation
Full cure/return to service time: 2
hoursat
Available for installation in
veitioal position 

Q3155" Std. TSC Epoxy Std.
LiquidSeal Carton Com aund Tube Size Carton
Cat. No. Size (ML) Qty. Cat. 0. lat.) Qty.

Lsc 10 113 ml, 10 Tscos 0.5 oz. 10

 
Tsc4 4.0 oz. 5

MI 20°C ambient temperature.

EATON’S CROUSE-HINDS BUSINESS
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Grouse—Hinds
by EAT-N

For more information:

If further assistance is required, piease
contact an authorized Eaton Distributor,
Sales Office, or Customer Service
Department,

US. (Global Headquarters):
Eaton’s Grouse-Hinds Business
Woif 231 Seventh North Streets

Syracuse, NY 13221
(866) 764—5454
FAX: (315) 4776179

FAX Orders Only: (866) 653-0640
orouSe.customer‘ctr@cooperindustries.com

Canada:

Cooper Clause-Hinds Canada
To)! Free: 800—265-0502

FAX: (800) 2639504

FAX Orders only: (866) 653-0645

Mexico/Latin America/Caribbean:

Cooper Grouse-Hinds, S.A. de C.V.
52-555-804—4000
FAX: 52-555—804—4020

‘mxmercadotecnia@cooperindustries.co’m

Europe (Germany):
Cooper CrouseHinds GmbH
49 (O) 6271 806-500
49 (0) 6271 806476

saies.CCH.de@cooperindustries.com

Middle East (Dubai):
Cooper Grouse-Hinds LLC
971 4 4272500
FAX: 971 4 4298521

saies.CCH,me@cooperindustries.com

© 2013 Eaton Corporation
All RIghiS Reserved
Primed in USA
Form No 507343713
July 2013

Singapore:
Cooper Grouse-Hinds Pte. Ltd.
65—6645—9888
FAX: 656297-4819

ohsi-sa!es@cooperindustriescom

China:

Cooper Crouse-Hinds Pte. Ltd.
86—21=2899—3600
FAX: 86—21~28994055

cchsales@cooperindustries.com

Korea:

Cooper Grouse-Hinds Korea
82-2—3484-6783
82—28484‘6778

CCHK—sales@cooperindustries.com

Australia:

Cooper Electrical Australia
61-2-8787-2777
FAX: 61—2-9609—2342

CEASales@cooperindustriescom

India;

Cooper India Pvt. Ltd.
914244683888
FAX: 9142441683899

cchindia@cooperindustries.com

Eaton‘s CrouseHinds Business
1201 Woif Street
Syracuse, NY 13208
(366) 764-5454
crouse.customercirficooperindustries.com
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DECLARATION OF JACK CARROLL

1. My name is Jack Carroll, and I am the Contracts Manager for Balfour Beatty.

2. My employer is a customer of CMP Products and we have used the RapidEX

product, which is a cable gland with a liquid resin filler and stretchy resin barrier that seals off

the bottom of the resin well.

3. The operatives, who are our employees who actually install the cable glands,

commented on the ease of use especially regarding the filling procedure. The new resin allows

the installer a greater degree of confidence that alE air pockets have been removed and the fill

chamber is fully sealed. The reduced time to carry out the installation and curing process is also

advantageous especially in this application as it was a site outage. It is certainly a product we

will use again.

All statements made herein are of my own. knowledge and are true to the best of my

personal knowledge, and all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true. I

understand that willful false statements and the like are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or

both (18 U.S.C. § 1001), and may jeopardize the validity of US. Patent Application. No.

13/391,539.

Executed this l H day ofMarch, 2014, in Gretna? \MCDU Iii“ .

 

QB\920257.00016\25486199.l
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DECLARATION OF RAYMOND ABRAAS

1. My name is Raymond Abraas? and 1 am employed at Ingenieursbureau De Raaij

en Datema B.V. ( lNRADA ).

2. My employer is a customer of CMP Products and we have used the RapidEX

product, which is a cable gland with a liquid resin filler and stretchy resin barrier that seals off

the bottom of the resin well.

3. Following our good experience with the RapidEX cable glands on our last 4

projects, we will continue with this type of cable gland on our current and future projects. The

RapidEX cable glands with the liquid resin and stretchy barrier are faster and easier to use then

the convcntional compound barrier glands and, due to the liquid nature of the resin, prevent any

air inclusions in the barrier.

All statements made herein are based on my own knowledge and experience and are true

to the best of my personal knowledge and all statements made on information and belief are ~

believed to be true. 1 understand that willful false statements and the like are punishable by fine

or imprisonment, or both (18 U.S.C. § 1001), and may jeopardize the validity of US. Patent

Application No. 13/391,539.

a?"s: {3}»

day of Marcln 2014, in  Executed this ;7
 

  

QB‘QZOJSTOOOl695486905.l
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Doc code: IDS

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

PTOISBIOBa (01-10)
Approved for use through 07I3112012. OMB 0651-0031

US Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Application Number 13391539 

Filing Date 2012-05-02 

First Named Inventor Samuel Liam Proud 

Art Unit I3754 
Examiner Name  Randall A. Gruby  
Attorney Docket Number I 92025700016 

 

U.S.PATENTS Remove 

Kind

Code

Examiner Cite

Initial* No Patent Number 1 Issue Date
Name of Patentee or Applicant
of cited Document

Pages,Columns,Lines where

Relevant Passages or Relevant

  
 

 

Figures Appear

1

If you wish to add additional US. Patent citation information please click the Add button. Add

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS Remove 

Pages,Columns,Lines where

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 Examiner . Publication Kind Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant
. . * Cite No . Relevant Passages or RelevantInitial Number Code1 Date of Cited Document .

Figures Appear

1

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button. Add

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS Remove

Name of Patentee or Pages,Columns,Lines
Examiner Cite Foreign Document Country Kind Publication A licant of cited where Relevant
Initial* No Number3 Code2 i Code4 Date pp Passages or RelevantDocument .

Figures Appear

1 1279707 CA C 1991-01-29 Bisker, Richard El

2 1333192 CA C 1994-11-22 Cooper Industries, Inc. |:|

3 0204843 WO A2 2002-01-17 Southwick, Mathew D. |:|
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Application Number 13391539

Filing Date 2012-05-02

 

 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

First Named Inventor Samuel Liam Proud

Art Unit | 3754
Examiner Name Randall A. Gruby

Attorney Docket Number I 92025700016

2004047248 A1 2004-06-03 Cooper Industries, Inc.

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button Add

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS Remove

 

    
 

 
 

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item

(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc}, date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s), T5

publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner Cite

 

1 CMP PRODUCTS, Catalog page 59, September 2007, Newcastle Upon Tyne, England. |:|

 

EGS ELECTRICAL GROUP, Instruction for Unilet Sealing Fittings Approved For Use With: Appleton Kwiko® A And I:ICrouse—Hinds Chico® A Sealing Cement, dated 07/01/09, 4 pages.

 
 

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button Add

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

Examiner Signature Date Considered

 

 

   
*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a

citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
 

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here if
English language translation is attached.
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Application Number 13391539 

Filing Date 2012-05-02 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

First Named Inventor Samuel Liam Proud 

_ _ Art Unit | 3754
( Not for submisswn under 37 CFR 1.99)
  Examiner Name Randall A. Gruby  
Attorney Docket Number I 92025700016 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

|:| from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification

after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

El any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

|:| See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

|:| A certification statement is not submitted herewith.
SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the

form of the signature.

NamelPrint Registration Number 31356 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the

public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed

application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office, US. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND

FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

 

 
The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the

attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited

is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the US Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested

information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the

Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record 5.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement

negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for

the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records

may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or

his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record

may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in

an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is

referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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ABSTRACT

A multi—wire conduit dam consisting‘of a molded

strip of closed cell sponge rubber or equivalent that

is shaped like a timing belt having recesses on at

least one side with the recessed surface coated with

adhesive or double sided adhesive tape after wires are

.placed in the recesses. The strip is then rolled

together to form a cylindrical dam which may then be

installed in an appropriate conduit.

Coopeir v. CMP; IPR2’0187-00994
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a multi-wire con-

duit dam to provide a dam, when installed in a conduit

having multiple wires, that would separate each wire

from the other and, when the dam is inserted in a con—

duit, prevent sealing compound from entering the con-

duit below the dam.

In particular, the multi—wire conduit dam consists

of a molded strip of closed cell Sponge rubber or

eguivalent that is shaped like a timing belt with a

plurality of notches or grooves formed therein. ‘The

wires are placed in the grooves of the dam and either

liquid adhesive or double sided adhesive tape is placed

over the wires and the dam. The dam is then rolled

together torming a cylinder which holds its shape

because of the adhesive. The wire assembly and dam are

then installed in an appropriate conduit.

It is important in the electrical cable art to be

able to seal wire harnesses which are installed in con—

duits, each of which may have from one to forty wires

passing through the conduit. This is accomplished in

the prior art by putting a disk of some type, such as

cork, in the end of the conduit and putting each wire

in the conduit through an individual orifice in the
disk. Thus the disk has at least as many orifice as

there are wires. The wires can then have electrical

Coopé'r‘ V- cm; IPR2'018-00994
CMP Ex.. 2002; page CMP0117
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plugs or connectors attached to the ends thereof and,

the dam can be sealed in the conduit with a sealant of

any well—known type by filling the end of the conduit

with the sealant to the point at which the disk is

located within the conduit.

There are obviously several disadvantages to this

apparatus and process. In the first place, a dif—

ference size diameter dam must be used to seal each

different size diameter conduit. Secondly, the dam

must be assembled with the wire harness before the

plugs and/or connectors can be put on the ends of the

wires since the wires have to be inserted in the orifi—

ces in the disk: Thirdly, dams with the exact number

of orifices required for the exact number of'wires must

be used or extra orifices must be sealed or plugged

inasmuch as any unused, unplugged orifices would allow

the sealing compound to pass through the orifices into

the space behind the dam into the conduit.

The present invention overcomes the disadvantages

of the prior art by forming the dam from a molded strip

of closed cell sponge rubber such as neoprene closed

cell sponge, or equivalent, and forming grooves or

notches on at least one side of the molded strip so

that it is shaped like a timing belt. The harness

wires can be separated and each wire placed in a

Cooper V. CMP; |PR2018—00994
CMP EX. 2002; page CMP0118
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.corresponding groove or notch with an adhesive or a

double sided adhesive tape placed over the wires and

the strip. The strip can then be rolled together

forming a cylindrical dam with the adhesive maintaining

the cylindrical shape. The wire assembly and cylindri—

cal dam are then installed in an appropriate conduit.

The molded strip consists of equally spaced recesses or

notches molded on at least one side, but preferably

only one side of the strip to a depth of the wire

diameter which will be less than half the thickness of

the strip. As stated, the strips are molded of an

elastic material such a neoprene which is soft enough

to compress and seal any recess that does not have a

wire in it to eliminate the necessity of plugs for

unused recesses or notches.

The diameter of the conduit does not have to change

with the present invention because a varied number of

wires might be sealed in a particular conduit. The

molded strip can be trimmed or simply cut to the proper

length for small conduits or variations in the number

of wires required to be sealed.

An adhesive or a double sided adhesive tape can be

applied to the open recessed side of the molded strip

to allow the strip with the wire harness, when rolled

into a cylindrical shape, to hold its shape until it is

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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installed in a conduit. A smooth surface tape such as

electricians tape may be applied to the outside of the

cylindrical assembly to allow for-easy insertion into

the conduit. Because the elastic molded strip is

formed of a compressible material, it will allow the

cylindrical dam to be compressed for installation in a

conduit where it will then expand to seal the inside of

the conduit to prevent sealant from getting past the

cylindrical dam into the conduit behind the dam.

Thus it is an object of the present invention to

provide a multi—wire conduit dam formed of a molded

strip of compressible material having a plurality of

recesses on at least one side of the strip, with at

least one electrical conductor positioned inka respec—

tive one of the recesses and an adhesive placed over

the recess and the at least one conductor to cause the

strip to hold its shape when the strip is rolled into a

cylinder. .

It is also an object of the present invention to

provide the multi—wire conduit dam formed from a molded

strip of compressible material having a plurality of

equally spaced recesses on at least one side of the

strip for receiving the wires.

It is yet another object of the present invention

to provide a multi—wire conduit dam formed from a

7 Cooper V. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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molded strip of compressible material having a plura—

lity of equally spaced recesses on at least one side of

the strip ior_receiving the wires and having a double

sided adhesive tape placed over the recesses and the
wires in the recesses to cause a strip to hold its

shape when the strip is rolled into a cylinder.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Thus the present invention relates to a multi—wire
--

l

conduit dam comprising a molded strip of compressible

material having a plurality of recesses on at least one

side of the strip, at least one electrical conductor

positioned in a respective one of the recesses, an

adhesive placed over the recesses and the at least one

conductor to cause the strip to hold its shape when the

Strip is rolled into a cylinder, and a smooth surface

tape applied to the outside of the rolled cylinder for

allowing easy insertion of the cylinder with the at

least one conductor into a conduit to form a conduit

dam.

The invention also relates to method of forming a

multi—wire conduit dam comprising the steps of forming

a molded strip of compressible material having a plura-

lity of recesses on at least one side of the strip,

positioning at least one electrical conductor in the

respective one of the recesses, placing an adhesive

 
' Coopernv. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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over the recesses and the at least one conductor to

cause the strip to hold its shape when the strip is

rolled into a cylinder, and applying a smooth surface

tape to_the outside of the rolled cylinder to allow
easy insertion of the cylinder with the at least one

conductor into a conduit to form a conduit dam.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other objects of the present invention

will be disclosed more fully in conjunction with the

accompanying drawings in which like numbers represent

like components, and in which:

FIG. 1 is a plan view of a neoprene strip having a

plurality of recesses therein into each of which a

corresponding one of a plurality of wire conductors may

be placed to form a conduit dam;

FIG. 2 is a side view of the neoprene strip in

FIG. 1 illustrating the timing belt effect or shape of

the belt caused by the recesses or grooves equally

spaced on at least one side thereof;

FIG. 3 is a plan view of the neoprene strip with

wires from multiple cables being placed in respective

ones of the recesses in the strip;

FIG. 4 is a cross—sectional view of the neoprene

strip in FIG. 3 taken along lines A-A and illustrating

an adhesive placed over the conductors and the strip to

Cooperlvj 0MP"; IPR'201'8-00994
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allow the strip to be rolled into a cylinder with the

adhesive holding the cylinder in its cylindrical shape;

. FIG. 5 is cross—sectional view of the rolled up dam

with the wires therein; and

FIG. 6 is cross—section view of a conduit with the

dam installed therein and sealing compound placed in

the end of the conduit to seal the conduit shut.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS *

FIG. 1 is a plan view of a neoprene closed cell

sponge strip 10 which has a plurality of teeth-like

portions 12 formed by a plurality of equally spaced

recesses 14 on one side of the belt. This can be seen

more clearly in FIG. 2 which is a side view of the

strip shown in FIG. 1. Strip 10 is molded 0; an

elastic material such as neoprene which is soft enough

to compress and seal any recess that does not have a

wire in it to eliminate the necessity of plugs for

those individual recesses as will be explained here—

after. Further, the equally spaced recesses 14 are

molded, preferably, on only one side of the strip 10 to

a depth of the wire diameter which will be less than

half-the thickness of the strip 10. The strip may have

a width 15 in the plan view as shown in FIG. 1 of any

desired size but typically may be 7/16 of an inch. In

like manner, the thickness 17 of the strip 10 shown in

.' Cooper v. CMP; |PR2011'8-00994
CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0123
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FIG. 2 may be of any desired thickness but again typi-

cally could be .250/inch with the depth 19 of the ‘

groove being less than half that or approximately

.lOO/inch. Also, the thickness of the teeth 12 and the

width of the grooves 14 as shown in the plan view in

FIG. 2 could be of any desired dimensions but, again,

would typically approximate .lOO/inches in thickness 21

of both the teeth 12 and the width of grooves 14.

As shown in FIG. 3, a plurality of wire bundles 16,

18 and 20, each having a plurality of wires forming the

bundle, may already be connected to plugs 22, 24 and

26. Typically, these wires will come from a single

Iconduit 28. It would be desirable to place a dam near

the end of the conduit 28 with a sealant placed in the

end of the conduit in front of the dam to prevent

moisture and other contaminants from entering the con—

duit 28.

Such a dam can be easily made with the strip 10 of

the present invention as in FIG. 3. The wires in each

of the bundles 16, 18 and 20 are separated and are

placed with an individual wire in each of the recesses

14 and in as many of the recesses 14 as is necessary to

hold all the wires 30. Then an adhesive 32, as shown

in FIG. 4, either in the form of a fast setting liquid

or paste or a double sided adhesive tape can be placed

Cooper v. CMP; IPR2018L00994
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across the teeth—like portions 12 of strip 10 over the

conductors 16 in recesses 14 for purposes as will be

described in reference to FIG. 5. It will be noted

in FIG. 4, that not all of the recesses 14 contain one

of the wires 30. Thus, the molded strip 10 can be

trimmed or cut off as necessary where it is not used to

form a dam for a particular size conduit.

The strip 10 can then be rolled with the wires 30

in place/in recesses 14 into a spiral shape as shown in

FIG. 5 to form a cylinder 36 with the wires sticking
out of the ends thereof. FIG. 5 represents a cross—

section of the dam illustrating the wires 30 in the

respective recesses 14. Because the adhesive 32 has

been applied to the open recess side of the’molded

strip, when it is rolled into a cylindrical shape, the

adhesive 32 holds and maintains the strip in the

cylindrical shape as shown in FIG. 5. A smooth surface

tape 34 such as electrical tape can then be applied to

the outside of the cylinder assembly to form a smooth

surface to allow easy insertion into the conduit 28.

Because the strip 10 is compressible, the cylinder can

be compressed to allow it to fit inside the conduit

where it then expands to extend to and conform with the

conduit walls.

_As can be seen in FIG. 6, the completed wire dam 36

Cooper v. CMP;2|PR2018—00994
‘ CMP Ex‘. 2002; page CMP0125
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can be compressed and slipped inside the conduit 28 a

predetermined distance with the wires 30 extending out

of the conduit 28. A sealing compound 38 can be then

inserted in the end of conduit 28 from the wire dam 36

outwardly to the end of the conduit 28 thereby sealing
the conduit. Because the wire dam 36 has been

compressed and then installed in the conduit and has

expanded, it has sealed the inside of the‘conduit to

prevent the sealing compound 38 from getting past the

dam 36. .

With the present dam assembly, one assembly can be

used for sealing wire harnesses that vary in size from

one wire up to forty wires depending upon the length

the strip is cut and the diameter conduit used. The

wire harnesses can be assembled with connectors and

plugs already attached before using the dam whereas in

the prior art, the dam has to be assembled first and

then the plugs can be attached the wires.

Thus there has been disclosed a novel multi—wire

dam which comprises a molded strip having equally

spaced receSSes molded preferably on only one side of

the strip to a depth of the wire diameter which would

be less than one—half the thickness of the strip. The

strips are molded of an elastic material soft enough to

compress and seal any recess that does not have a wire

Cooper V. CMP; |PR2018—00994
CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0126
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in it to eliminate the necessity of plugs in those

unused recesses. The diameter of the conduit does not

'have to change because of varying number of wires that

might have to be sealed in the conduit. The molded

strip can be trimmed to cut off excess material and

allow it to be used as a dam for a small conduit or can

be trimmed to accommodate variations of the number of

wires required to be sealed. By placing an adhesive or

a double sided adhesive tape on the open recess side of

the molded strip, it allows the wire harness and strip
when rolled into a cylindrical shape to hold its shape

until it is installed in the conduit. A smooth surface

tape can be applied to the outside of the assembly to

allow for easy insertion into the conduit. The

compressibility of the elastic molded strip will allow

the wire dam to be installed in a conduit where it can

expand to seal the inside of the conduit to prevent

sealant from getting past the wire dam.

Although a preferred embodiment of the invention

has been described in detail herein, thOSe skilled in

the art will recognize that various substitutions and

modifications may be made to the specific instructions

and function of the elements illustrated without

departing from the scope and spirit of the invention as

recited in the appended claims.

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0127
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I Claim:

1. A multi—wire conduit dam comprising:

a. a molded strip of compressible material

rolled into a cylinder and having a plurality of

recesses on at least one side of said strip,

5 b. at least one electrical conductor posi-

tioned in a respective one of said recesses prior to
the formation of said cylinder,

c- an adhesive placed over said recesses and’

said at least one conductor to cause said strip to hold

10 its shape when said strip is rolled into said cylinder,

and

d. a smooth surface tape applied to the out—

51de of said rolled cylinder for allowing easy inser-

tion of said cylinder with said at least one conductor

15 into a conduit to form a conduit dam.

2. A multi-wire conduit dam as in Claim 1 wherein

said plurality of recesses are equally spaced along

said at least one side of said strip.

3. A multi—wire conduit dam as in Claim 2 wherein

said adhesive is a double sided adhesive tape.

.4. A-method of forming a multi—wire conduit dam

comprising the steps of:

a. rolling a molded strip of compressible

material into a cylinder, said strip having a plurality

I ' Cooper. v.5CMP; VIPR2018-‘00994
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5 of recesses on at least one side of said strip,

b. positioning at least one electrical con—

ductor in a respective one of said recesses,

c. placing an adhesive over said recesses and

said at least one conductor to cause said strip to hold

10 its shape when said strip is rolled into said cylinder,

and ‘

d2_ applying a smooth surface tape to the out—

side of said rolled cylinder for allowing easy inser-‘

tion of said cylinder with at least one conductor into

15 a conduit to form a conduit dam.

5. A method as in Claim 4 further comprising the

step of equally spacing said plurality of recesses onv
.

said at least one side of said strip.

6; A method as in Claim 5 further comprising the

step of using a double sided adhesive tape as said

adhesive.

7. A method of forming a multi-wire conduit dam

comprising the steps of:

a. forming a molded strip of compressible

material having a plurality of recesses on at least one

5 side of said strip,

b. placing at least one electrical conductor

in a respective one of said recesses,

c. covering said strip and said at least one
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conductor with double sided adhesive tape,

d. rolling said strip with said conductor in

said recess into a cylinder which is held in shape by

said double sided adhesive tape, and

e. wrapping a smooth surface tape around the

outside of said cylinder for allowing easy insertion of

said cylinder with said at least one conductor into a

conduit to form a conduit dam.

:; ‘ . Cooper‘iv. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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ABSTRACT ' 7‘ NOV 22 1994

An explosion-proof electrical conduit sealing fitting

for threadedly engaging at least two threaded conduits and

surrounding at least one conductor running through said at least

two threaded conduits includes a first element having a portion

threadedly engaging at least one of at least two threaded con—

duits; a second element having a portion threadedly engaging at

least one of the at least two threaded conduits, and means for

connecting the first element and the second element. When proper—

ly connected and screwed into place, the sealing fitting of the

present invention completely surrounds the at least one conductor

and threadedly engages all of at least two threaded conduits.

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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SEALING FITTING

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field Of the Invention

This invention relates to seals and, more particularly,

to electrical conduit sealing fittings.

Description of Related Art

Seals are provided in conduit and cable systems to

minimize the passage of gases and vapors and prevent the passage

of flames therethrough.

Various requirements concerning seals are set forth in

Article 501, Section 501-5, of the National Electric Code. One

such requirement is that all fittings in Class 1, Division 1

(hazardous) applications must have threaded engagement with its

mating conduit. Another requirement is that the seal be filled

with a sealing compound. The compounds used in explosion-proof

sealing fittings must resist the force of an explosion in the

conduit system that could reach several thousand psi. The

compounds must also be dense enough to minimize the passage of

gases from one part of the conduit system to another. Still

further, they must be highly resistant to a great variety of

solvents and chemicals. Typically, sealing compound is poured

into place, whereupon it solidifies and becomes very hard.

The various requirements discussed above for sealing

fittings in Class 1, Division 1 (hazardous) applications make them

.

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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very difficult to remove. When an occasion arises which requires

such a seal to be removed (such as adding or replacing the wires

in the conduit) it is common to break or cut open the sealing

fitting, crumple the hard compound, pull all the wires out of the

conduit, install a new fitting, repull the wires and pour new

compound. Often more than one seal is involved in a single run of

conduit. This type of work is very time consuming and expensive

in direct labor and materials, as well as being costly in terms of

system down time. Based on the foregoing, it should be clear that

a need has developed for a sealing fitting that would allow a seal

to be replaced in location such as hazardous Class 1, Division 1,

locations without removing all the electrical conductors or

deenergizing the electrical system.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Such an explosion proof electrical conduit sealing

fitting is supplied by the present invention which comprises an

explosion-proof electrical conduit sealing fitting for threadedly

engaging at least two threaded conduits and surrounding at least

one conductor running through said at least two threaded conduits,

said fitting comprising:

a first sub—element having a portion threadedly engaging a

portion of at least one of said at least two threaded conduits;

a second sub—element having a portion threadedly engaging at

least a portion of one of said at least two threaded conduits;

means for connecting said first sub—element to said second

sub—element;

a third sub—element having a portion threadingly engaging a

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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portion of at least one of said at least two threaded conduits;

a fourth sub-element having a portion threadingly engaging a

portion of at least one of said at least two threaded conduits;

means for connecting said third sub-element to said fourth

sub—element;

said first, second, third and fourth sub—elements being

substantially identical;

means for connecting said first sub-element to said third

sub—element; and

means for connecting said second sub-element to said fourth

sub—element;

whereby said connected first, second, third and fourth sub—

elements completely surround said at least one conductor and

threadedly engage all of said at least two threaded conduits.

The fitting is split crosswise as well as lengthwise

which allows fit up with only one thread at a time which makes it

a preferred embodiment.

The described sealing fitting enables rapid replacement

of a removed seal, and does not require that conductors be

disconnected or pulled out of the system prior to effecting

replacement. The sealing fitting is suitable for Division 1,

Class 1 (hazardous) applications.

The present invention provides a means for seal

replacement that does not necessarily necessitate power

disconnection.

Other advantages and new features of the invention will

become apparent from the following detailed description of the

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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invention when considered in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings wherein:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a sealing fitting

according to the present invention

3a

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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Figure 2 is an exploded View of the sealing fitting of

Figure 1;

Figure 3 is a partial cross—sectional View of an

environment in which a sealing fitting according to the present

invention may operate; and

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the sealing fitting of Figure 1

in various stages of assembly in an environment for operation.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Referring now to the drawings and, in particular, to

10 Figure 3, it can be seen that a typical environment in which it is

frequently desired to employ a sealing fitting comprises a first

conduit section 10 having a threaded portion 12 and a second con—

duit section 14 having a threaded portion 16. Assuming, as in the

present invention, portions 12 and 16 can threadedly engage a

sealing fitting, such an arrangement could satisfy the require—

ments for Class 1, Division 1 (hazardous) applications as set

forth in the National Electric Code. Referring still further to

Figure 2, it can also be seen that at least one conductor 18 (a

second conductor 20 is also shown) runs through and between

20 conduits sections 10, 14.

Referring now to Figure 1, a preferred sealing fitting

22 according to the present invention is shown therein. Fitting

22 comprises four sub—elements 24, 26, 28, 30 which are connected

by suitable means such as bolts 32. In the specific embodiment

illustrated, each of the four sub—elements 24, 26, 28, 30 are

virtually identical. This facilitates manufacture of the fitting

22. Also in the specific embodiment illustrated, each sub—element
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is directly connected to only two of the other sub—elements (e.g.,

sub—element 24 is directly connected to sub—elements 26 and 28 but

not sub—element 30) but, as should be readily apparent, the total-

ity of such connections forms a single fitting 22.

An important aspect of the present invention is that it

can be threadedly engaged to at least two conduits without requi—

ring that any action be taken with respect to any conductor run—

ning through and between the conduits. Only two elements are

required to accomplish this. For example, with reference to the

embodiment of the present invention shown in the drawing, sub—

elements 24 and 28, suitably connected, could be considered to be

a single element. Likewise, sub—elements 26 and 30, suitably

connected, could be considered to be a single element. As should

be readily apparent to those skilled in the art, a fitting compri—

sing an element 24/28 and an element 26/30 could be threadedly

engaged to at least two conduits so as to completely surround a

conductor running therethrough. Of course, the fitting of the

present invention may comprise any number of elements and/or sub—

elements (e.g. two as described above; four, as shown in the

drawings; or virtually any other number greater than two) limited

only by the requirement that the important aspect mentioned above

is exhibited by a constructable fitting.

The present invention further comprises means for

connecting the elements and/or sub—elements described above.

Bolts 32 are one such means. Those skilled in the art are well

aware of other possibilities and the present invention should be

held to encompass all such possibilities.
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Referring to Figure 3, damming material such as CHICO*

material which is produced by the Assignee of the present inven—

tion, is shown installed in conduit 14. Recognized that it is

standard, if not NEC prescribed, practice to fill sealing fittings

with damming material, a refinement of the present invention is

the presence of openings, such as openings 36 in one or more of

the sub~elements to allow damming material to be poured

therethrough. Other holes, such as holes 38, may be created for

other purposes, such as holding a set screw for electrical bond—

ing.

It should be obvious to those skilled in the art how to

produce the various elements of the present invention. Properties

of the materials used may have to meet NEC standards. Paths

through which flames could pass could not be tolerated in fittings

for use in hazardous locations. Machining techniques for

preparing such portions as threaded bolt 32 receiving holes 40 are

also well known to those skilled in the relevant art.

Installation of an embodiment of the sealing fitting of

the present invention is progressively shown in Figures 4, 5, and

6. In Figure 4, one of the four sub—elements is shown installed

in a two conduit/two conductor environment. In Figure 5, three of

the four sub—elements, in cross—sections, are shown installed. In

Figure 6, a sealing fitting according to the present invention is

shown completely connected and installed. As the embodiment of

the present invention is split crosswise as well as lengthwise, it

should be readily apparent to those skilled in the art that fit up

*Trade—mark 6
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with only one thread at a time is possible. This characteristic

of the present invention makes it much better than any fitting

which requires fit up of more than one thread at a time, which in

environments such as the environment of Figure 3, wherein the con—

duits 14, 10 are frequently immobile, is virtually impossible.

Obviously, numerous modifications and variations of the

present invention are possible in light of the above teachings.

It is therefore to be understood that, within the scope of the

appended claims, the present invention may be practiced otherwise

10 than as specifically described hereinabove.
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1. An explosion—proof electrical conduit sealing fitting

for threadedly engaging at least two threaded conduits and

surrounding at least one conductor running through said at least

two threaded conduits, said fitting comprising:

a first sub-element having a portion threadedly engaging a

portion of at least one of said at least two threaded conduits;

a second sub—element having a portion threadedly engaging at

least a portion of one of said at least two threaded conduits;

means for connecting said first sub-element to said second

sub-element;

a third sub—element having a portion threadingly engaging a

portion of at least one of said at least two threaded conduits;

a fourth sub-element having a portion threadingly engaging a

portion of at least one of said at least two threaded conduits;

means for connecting said third sub-element to said fourth

sub—element;

said first, second, third and fourth sub-elements being

substantially identical;

means for connecting said first sub—element to said third

sub-element; and

means for connecting said second sub—element to said fourth

sub-element;
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whereby said connected first, second, third and fourth sub-

elements completely surround said at least one conductor and

threadedly engage all of said at least two threaded conduits.
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(54) Title: SEAL DAM APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR ELECTRICAL CONDUIT

 
(57) Abstract: A multi—wire conduit dam for constructing seals in electrical
conduits to prevent migration of flammable and explosive gases and liquids to
potential ignition sources. This invention is designed to provide a practical,
convenient and economical alternative to conventional methods of sealing
off electrical conduits from flammable and explosive gases and liquids, in—
cluding particularly the conventional methods of providing a dam by stuffing
a fibrous insulation material around the wire bundle and between the wires.

The device of the present invention consists of a cylindrical dam of resilient
material cut or molded to snugly fit the interior diameter of a vertical elec—
trical conduit seal—off fitting, the cylindrical darn having a wire orifice for
each wire which is aligned with the axis of the dam and which has a diameter
providing for a tight fit around the wire. The wire orifices may be molded or
punched in the dam or may be formed by a heated probe inserted through the
dam at the desired positions. The wire orifices are located to provide for the
desired or required clearance between the wires. Two dams are used for hor—
izontal sealeoff fittings. Each wire is passed through a respective wire orifice
and the dam or dams are slid along the wires into a conduit seal—off fitting.
A time—curing sealant compound is then poured through the seal—off fitting
access port on top of the dam, for vertical fittings, or between the dams, for
horizontal fittings, where it is allowed to cure. The seal prevents flammable
or explosive gases and liquids from traveling through the electrical conduit
to an ignition source consistent with code requirements.
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SEAL DAM APPARATUS AND NIETHOD FOR ELECTRICAL CONDUIT

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to apparatuses and methods for sealing electrical COnduits

to prevent flammable or explosive gases and liquids from passing through the conduits,

and in particular relates to apparatuses ‘and methods for spacing electrical conductors and

damming electrical conduit for the pouring and setting of a conduit seal.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The need for preventing the migration of flammable and explosive gases and

liquids inside an electrical conduit to potential ignition sources, such as electrical

junction and circuit breaker boxes, is longstanding and the numbers and types of

installations where this is necessary continues to increase. Electrical codes in the United

States and other countries typically require a seal of time—curing sealant material be

poured in a seal—off fitting which is located in electrical conduit, to prevent passage of

flammable or explosive gases and liquids through the conduit at gas stations, petroleum

bulk plants, petroleum refineries, factories, granaries and similar installations. The time—

curing sealant material is commonly a slurry type of cementious material referred to as

“Chico”. For some conduit configurations, it is poured on a horizontal dam in a seal—off

fitting designed for vertical conduit installations and for others it is poured between two

vertical dams in a seal—off fitting designed for horizontal conduit installations.

Each of the wires must be separated by a specified minimum clearance in order

for the sealant material to seal completely around each wire. The sealant material

adheres to each wire and. to the interior surface of the seal—off fitting while solidifying to

form an impervious barrier to the passage of gases and liquids through the conduit to an

ignition source.
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A number of prior art devices and methods have been developed to provide a dam

for the sealant material. One of the common deficiencies noted with the prior art devices

and methods is a tendency for the devices to allow sealant material to seep beyond the

dam. Another of the common deficiencies is the time and consequent expense of

preparing a dam to adequately hold the sealant material. Another common deficiency is

an inability or difficulty in establishing or maintaining a desired or required clearance

between the wires.

The device disclosed in U.S. Patent N0. 4,723,055 to Bisker attempts to deal with

each of the foregoing concerns. This device comprises a molded strip of closed cell

sponge rubber such as neoprene or equivalent with grooves or notches on one side,

similar in appearance to a timing belt. Each wire is placed in a groove and covered with

an adhesive tape which, when wound into a bundle, adheres to and dams the cylindrical

conduit seal—off fitting. The strip of neoprene can be trimmed or cut to the proper length

for application in smaller conduits. This device is cumbersome and difficult to use, and

is not tailored to a specific number of wires. Typically, there will be notches or grooves

which do not contain wires. While the device is purportedly designed to self seal these

unused notches or grooves by contact between the unused notches or grooves and the

successive belt roll, the penetrations are still present and constitute a potential for leakage

of the sealant material. There is also limited flexibility in the size of wire that can be

used with a Specific groove size and the circumferential and radial spacing of adjacent

wires is fixed for each device. This device would also be relatively expense to

manufacture. The deficiencies noted for this device are most likely the reason that it

apparently has not met with commercial success since the issue date for the patent in

1988.
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The failure of prior art devices to effectively meet the requirements of these

conduit installations is clearly manifested by the method which is used almost

exclusively in the industry. A loose fibrous material is typically hand packed through the

access opening on the seal—off fittings around the wire bundle and between each wire.

The fibrous material is packed between the wire bundle and the inside surface of the

conduit, and between each of the Wires through the use of the installer’s fingers and hand

tools. With the very confined access, especially for the smaller conduits, it is very

difficult to get the packing material in place as needed to provide the minimum clearance

between the Wires and to provide a leak free dam for the sealant material. Uniformity in

the thickness and density of the dam is very difficult to achieve, as is getting a proper

seal and a proper spacing between the wires. The placement of this fibrous material must

be accomplished with the wires in place Yet, this is the standard method in use in the

industry and it is used because no practical alternative has been developed before the

present invention.

One object of the present invention is to provide a sealant dam which is matched

to the diameter of the conduit seal-off fitting and is matched to the size and number of

Wires passing through the conduit.

A further object of the present invention is to provide a sealant dam that

maintains a minimum desired or required clearance between the Wires.

A still further object of the present invention is to provide a sealant dam that will

reliably support the uncured sealant material and will reliably block leakage of the

sealant material While that material solidifies.

A still further object of the present invention is to provide a sealant dam that is

very economical.
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A still further object of the present invention is to provide a sealant darn that is

easy to use and requires less time to install.

A still further object of the present invention is to provide a sealant dam that can

be fitted on each of the wires of the wire bundle before being fitted in the conduit,

thereby greatly simplifying installation.

' SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The conduit sealant dam (“sealant dam”) of the present invention is comprised of

a cylindrical disk of resilient material, such as polyethylene foam, with one or more wire

orifices for the passage of electrical wires through the dam. The inventor has found that

polyethylene foam with a density of approximately four pounds per cubic foot works

particularly well for the sealant dam, but many other types of resilient material may be

used. The thickness of the sealant dam will depend on the diameter of the conduit and

the material used for the sealant danr. With the four pounds per cubic foot polyethylene

foam, the inventor has found that a sealant dam thickness approximately equal to one—

half the diameter of the conduit works particularly well.

The sealant dam can be manufactured to the required dimensions by molding,

cutting, punching or other methods known to persons skilled in the art. Alternatively the

sealant dam may be punched in the desired diameter by the installer from a bat of

resilient material of the required thickness.

The wire orifices can be molded, punched or heat penetrated’into the sealant darn,

or may be formed in other ways known to persons skilled in the art. The number of wire

orifices and the diameter of the wire orifices are selected based upon the number and

diameter of the wires to be passed and the minimum clearance required between the

wires. Friction between the wires and the inside surface of the respective wire orifices is

4
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a primary stabilizing force used to hold the sealant dam in place in the seal—off fitting as

the sealant is poured and cured and therefore the diameter of the Wire orifices is selected

to provide a tight fit with the wires being passed. The Wire orifices may be created by the

user by passing a heated probe at a temperature consistent with melting the sealant dam

material.

Some additional stabilizing force is provided by the friction between the sealant

dam and the inside surface of the seal—off fitting and therefore the diameter of the sealant

dam must be selected to provide for a tight fit between the sealant dam and the inside

surface of the seal-off fitting. This is also important to prevent leakage of the sealant

material as it cures.

‘ Electrical conduit installations requiring gas and liquid migration prevention Will

incorporate one or more seal—off fittings. As electrical Wires are brought through the

electrical conduit they are extended through the seal—off fitting. A sealant dam of the

present invention having a selected diameter and a selected number of Wire orifices of a

selected diameter is slipped onto the wires and slid into the seal—off fitting to the correct

position for receiving the sealant material slurry. When the sealant material cures, the

seal is complete.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

FIG. 1. A side perspective elevation View of a veitical electrical conduit seal- ‘

off fitting with Wires passing and a preferred embodiment of the present invention being

inserted on the Wires.

FIG. 2. A side perspective elevation view of a vertical electrical conduit seal—

off fitting with wires passing and a preferred embodiment of the present invention in the

installation position and sealant material placed thereon.

5
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FIG. 3. A si de perspective view of a preferred embodiment of the present

invention with a heated probe inserted to form a wire orifice.

FIG. 4. A side perspective elevation View of a horizontal electrical conduit seal—

off fitting with wires passing and a pair of sealant dams of the present invention with a

sealant dam in each of the respective installation positions and sealant material placed

therein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED ElVIBODINIENTS

Referring first to FIG. 1, a typical vertical electrical conduit seal-off fitting 1 is

illustrated with insulated electrical wires 2 passing through. A preferred embodiment of

the sealant dam 3 of the present invention, which is constructed‘of resilient material in

the form of a cylindrical disk 4, is shown inserted on the Wires to the pre—installation

position 5. Each of the wires is passed through a respective wire orifice 6 in the sealant

dam, the wire orifices being alined with the axis 7 of the cylindrical disk. Each of the

Wire orifices has an inside diameter 8 which provides for a tight fit on the wire passing

through the wire orifice. If the sealant dam is pre—manufactured with a specific number

of wire orifices, then a dam will be selected with the required number of orifices.

Alternatively, the Wire orifices may be formed by the installer, using the method of the

present invention.

The sealant dam is then slid along the wires from the pre—installation position 5

shown in Fig. 1 to the installation position 9 shown on Fig. 2. The sealant dam diameter

10 is selected to fit tightly against the inside surface 11 of the seal~off fitting. Also,

friction between the outside surface of the wires and the inside surface of the respective

orifices is a major force in retaining the sealant dam in the installation position. Time—

‘ 6
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curing sealant material 13 is poured through the access portal 14 upon the sealant dam in

a desired thickness 15. The tight fit between the outside surface of the sealant dam and

the inside surface of the seal off fitting and the tight fit between the inside surface of the

wire orifices and the outside surface of the wires minimizes problems with leakage of the

sealant material past the dam.

The cylindrical disk of the sealant dam may be manufactured by molding, cutting

or punching or by some other process known to persons skilled in the art, or may be

formed by the installer through the use of a common circular punch of the desired

diameter by punching the disk from a bat of the selected resilient material of the desired

thickness. Similarly, the wire orifices can be formed during the manufacturing process

by molding, punching or by other methods known to persons skilled in the art, or maybe

formed by the installer at the time of installation by punching or by other methods known

to person skilled in the arts. However, the method of the present invention illustrated in

Fig. 3 for forming wire orifices in the sealant dam has been found by the present inventor

to be superior to known methods.

Referring to Fig. 3, a probe 16 which is heated to a temperature above the melting

temperature of the resilient material from which the disk is made is inserted through the

disk to create a wire orifice with a desired diameter 17 at a location 18 desired by the

installer, with the wire orifice aligned with the axis 7 of the sealant dam. This process is

repeated until the desired number of wire orifices have been created in the sealant dam,

matching the number of wires. Referring also again to Fig. 1, the spacing 20 of the wire

orifices is controlled by the installer to provide for minimum desired clearance 21

between the wires.

Fig. 4 illustrates an alternative embodiment of the present invention which is

7
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utilized for a conduit installation where a horizontal seal—off fitting 22 is required. For

this embodiment, two sealant dams, a first sealant dam 23 and a second sealant dam 24

are utilized.

If the seal—off fitting is not already in place in the conduit, each of the wires is

passed through a respective wire orifice 25 of the first sealant dam prior to passing the

wires through the horizontal seal—off fitting. The wires are then passed through the first

wire portal 26 of the seal—off fitting and the first sealant dam is fitted through the first

wire portal into the first installation position 27. Each of the wires is then inserted into a

respective wire orifice 28 of the second sealant dam, and the second sealant dam is slid

along the wires through the second wire portal 29 of the seal-off fitting into the second

installation position 30.

Alternatively, if the seal—off fitting is already in place in the conduit, each of the

wires is passed through a respective wire orifice 25 of the first sealant dam and the first

sealant dam is slid along the wires through the second wire portal 29 of the seal-off

fitting and through the seal—off fitting space 33 to the first installation position 27. Each

of the wires is then inserted into a respective wire orifice 28 of the second sealant dam,

and the second sealant dam is slid along the wires through the second wire portal 29 of

the seal-off fitting into the second installation position 30.

Sealant material 31 can then be poured through the access portal 32, filling the

space 33 in the seal—off fitting between the first sealant dam and the second sealant dam.

The friction between the outside surfaces 34, 35 of the respective sealant dams and the

interior surface of the seal—off fitting 36 and friction between the outside surface of the

wires 37 and the inside surface of the wire orifices 38 of the respective sealant dams hold
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the dams in position as the sealant material is poured into the seal off fitting and allowed

to cure.

Other embodiments of the invention and other variations and modifications of the

embodiments described above will be obvious to a person skilled in the art. Therefore,

the foregoing is intended to be merely illustrative of the invention and the invention is

limited only by the following Claims.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. Apparatus for forming and supporting time curing sealant material in a

electrical conduit seal—off fitting, the sealant material being formed and cured to prevent

the migration of flammable or explosive gases or liquids along the electrical conduit to a

potential ignition source, the apparatus comprising one or more sealant dams, each

sealant dam being in the form of a cylindrical disk of resilient material having one or

more wire orifices through the disk, the orifices being aligned with the axis of the disk

and the orifices being separated to provide a desired clearance between the respective

wires which are to be passed through the orifices, the diameter of each orifice providing

for a tight fit between the inside surface of the orifice and the outside surface of the

respective wire passing through the orifice, and the diameter of the disk providing for a

tight fit between the disk and the inside surface of the conduit seal-off fitting.

2. Apparatus as recited in Claim 1 wherein the resilient material is

polyethylene foam.

3. Apparatus as recited in Claim 2 wherein the polyethylene foam has a

density of approximately four pounds per cubic foot.

4. Apparatus as recited in Claim 1 wherein the wire orifices of each disk are

molded into the disk at the time that the disk is made.

10
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5. Apparatus as recited in Claim 1 wherein the wire orifices of each disk are

punched into the disk.

6. Apparatus as recited in Claim 1 wherein the wire orifices of each disk are

formed by passing a heated probe through the disk at each position that an orifice is

desired.

7. Apparatus as recited in claim 1 wherein the seal—off fitting is a vertical

seal-off fitting and the apparatus comprises one sealant dam.

8. Apparatus as recited in claim 1 wherein the seal—off fitting is a horizontal

seal—off fitting and the apparatus comprises two sealant dams.

9.. A sealant dam for forming and supporting time curing sealant material in

a vertical electrical conduit seal—off fitting, the sealant material being formed to prevent

the migration of flammable or explosive gases or liquids along the electrical conduit to a

potential ignition source, the sealant dam comprising a cylindrical disk of resilient

material having one or more wire orifices through the disk, the orifices being aligned

with the axis of the disk and the orifices being separated to provide a desired clearance

between the respective wires which are to be passed through the orifices, the diameter of

each orifice providing for a tight fit between the inside surface of the orifice and the

outside surface of the respective wire passing through the orifice, and the diameter of the

disk providing for a tight fit between the disk and the inside surface of the conduit seal-

off fitting.
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10. Sealant dam as recited in Claim 9 wherein the resilient material is

polyethylene foam.

11. Sealant dam as recited in Claim 10 wherein the polyethylene foam has a

5 density of approximately four pounds per cubic foot.

12. Sealant dam as recited in Claim 9 wherein the wire orifices are molded

into the disk at the time that the disk is made.

10 13. Sealant dam as recited in Claim 9 wherein the wire orifices are punched

into the disk.

14. Sealant dam as recited in Claim 9 wherein the wire orifices are formed by

passing a heated probe through the disk at each position that a orifice is desired.
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15. A pair of sealant dams for forming and supporting a time curing sealant

material in a horizontal electrical conduit seal—off fitting, the sealant material being

formed to prevent the migration of flammable or explosive gases or liquids along the

electrical conduit to a potential ignition source, each sealant dam comprising a

cylindrical disk of resilient material having one or more wire orifices through the disk,

the orifices being aligned with the axis of the disk and the orifices being separated to

provide a desired clearance between the respective wires which are to passed through the

orifices, the diameter of each orifice providing for a tight fit between the inside surface of

the orifice and the outside surface of the respective wire passing through the orifice, and

the diameter of each disk providing for a tight fit betWeen the disk and the inside surface

of the conduit seal—off fitting.

16. A pair of sealant dams as recited in Claim 15 wherein the resilient

material is polyethylene foam.

17. A pair of Sealant dams as recited in Claim 16 wherein the polyethylene

foam has a density of approximately four pounds per cubic foot.

18. A pair of sealant dams as recited in Claim 15 wherein the wire orifices are

molded into each disk atthe time that the disk is made.

19. A pair of sealant dams as recited in Claim 15 wherein the wire orifices are

punched into each disk.
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A pair of sealant dams as recited in Claim 15 wherein the wire orifices are

formed by passing a heated probe through the disk at each position that a orifice is

desired.

5 21. Method for sealing electrical conduit with one or more wires therein to

prevent the migration of flammable or explosive gases or liquids through the electrical

conduit to a potential ignition source, the method comprising:

a)

10

b)

15

c)

20

d)

a step of passing each of the Wires through a respective wire orifice in one

or more cylindrical dams of resilient material, each wire orifice of each

cylindrical dam being aligned with the axis of the cylindrical dam, the

wire orifices being separated by a desired clearance, and the orifices being

of a diameter to fit tightly on the wires;

a step of sliding each darn along the wires into a seal—off fitting until it is

situated securely in a respective desired dam position, the diameter of

each dam being such to provide for the dam to press tightly upon the

interior surface of the seal-off fitting when it is positioned in the

respective desired dam position; and

a step of pouring time curing sealant material through an access port on

the seal—off fitting until the sealant material is of a desired thickness or

occupies a desired space in the seal-off fitting; and

allowing the sealant material to cure, thereby forming a seal against gas or

liquid migration through the conduit or around the wires.
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22. A method as recited in Claim 21 wherein the resilient material is a

polyethylene foam.

23. Method as recited in Claim 22 wherein the polyethylene foam has a

5 density of approximately four pounds per cubic foot.

24. Method as recited in Claim 22 wherein the wire orifices are formed in the

dam by a molding process at the time that the dam is formed.

10 25. Method as recited in Claim 22 wherein the wire orifices are made by

punching the dam in the desired locations.

26. Method as recited in Claim 22 wherein the wire orifices are made by

passing a heated probe through the dam at the desired locations.

1 5

27. Method as recited in Claim 22 wherein the seal~off fitting is a vertical

seal-off fitting and one sealant dam is utilized.

28. Method as recited in Claim 22 wherein the seal—off fitting is a horizontal

2O seal—off fitting and two sealant dams are utilized.
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29. Method for sealing electrical conduit with one or more wires therein to

prevent the migration of flammable or explosive gases or liquids through the electrical

conduit to a potential ignition source, the method comprising:

a) a step of passing each of the wires through a respective wire orifice in a

5 cylindrical dam of resilient material, each wire orifice being aligned with

the axis of the cylindrical dam, the wire orifices being separated by a

desired clearance, and the orifices being of a diameter to fit tightly on the

wires;

b) a step of sliding the dam along the Wires into a vertical seal-off fitting

10 until it is situated securely in the desired dam position, the diameter of the

dam being such to provide for the dam to press tightly upon the interior

surface of the seal—off fitting when it is positioned in the desired dam

position; and

c) a step of pouring time curing sealant material through an access port on

15 the seal-off fitting on top of the dam in a desired thickness; and

d) allowing the sealant material to cure, thereby forming a seal against gas or

liquid migration through the conduit or around the wires.

30. Method as recited in Claim 29 wherein the resilient material is a

20 polyethylene foam.

31. Method as recited in Claim 30 wherein the polyethylene foam has a

density of approximately four pounds per cubic foot.
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32. Method as recited in Claim 29 wherein the wire orifices are formed in the

dam by a molding process at the time that the dam is formed.

33. Method as recited in Claim 29 wherein the wire orifices are made by

punching the dam in the desired locations.

34. Method as recited in Claim 29 wherein the wire orifices are made by

passing a heated probe through the dam at the desired locations.
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Method for sealing electrical conduit with one or more wires therein to

prevent the migration of flammable or explosive gases or liquids through the electrical

conduit to a potential ignition source, the method comprising:

a)

5

b)

10

C)

15

d)

20

a step of passing each of the wires through a respective wire orifice in a

first cylindrical dam of resilient material, each wire orifice being aligned

with the axis of the cylindrical dam, the wire orifices being separated by a

desired clearance, and the orifices being of a diameter to fit tightly on the

wires;

a step of sliding the first cylindrical darn along the Wires into a horizontal

seal—off fitting until it is situated securely in a first installation position,

the diameter of the first cylindrical dam being such to provide for the first

cylindrical dam to press tightly upon the interior surface of the seal-off

fitting when it is positioned in the first installation position;

a step of passing each of the wires through a respective wire orifice in a

second cylindrical dam of resilient material, each wire orifice being

aligned with the axis of the cylindrical dam, the wire orifices being

separated by a desired clearance, and the orifices being of a diameter to fit

‘ tightly on the wires;

a step of sliding the second cylindrical dam along the wires into the

horizontal seal—off fitting until it is situated securely in a second

installation position, the diameter of the second cylindrical dam being

such to provide for the second cylindrical dam to press tightly upon the

interior surface of the seal—off fitting when it is positioned in the second

installation position;
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e) a step of pouring time curing sealant material through an access port into

seal—off fitting space between the first cylindrical dam and the second

cylindrical dam; and

f) allowing the sealant material to cure, thereby forming a seal against gas or

liquid migration through the conduit or around the wires.

36. Method as recited in Claim 35 wherein the resilient material is a

polyethylene foam.

37. Method as recited in Claim 36 wherein the polyethylene foam has a

density of approximately four pounds per cubic foot.

38. Method as recited in Claim 35 wherein the wire orifices are formed in the

first cylindrical dam and the second cylindrical dam by a molding process at the time that

the dams are formed.

39. Method as recited in Claim 35 wherein the wire orifices are made by

punching the first cylindrical dam and the second cylindrical dam in the desired

locations.

40. Method as recited in Claim 35 wherein the wire orifices are made by

passing a heated probe through the first cylindrical dam and the second cylindrical dam

in the desired locations.
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Conduit Seal Packing Tools

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to tools for packing conduit seals, and in

particular to tools designed specifically for such packing.

Background of the Invention

When electrical conduits are joined in hazardous locations, they should

be sealed to prevent gas from traveling between the joined conduits. There may

be several insulated electrical wires in the conduits, and a packing material is

used to seal the wires in the conduits. Two examples ofj oined conduits are

illustrated in Prior Art FIGS 1 and 2. FIG. 1 shows a horizontal fitting 110 for

joining two horizontally disposed conduits, 115 and 120 Via mating sets of

threads. Multiple wires are disposed within the conduits. Two plugs 125 and

130 provide access to fitting 110. Plug 130 provides access to pack each of the

conduits with fiber at 135 and 140. Plug 125 provides access for adding a

compound between the fiber plugs. It is desired that when packed, a dam is

created, and none of the wires are touching either themselves, or sides of the

seals. FIG. 2 shows a vertical fitting 210 connecting two vertically disposed

conduits 215 and 220. A single plug 225 provides access to pack conduit 220

which is below conduit 215 to create a single darn having similar characteristics.

Prior methods ofpacking the seals involved the use of various ad lib

tools, such as pencils, screw drivers, welding rods, and whatever else might

provide some access through the plug or plugs to form the fiber dams. There is a

need for a tool or set of tools that provides easy access through the various plugs

for packing fiber in conduit seals to create dams. There is a further need for such

tools that don’t damage insulation on wires in the conduits. There is yet a

further need for such tools that provide the ability to pack the fibers in a solid

homogenous pack.

Summafl of the Invention

A packing tool or set of tools have a handle, and at least one packing end

that is formed to perform various tasks involved with packing fiber into conduit
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seals without damaging insulation on wires in the conduits. The tools are made

of a non—conductive material that has a smooth surface on the packing end or

ends with no sharp edges. In one embodiment the tools are made of injection

molded plastic and are lightweight.

One such tool has a first packing end that is formed at approximately a

90 degree angle from the handle and is generally cylindrical in shape, ending in a

substantially flat or slightly convex surface. The diameter of the first packing

end allows insertion through a plug in a fitting between the conduits. The first

packing end fits between and over the tops ofwires within the conduits. A

second end of the tool has a similar cylidrically shaped form, and is angled at

approximately 37 degrees from the handle to provide easier access for vertically

oriented conduits. Other angles may also be provided.

A second tool is similar to the first tool, but has heavier, larger sized

heads on the packing ends. The tips are in the shape of a ball in one

embodiment, or a cone with rounded edge to provide a larger surface area for

packing in larger conduits.

A third tool has handle with a hook for picking up a single wire on one

end, and a larger hook on the other end for picking up multiple wires. A forth

tool has first end for packing similar to that of the first tool, and a second end

with a mirror that is angled to facilitate inspection of the packing. A fifth tool

has at least one angled end with an even further enlarged head for heavier

packing tasks.

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1 is a prior art cross section of two conduits joined by a horizontal fitting.

FIG. 2 is a prior art cross section of two conduits joined by a vertical fitting.

FIG.s 3A, 3B and 3C are views of a tool for packing fibers in joined conduit

seals.

FIGS 4A and 4B are views of a further tool for packing fibers in joined conduit

seals.

FIGS 5A and 5B are Views of a further tool for packing fibers in joined conduit

seals.

FIG.s 6A and 6B are Views of a tool for packing and inspecting fibers in joined

conduit seals.
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FIGS 7A and 7B are views of an alternative tool for packing and inspecting

fibers in joined conduit seals.

FIGS 8A and 8B are views of a further tool for packing fibers in joined conduit

seals.

FIG. 9 is a cross section of a horizontal conduit and fitting combination

identifying locations for using various tools to pack fibers around

wires in the conduit seal.

FIG. 10 is a cross section of a vertical conduit and fitting combination

identifying locations for using various tools to pack fibers around

wires in the conduit seal.

Detailed Description of the Invention

In the following description, reference is made to the accompanying

drawings that form a part hereof, and in which is shown by way of illustration

specific embodiments in which the invention may be practiced. These

embodiments are described in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to

practice the invention, and it is to be understood that other embodiments may be

utilized and that structural, logical and electrical changes may be made without

departing from the scope of the present invention. The following description is,

therefore, not to be taken in a limited sense, and the scope of the present

invention is defined by the appended claims.

A first tool 300 for packing wadding, such as fibers into a conduit is

illustrated in a plan View in FIG. 3A and side view in FIG. 3B. Typical conduits

joined by a fitting are shown in FIGS 1 and 2 and described in the background

section herein. Tool 300 is used for packing the fibers into a portion of the

conduit at a point where it joins with the fitting by use of mating threaded

portions. The packed fiber may be mostly in the conduit, or partially in the

conduit and a hub of the fitting Where the conduit attaches to the fitting, creating

a seal. Tool 300 has a handle 310 for conveniently gripping, and a first packing

end 315 having a packing head or tip 320. In one embodiment, the first packing

end has a circular cross section, buy may also be other shapes. It is smooth with

minimal sharp edges that can damage insulation on wires in the conduits during

use such that even those unskilled may use the tool Without damaging the Wires.

In alternative embodiments, tip 320 is planar, or slightly convex. The first
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packing end is fairly straight in one embodiment, and curves away from handle

310 at approximately 90 degrees. The angle may vary as desired, and is

convenient for packing fibers through an access hole that is perpendicular to the

fitting as shown at plug 130 on a horizontal fitting of FIG. 1. The 90 degree

angle of the first end to the handle allows packing in both conduits through the

access hole corresponding to plug 130.

A second packing end 330 has a tip 335, and extends at approximately a

37 degree angle from handle 310 as indicated at 340. The angle is subStantially

less than 90 degrees to provide an ability to pack different portions of the

conduit seal. The angle may vary dependent on the size of the conduit and size

of openings for the tool. Packing end 330 has an approximately circular cross

section similar to that of the first packing end 315. The tip of the packing end

340 is also either flat or convex, similar to tip 320.

FIG. 3C is a cross section of the handle. It is generally rectangular in

shape in one embodiment, with opposed flat sides 350, 355 that are

approximately co—planar with the packing ends, and opposed convex sides 360,

365 for the other sides of the rectangular shape. Other shapes and side structures

may also be used as desired. The opposed flat sides 350, 355 provide a keying

mechanism in one embodiment so the user knows the orientation of the tool 300.

Some typical dimensions for tool 300 are dependent on the sizes of the

conduits and fittings. For 0.75 inches and 1 inch conduits, packing end 315 is

approximately 2.562 inches in length, with the tips 320 and 335 having a

diameter of approximately 1.87. The total length of the tool is approximately

8.25 inches with typical handle dimensions of 0.625 and 0.5 inches for the

opposed convex and flat sides respectively. In one embodiment, the tools are

formed of non-conductive injection molded plastic or other polymer such a

Plexiglas® or nylon. The packing ends of the tools have dimensions that enable

it to be somewhat flexible during use.

In one embodiment, the fiber is a mineral fiber, such as Chico X®

sealing compound provided by Grouse-Hinds. The fittings comprise hubs where

the sealing compound is packed, and the sealing compound may be ordered by

specifying the fitting to be sealed. Hub sizes range from 1/2 inch to 6 inches, with

the amount of compound varying from 1/32 ounces to 8 and 1%; ounces

respectively. In use, the fiber is first packed behind the conductors. The
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conductors are forced away from the hub opening and forced apart. The fiber is

then packed between and around conductors in the hub. Temporary wooden

wedges are sometimes used between conductors to hold them apart so that

sealing compound surrounds each conductor.

FIG.s 4A and 4C show a second packing tool generally at 400. The

relative size of tool 400 is approximately the same as that of the first too],

however, the second tool 400 has larger tips 410 and 420. The larger tips are in

the form of a ball in one embodiment, but may also be other shapes, such as a

flared cone or other type of structure that provides a larger surface area for

packing fiber in larger areas. Further, many embodiment of the tip do not have

sharp edges, to minimize the potential for damaging Wire insulation. The second

packing tool 400 includes a handle 430, a first packing end 440 and a second

packing end 450. The first packing end curves away from the handle at a 25

degree angle, while the second packing end curves away in an opposite direction

from the first packing end at an angle of about 90 degrees with a radius of

curvature of approximately 0.75 inches. The cross sections of the packing ends

is approximately circular in one embodiment, but may be varied as desired.

Packing tool 400 is generally useful in packing larger radius conduit, and

in packing in the middle of a group of wires in the conduit.

FIG.s 5A and 5B show different Views of a third tool 500, which is used

to perform lifting functions. It also comprises a handle 510, referred to as a

lifting tool. Each end of the tool comprises a different hook portion 520 and

530. Hook portion 520 is shaped in the form of a semicircle, resembling a hook

with a diameter of approximately .562 inches. This hook portion 520 is formed

to facilitate picking up a single wire in the conduit, and is used in conjunction

With the first and second tools to hold or move wires for packing the

conduit/fitting with fibers. Hook portion 520 is approximately 0.187 inches in

diameter in one embodiment. The tool handle 510 is approximately 0.5 inches in

diameter, and begins an approximately 15 degree single tap er toward hook

portion 520 at 535. A tip 540 ofhook portion 520 is rounded in one

embodiment to minimize insulation damage during use.

Second hook portion 530 is larger, and is used to lift several if not all of

the wires in the conduit to allow packing of fiber by other tools under the wires.

Hook portion 530 has a diameter of curvature of approximately 1 inch, and
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tapers to a smaller rounded tip, 550. A single taper also begins a distance up the

handle 510 from hook portion 530 at an approximately 30 degree angle as

indicated at 555. As seen in the side View of FIG. 5B, both sides of the handle

taper as opposed to a single side from the fiont View of FIG. 5A. The angle of

tapers at 535 is approximately 8 degrees, while the angle of tapers at 555 is

approximately 10 degrees. In one embodiment, the tapers are formed such that a

center of radius of curvature of the hooks is approximately co-radial with the

center of the handle. With respect to hook portion 530, the side of the handle

opposite the inward taper portion starting at 555 extends out away from the

handle to achieve such co-radial structure.

FIG. 6A is a front View of a fourth tool 600, having a similar handle 610

and pairs of 6 degree tapers to a first end 620 and a second end 630. First end

620 comprises a packing end similar to the first end 315 of the first tool 300. The

second end 630 has a rectangular mirror 640, and is shaped to fit into the fitting

to inspect the dam of fibers and assist in the packing of the fibers. At the end of

the taper toward the second end, the handle curves to the mirror portion of the

second end. Also, as seen in side View 6B, the mirror portion 630 is angled at

approximately 30 degrees from the handle. In one embodiment, the mirror

portion is approximately 1.125 inches in length and approximately 0.432 inches’

in width. Other dimensions and shapes of mirrors may also be utilized. The

mirror is recessed in the end in one embodiment, and is shatter proof. In one

embodiment, the second end of the fourth with recessed mirror tapers from the

handle end to the tip.

FIGS 7A and 7B show an alternative fourth tool 700, with a mirror 710

recessed in a mirror end of the tool. One side 720 of the mirror end of the tool

comprises a portion extending straight from the handle, while a second side 730

containing the recessed mirror angles away from the handle at approximately 12

degrees. A second end of the alternative fourth tool comprises a portion 740 that

is a substantially straight rod at a 90 degree angle from the handle of the tool.

The second end of the fourth tool also comprises a portion that extends

oppositely from the portion 740 away from the handle, then curves back into the

portion 740. Thus, the portion 740 is offset in one direction from the handle, and

extends oppositely from such offset direction. In one embodiment, if the handle

were continued, it would intersect about the middle of the portion 740 used for
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packing fibers into the conduit seal. When viewed from the side as in FIG. 7B,

there is no visible taper toward the mirror 730 end, while there is a dual taper of

approximately 6 degrees toward the second end.

A fifth tool is shown generally at 800 in FIGS 8A and 8B. This tool has

a handle 810, and a packing end 820 extending at an angle of approximately 40

degrees starting at 830. The packing end 820 ends at a tip 840, which is ball

shaped in one embodiment with a diameter of approximately 0.5 inches. This is

a larger diameter than other tools, and the size may be varied to facilitate

packing of larger conduit seals, such as 4 inch fittings. The handle is 0.5 by

0.625, again with one pair of opposite sides flat, and the other convex.

FIG.s 9 and 10 show cross sections of conduit and fitting combinations,

with locations identifying areas where the previously described tools may be

used. Each tool may be used in many different areas beyond those identified,

and such areas may be determined by individual users of the tools.

FIG. 9 shows a horizontal fitting 910 for joining two horizontally

disposed conduits, 915 and 920 via mating sets of threads. Multiple wires are

disposed within the conduits. Two plugs 925 and 930 are provided in the fitting

. 910. Plug 930 allows access to the fitting when removed to pack each of the

conduit seals with fiber at 935 and 940. Plug 925 allows access to add a

compound between the fiber plugs. It is desired that when packed, a dam is

created, and none of the wires are touching either themselves, or sides of the

conduits. The first packing end 3 15 of first tool 300 is used to pack fibers in the

top end of the conduit seals as indicated at 945 and 950. The top end is closest

to openings normally plugged by plugs 925 and 930. The second end 330 of

first tool 300 is used to pack fibers between the wires as indicated at 955 and

below the wires as indicated at 960 as is end 440 of second tool 400.

FIG. 10 shows a vertical fitting 1010 connecting two vertically disposed

conduits 1015 and 1020. A single plug 1025 provides access to pack a seal for

conduit 1020, which is below conduit 1015, creating a single dam. The second

end 330 of first tool 300 is uSed to pack fibers 1040 opposite the single plug

1025 as in the horizontally disposed conduits. The second packing end 450 of

second tool 400 is used to pack fibers for the seallofconduit 1020 as indicated at

1030. End 440 of tool 400 is used to pack fibers at 1040 opposite the single plug
1025.
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Claims 

l. A tool for packing material in a combination of a fitting coupling

electrical conduits, the tool comprising:

a handle;

a first end of the handle angled from the handle for insertion through a

hole in the fitting;

a packing end on the first end of the handle, wherein the tool is formed of

a flexible material and lack of sharp edges to minimize damage to wires and

wherein the angle between the handle and first end facilitates insertion and

packing of material in selected locations within a conduit and fitting.

2. The tool of claim 1 wherein the packing end is formed in the shape of a

ball.

3. The tool of claim 1 wherein the angle between the first end and the

packing end is approximately 90 degrees.

4. The tool of claim 1 wherein the angle between the first end and the

packing end is between approximately 25 degrees and 37 degrees.

5. The tool of claim 1 and further comprising a second end having a

packing end, wherein an angle between the second end and the handle is

different than the angle between the first end and the handle.

6. The tool of claim 5 wherein the angle between the first end and the

handle is approximately 90 degrees, and the angle between the second end and

the handle is substantially less than 90 degrees.

7. A tool for use in packing material in a combination of a fitting coupling

electrical conduits, the tool comprising:

a handle;

a first end having a hook sized to pick up a single wire in a conduit;

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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a second end having a hook sized to pick up multiple wires in a conduit,

wherein the ends of the tool are formed of a flexible material and lack of sharp

edges to minimize damage to wires within the fitting and conduit.

8. The tool of claim 7 wherein the center of radius of curvature of the hooks

is approximately co—radial with the center of the handle.

9. The tool of claim 8 wherein the handle comprises tapers.

10. The tool of claim 9 wherein a first taper extends inward, toward the

handle, and a second taper extends outward, away from the handle.

11. The tool of claim 9 wherein a third taper extends inward from the handle

toward the first end.

12. A tool for use in packing material in a combination of a fitting coupling

electrical conduits, the tool comprising:

a handle;

a first end of the handle;

a mirror recessed in the first end of the handle and angled with respect to

an axis of the handle, wherein the tool is formed of a flexible material and lack

of sharp edges to minimize damage to wires within a conduit and fitting.

13. The tool of claim 12 wherein the first end of the handle is tapered to a

smaller cross section at its end opposite the handle.

14. The tool of claim 12 and further comprising:

a second end of the handle, wherein the second end comprises a first

portion extending in a first direction away from the handle, and a second portion

extending back, opposite the direction of the first direction to form a packing end

that is substantially straight and extending on both sides of the handle.

15. The tool of claim 12, wherein the tool is formed of a polyethelene glass

material.
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16. The tool of claim 12 wherein the mirror is shatter proof.

17. A set of tools for packing material in a combination of a fitting coupling

electrical conduits, the tools comprising:

a first tool having a handle and a packing end on a first end of the handle,

wherein the tool is formed of a flexible material and lack of sharp edges to

minimize damage to wires and wherein an angle between the handle and first

end facilitates insertion and packing ofmaterial in selected locations within a

conduit and fitting;

a second tool having a handle with a first end having a hook sized to pick

up a single wire in a conduit and a second end having a hook sized to pick up

multiple wires in a conduit, wherein the ends of the tool are formed of a flexible

material and lack of sharp edges to minimize damage to wires within the fitting

and conduit; and

a third tool having a handle and a mirror recessed in a first end of the

handle and angled with respect to an axis of the handle, wherein the tool is

formed of a flexible material and lack of sharp edges to minimize damage to

wires within a conduit and fitting.

18. The tool set of claim 17 wherein the packing end of the first tool is

formed in the shape of a ball.

19. The tool set of claim 17 and wherein at least one of the tools further

comprises a second end having a packing end, wherein an angle between the

second end and the handle is different than the angle between the first end and

the handle of the first tool.

20. The tool set of claim 17 wherein the center of radius of curvature of the

hooks of the second tool is approximately co-radial with the center of the handle.

21 The tool set of claim 17 wherein the second tool has a first taper

extending inward, toward the handle, and a second taper extends outward, away

from the handle.
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22. The tool set of claim 17, wherein the tools are formed of a polyethelene

glass material.

23. The tool set ofclaim 17 wherein the mirror is shatter proof.

24. A method ofusing a set of tools for packing material in a combination of

a fitting coupling electrical conduits, the method comprising:

using a first tool to pack material in one end ofthe fitting, wherein the

tool has a handle and a packing end on a first end of the handle and the tool is

formed of a flexible material and lack of sharp edges to minimize damage to

wires and wherein an angle between the handle and first end facilitates insertion

and packing ofmaterial in selected locations within a conduit and fitting; and

using a second tool for manipulating wires in the fitting, wherein the

second tool has a handle with a first end having a hook sized to pick up a single

wire in a conduit and a second end having a hook sized to pick up multiple wires

in a conduit, wherein the ends of the tool are formed of a flexible material and

lack of sharp edges to minimize damage to wires within the fitting and conduit.

25. The method of claim 24 and further comprising:

using a third tool to view the packing material in the fitting, wherein the

first tool has a handle and a mirror recessed in a first end of the handle and

angled with respect to an axis of the handle, wherein the tool is formed of a

flexible material and lack of sharp edges to minimize damage to wires within a

conduit and fitting.

26. The method of claim 24 and further comprising using a second end of

one of the tools having larger packing end than the first end of the first tool to

facilitate packing of larger fittings.
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3.|:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

** See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.
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DETAILED ACTION

Notice ofPre-AIA or AIA Status

1. The present application is being examined under the pre—AIA first to invent provisions.

Status of the Application

2. Claims 1— 12 have been examined in this application. This communication is the first

action on the merits.

Priority

3. Acknowledgment is made of applicant's claim for foreign priority based on an

application(s) filed in the European Patent Office on 08/21/09. All certified copies of the priority

documents have been received.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

4. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth

in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior

art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made

to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be

negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

5. Claims 1-12 rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over EP 434105

to Kaptein in view of WO 2008029165 to Hand.

As per claim 1, Kaptein discloses a filler assembly comprising: a body adapted to define

at least a first chamber (23), a second chamber (24) said second chamber adapted to

communicate with said first chamber to enable mixing of the contents of the respective chambers

(Col 4, 7] 4); a first barrier apparatus (21); one elongate dispenser apparatus (17); a second barrier

apparatus (22);

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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Kaptein does not disclose a barrier member. Hand teaches a barrier member (4) having

one aperture and a conical portion clamped between two surfaces of the cable gland (Figs. 1 &

3: Items 42 & 2d).

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art

to employ the use of the barrier member for providing a seal between the gland structure and the

hardenable compound (Hand: Page 10, 7] 4-5).

Moreover and in regard to the functional recitations preceded by the phrase “adapted to”,

claim scope is not limited by claim language that suggests or makes optional but does not require

steps to be performed, or by claim language that does not limit a claim to a particular structure.

Examples of claim language that may raise a question as to the limiting effect of the language in

a claim are: "adapted to" or "adapted for" clauses, "wherein" clauses, and "whereby" clauses

(MPEP §2111.04). Therefore, although these limitations are considered, they are afforded no

patentable weight.

As per claim 2, Kaptein discloses the body being flexible (Col 1, Line 34).

As per claim 3, Kaptein discloses the first barrier apparatus comprising a releasable

clamp (Col 4, Lines 19-21).

As per claim 4, Kaptein discloses a first component of a curable liquid material in the

first chamber and a second component of said curable liquid material in the second chamber (Col

4, Lines 5-9).

As per claim 5, Kaptein discloses all the structural limitations of the claim and is capable

of dispensing a two—part curable liquid that changes color upon mixing the components.

As per claim 6, the disclosure from Kaptein combined Hand teach the invention

according to claim 1. Hand further teaches a cover (10) covering the external screw thread of a

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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cable gland (Page 17, 7] 2). At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art to employ the aforementioned teaching from Hand for the purpose of

being able to compress a seal (13) to engage the outer sheath of a cable extending through the

gland for the purpose of fixing the position of the cable relative to the gland.

As per claim 7, the disclosure from Kaptein combined Hand teach the invention

according to claim 6. Hand further teaches said cover (10) cover a portion of an end face of the

cable gland (Figure I). At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art to employ the aforementioned teaching from Hand for the purpose of

being able to compress a seal (13) to engage the outer sheath of a cable extending through the

gland for the purpose of fixing the position of the cable relative to the gland.

As per claim 8, the disclosure from Kaptein combined Hand teach the invention

according to claim 1. Hand further teaches said barrier member being flexible (Page 10, 7] I). At

the time of the invention it would have been obvious to employ the use of a flexible seal taught

by Hand with the dispenser disclosed by Kaptein for the purpose of allowing the seal to

resiliently deform during bonding to the two—part curable liquid material—thereby minimizing

air pockets and ensuring integrity of the bondline therewith.

As per claim 9, the disclosure from Kaptein combined Hand teach the invention

according to claim 1. Hand further teaches the seal having a tapering portion (Page 8, 7] 3-5). At

the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill to employ the use

of a conically—shaped seal taught by Hand with the dispenser disclosed by Kaptein for the

purpose of enhancing sealing performance during bonding to the two—part curable liquid

material.
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As per claim 10, Kaptein discloses a method for filling a cable gland with a curable

liquid material comprising:

0 a dispenser apparatus comprising: a body adapted to define at least a first chamber

(23), a second chamber (24) said second chamber adapted to communicate with said first

chamber to enable mixing of the contents of the respective chambers (Col 4, 7] 4); a first

barrier apparatus (21); one elongate dispenser apparatus (17); a second barrier apparatus

(22);

o a step of locating an outlet of said dispenser in said cable gland and dispensing

curable liquid therefrom (Figure 6).

Kaptein does not disclose a barrier member and located a barrier member in the cable

gland. Hand teaches a barrier member (4) having one aperture and a conical portion clamped

between two surfaces of the cable gland (Figs. 1 & 3: Items 42 & 2d) and a step of locating the

barrier member in the cable gland (Page 7, 7] 4).

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art

to employ the use of the barrier member for providing a seal between the gland structure and the

hardenable compound (Page 10, 7] 4-5).

As per claim 11, the disclosure from Kaptein combined Hand teach the invention

according to claim 10. Hand further discloses the barrier member being located around at least

one said core of at least one said cable (Page 10, 7] 4). At the time of the invention it would have

been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to incorporate the aforementioned teaching from

Hand with the filling method disclosed by Kaptein for the purpose of providing a seal between

the gland structure and the hardenable compound (Page 10, 7] 4-5).
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As per claim 12, the disclosure from Kaptein combined Hand teach the invention

according to claim 1. Kaptein further discloses the second barrier apparatus comprising a

releasable clamp (Col 4, Lines 1-5).

Conclusion

6. The prior art made of record in FORM PTO—892 and not relied upon is considered

pertinent to applicant's disclosure.

7. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Randy Gruby, Whose telephone number is (571) 272—3415. The

examiner can normally be reached from Monday to Friday between 8:00 AM and 5:00 PM.

If any attempt to reach the examiner by telephone is unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Paul Durand, can be reached at (571) 272—4459.

Another resource that is available to applicants is the Patent Application Information

Retrieval (PAIR). Information regarding the status of an application can be obtained from the

(PAIR) system. Status information for published applications may be obtained from either

Private PAIR or Public PAX. Status information for unpublished applications is available

through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair—

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, please feel

free to contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866—217—9197 (toll—free).

/RG/

Examiner, Art Unit 3754

/PAUL R DURAND/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3754

January 18, 2014
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: Samuel Liam Proud

Application No.: 13/391,539

Filed: May 2, 2012
For: FILLER ASSEMBLY FOR CABLE GLAND

Group Art Unit: 3754

Examiner: Randall A. Gruby
Confirmation No.: 6980

Att’y. Docket: 920257.00016

REQUEST FOR CONTINUED EXAMINATION AND AMENDMENT

MS RCE

Commissioner for Patents

P. O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

In response to the Advisory Action dated 11/14/2013, please consider the following:

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2; and

Remarks begin on page 5.

P403 856US

QB\920257.00016\24314978.1
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U. S. Application No. 13/391,539

Group Art Unit: 3754

Page 2 of 5

In the Claims:

Please amend the claims so that the pending claim set reads as follows:

1. (Currently Amended) A filler assembly for filling with curable liquid material a cable

gland, the cable gland having a plurality of cores of at least one cable extending therethrough, the

assembly comprising:

(a) a dispenser apparatus for a curable liquid material, the apparatus comprising:

a body adapted to define at least one first chamber for accommodating ”a first

component of a curable liquid material, and at least one second chamber for accommodating a

second component of said curable liquid material and adapted to communicate with at least one

said first chamber to enable mixing of said first and second components to initiate curing of said

curable liquid material;

at least one first barrier apparatus for temporarily preventing mixing of said first and

second components;

at least one elongate dispenser apparatus adapted to communicate with at least one

said second chamber and to dispense said mixed curable liquid material therefrom between a

plurality of cores of at least one cable; and

at least one second barrier apparatus for temporarily preventing passage of said

curable liquid material from the or each said second chamber to at least one said dispenser

apparatus; and

(b) at least one barrier member having at least one respective aperture therethrough for

engaging at least one core of a cable, wherein the barrier member is adapted to restrict the extent

of penetration of said curable liquid material along said cores and includes a conical portion

clamped between two surfaces of the cable gland and terminating in a planar portion.

2. (Original) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein said body is flexible.

3. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein at least one said

first barrier apparatus comprises at least one releasable clamp.
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4. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, further comprising a first

component of a curable liquid material in at least one said first chamber, and a second

component of said curable liquid material in at least one said second chamber.

5. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 5, wherein the curable liquid

' material is adapted to change color as a result of curing thereof.

6. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, further comprising a cover

member for covering an external screw thread of a cable gland to prevent said curable liquid

material coming into contact with said screw thread.

7. (Original) An assembly according to claim 6, wherein the cover member is adapted to

prevent curable liquid material from penetrating an end face of the cable gland.

8. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein at least one said

barrier member comprises a respective flexible member having at least one aperture therethrough

for engaging at least one core of at least one cable.

9. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein at least one said

barrier member has a respective tapering portion.
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10. (Currently Amended) A method of filling a cable gland with curable liquid material,

the method comprising:

using a filler assembly that includes:

(a) a dispenser apparatus for a curable liquid material, the apparatus comprising:-

a body adapted to define at least one first chamber for accommodating a first

component of a curable liquid material, and at least one second chamber for accommodating a

second component of said curable liquid material and adapted to communicate with at least one

said first chamber to enable mixing of said first and second components to initiate curing of said

curable liquid material;

at least one first barrier apparatus for temporarily preventing mixing of said first and

second components;

at least one elongate dispenser apparatus adapted to communicate with at least one

said second chamber and to dispense said mixed curable liquid material therefrom between a

plurality of cores of at least one cable; and

at least one second barrier apparatus for temporarily preventing passage of said

curable liquid material from the or each said second chamber to at least one said dispenser

apparatus; and

(b) at least one barrier member for having at least one respective aperture therethrough

for engaging at least one core of a cable, wherein the barrier member is adapted to restricting the

extent of penetration of said curable liquid material along said cores and includes a conical

portion clamped between two surfaces of the cable gland and terminating in a planar portion;

locating at least one said barrier member in the cable gland; and

locating an outlet of at least one said dispenser apparatus in said cable gland and

dispensing curable liquid material therefrom so as to expel air from the cable gland.

11. (Original) A method according to claim 10, wherein the step of locating at least one

said barrier member in the cable gland comprises locating at least one said barrier member

around at least one said core of at least one said cable.

12. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein at least one said

second barrier apparatus comprises at least one releasable clamp.
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REMARKS

The undersigned thanks Examiner Gruby for the courtesy of the telephone interview

conducted December 3, 2013, in which the invention and Kaptein EP 0434105 were discussed.

Agreement was reached that adding language to the claims like that added herein would make

the subject matter of claims 1-12 patentably distinguishable over EP 0434105 and the other prior

art of record was discussed. It was determined that further searching and consideration would be

required to continue the prosecution. Accordingly, an RCE accompanies this amendment.

Accordingly, it is respectfully submitted that this Amendment places this application into

condition for allowance, which is respectfully requested. If that is determined to not be the case,

a telephone interview is requested prior to the next Office Action to discuss the reasons and

firrther proceedings that may be helpful to further this application.

A petition for a one-month extension is also submitted herewith. Please charge the

extension fee, the RCE fee and any additional fees due to Deposit Account No. 17-0055. The

Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any other fees deemed necessary and credit any

overpayments to Deposit Account No. 17-0055.

Respectfully submitted,

SAMUEL LIAM PROUD

Dated: December 17 2013 /john d. franzini/
' John D. Franzini

Reg. No. 31,356

Attorney for Applicant

Quarles & Brady LLP
411 East Wisconsin Avenue

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202-4497

Tel. No. (414) 277-5747

Fax No. (414) 978-8747
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PTO/AIA/22 (03-13)
Approved for use through 3I31I2013. OMB 0651—0031

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
erwork Reduction Act of 1995, no ;.. uired to ; _ -ond to a colledion of information unless it di -la s a valid OMB control number.

_ Docket Number (Optional)

PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME UNDER 37 CFR 1.136(a) 92025100015

Application Number 1 3/391 ’539 Filed May 2’ 2012

F” Filler Assembly for Cable Gland
Art Unit Examiner

3754 Randall A. Gruby

This is a request under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(3) to extend the period for filing a reply in the above-identified application.

Under the Pa

 
  

The requested extension and fee are as follows (mack time period desired and enter the appropriate fee below):

flee §m§ll Entifl Fee Mi En i F

One month (37 CFR1.17(a)(1)) $200 $100 $50

I] Two months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(2)) $600 $300 $150

I] Three months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(3)) $1,400 $700 $350

E] Four months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(4)) $2,200 $1,100 $550

I] Five months (37,CFR 1.17(a)(5)) $3,000 $1 ,500 $750

E] Applicant asserts small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27.

E] Applicant certifies micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29.Form PTO/SBI15A or B or equivalent must either be enclosed or have been submitted previously.

[:I A check in the amount of the fee is enclosed.

E] Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

[:I The Director has already been authorized to charge fees in this application to a Deposit Account.
The Director is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required, or credit any overpayment, to

Deposit Account Number 17'0055

[:l Payment made via EFS-Web.

WARNING: lnfomtatlon on this form may become public. Credit card information should not be included on this form. Provide
credit card lnfonnation and authorization on PTO-2038.

I am the

[:l applicant.

[:l attorney or agent of record. Registration number 31356

[:I attorney or agent acting under 37 CFR 1.34. Registration number

[john d. franzini/ December 17, 2013
Signature Date

John D. Franzinl 414-277-5747

Typed or printed name Telephone Number

NQTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature requirements and certifications. Submit
multl le forms if more than one sr- nature is r- . ulred, see below'.

" Total of 1 forms are submitted.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.136(a). The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public, which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 6 minutes to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden should be sent to the Chief Information Officer,
US. Patent and Trademark Office, US. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS
TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Mail Stop PCT, Commissioner for Patents, PO Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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Filing Date: 02-May-2012

Title of Invention: FILLER ASSEMBLY FOR CABLE GLAND

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Samuel Liam Proud

Attorney Docket Number: 920257.00016

U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371 Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

USD($)

BaSIc Filing:

Description Fee Code Quantity

Miscellaneous Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-lnterference:

Post-Al|owance-and-Post-lssuance:

Extension-of—Time:
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

“—

——

Title of Invention: FILLER ASSEMBLY FOR CABLE GLAND

——

Payment information:

 
Submitted with Payment yes—

—
The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. 1.492 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C. F. R. Section1. 17 (Patent applic .i;
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

250482
920257-00016-RCE-

amendment.pdf d2853a4c26b28ed98fe776614f4221522:7 I
f61 a

Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf
df7b3ceb69d56561ab2ed514c251990176c

247b2

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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Doc code: RCEX PTO/SBBOEFS (07—09)
Doc description: Request for Continued Examination (RCE) Approved for use through 071312012. 0MB 0551—0031u.s. Patent and Trademark Office; u.s. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Papewvork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

 

REQUEST FOR CONTINUED EXAMINATION(RCE)TRANSMITTAL

(Submitted Only via EFS-Web)

Appllcatlon 13/391,539 2012-05-02 DOCket Number 92025700016Number (if applicable)

F'rSt Named Samuel Liam Proud Examlner Randall A. GrubyInventor Name

 

 

This is a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) under 37 CFR 1.1 14 of the above-identified application.
Request for Continued Examination (RCE) practice under 37 CFR 1.114 does not apply to any utility or plant application filed prior to June 8,
1995, or to any design application. The Instruction Sheet for this form is located at WWW.USPTO.GOV

SUBMISSION REQUIRED UNDER 37 CFR1.114
 

Note: If the RCE is proper, any previously filed unentered amendments and amendments enclosed with the RCE will be entered in the order
in which they were filed unless applicant instructs otherwise. If applicant does not wish to have any previously filed unentered amendment(s)
entered, applicant must request non—entry of such amendment(s). 

Previously submitted. If a final Office action is outstanding, any amendments filed after the final Office action may be considered as a
submission even if this box is not checked.

|:| Consider the arguments in the Appeal Brief or Reply Brief previously filed on

|:| Other

Enclosed

Amendmentheply

|:| Information Disclosure Statement (IDS)

|:| Affidavit(s)l Declaration(s)

Other
Petition for Extension of Time 

MISCELLANEOUS 

El Suspension of action on the above-identified application is requested under 37 CFR 1.103(c) for a period of months(Period of suspension shall not exceed 3 months; Fee under 37 CFR 1.17(i) required)

|:| Other 

FEES

The RCE fee under 37 CFR 1.17(e) is required by 37 CFR 1.114 when the RCE is filed.
The Director is hereby authorized to charge any underpayment of fees, or credit any overpayments, to
Deposit Account No 170055

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, ATTORNEY, OR AGENT REQUIRED 

Patent Practitioner Signature

|:| Applicant Signature
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Under the PapenNork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

 

Signature of Registered U.S. Patent Practitioner

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.114. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to
file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is
estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time
will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for
reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce,
PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313—1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, call 1 —800—PTO—9 199 and select option 2.
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Customer Number: 26710

John D. Franzini/Melanie Brunow

Filer Authorized By: John D. Franzini

Attorney Docket Number: 920257.00016

Receipt Date: 17-DEC-2013

Filing Date: 02-MAY-2012

Time Stamp: 15:03:23

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371

 
Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

1323602
Request for Continued Examination

(RCE)
920257-00016-RCE.PDF
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number Filing Date
Substitute for Form PTO-875 13/391 ,539 05/02/2012 [I To be Mailed

ENTITY: IZI LARGE |:| SMALL |:| MICRO

APPLICATION AS FILED — PART I

(Column 1) (Column 2)

NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA

37CFR1.16a, b,or c

37CFR1.16k, i,or m

D EXAMINATION FEE

TOTAL CLAIMS .
37 CFR1.16i minus 20:
INDEPENDENT CLAIMS .
37 CFR1.16h minus3=

If the specification and drawings exceed 100 sheets
of paper, the application size fee due is $310 ($155
for small entity) for each additional 50 sheets or
fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C. 41(a)(1)(G) and 37

I:IAPPLICATION SIZE FEE
(37 CPR 1.16(s))

I:I MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CPR 1.16(j))
* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter “0" in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED — PART II

(Column 2) (Column 3)
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12/17/2013 AFTER PREVIOUSLY PRESENT EXTRA ADDITIONAL FEE ($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR
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AMENDMENT
D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))

* If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write “0" in column 3. LIE
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process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated tO take 12 minutes tO complete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form tO the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount Of time you
require tO complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent tO the Chief Information Officer, US. Patent and Trademark Office, US.
Department Of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800—PTO—9199 and select option 2.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
 
   

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313- 1450
www.uspto.gov

 
APPLICATION NO. F ING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONF {MATION NO.

13/391,539 05/02/2012 Samuel Liam Proud

26710 7590

QUARLES & BRADY LLP
Attn: IP Docket

411 E. WISCONSIN AVENUE
SUITE 2350

MILWAUKEE, WI 53202-4426

12/10/2013

   

920257.00016 6980

EXAMINER

GRUBY, RANDALL A 
ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

3754

 
DELIVERY MODE  * ICATION DATE 

12/10/2013 ELECTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above—indicated "Notification Date" to the

following e—mail address(es):

pat-dept @ quarles .com
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 _ _ _ _ 13/391,539 PROUD, SAMUEL LIAM
Applicant-Initiated Interwew Summary _ _Examiner Art UnIt

RANDALL GRUBY 3754 

All participants (applicant, applicant’s representative, PTO personnel):

(1) RANDALL GRUBY. (3) .

(2) JOHN FRANZ/NI. (4) .

Date of Interview: 03 December 2013.

Type: IZI Telephonic |:| Video Conference
|:| Personal [copy given to: |:| applicant |:| applicant’s representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: |:| Yes IZI No.

If Yes, brief description:
 

Issues Discussed D101 D112 D102 D103 DOthers
(For each of the checked b0x(es) above, please describe below the issue and detailed description of the discussion)

Claim(s) discussed: 1 and 10.

Identification of prior art discussed: US 5310963' US 6809263' WO 2008029165 .
 

Substance of Interview
(For each issue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Some topics may include: identification or clarification of a
reference or a portion thereof, claim interpretation, proposed amendments, arguments of any applied references etc...)

A proposed amendment to independent claims 1 and 10 was discussed in light of the prior art of record. Randy Grubz

advised that the prior art of record (with specific reference to: US 5310963, US 6809263, and WO 2008029165) does
not explicitly disclose the proposed amendment but may be used in a reiection under §103 pending further search and
consideration.

Attorney John Franzini was advised that prosecution is currently closed and that further amendments would be
considered under an ROE.

Applicant recordation instructions: The formal written reply to the last Office action must include the substance of the interview. (See MPEP
section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already been filed, applicant is given a non-extendable period of the longer of one month or
thirty days from this interview date, or the mailing date of this interview summary form, whichever is later, to file a statement of the substance of the
interview

Examiner recordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substance of any interview of record. A complete and proper recordation of
the substance of an interview should include the items listed in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the
general thrust of each argument or issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the
general results or outcome of the interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issues raised.

|:| Attachment

lRANDALL GRUBY/

Examiner, Art Unit 3754

/PAUL R DURAND/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3754

  
 

US. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413 (Rev. 8/11/2010) Interview Summary Paper No. 20131203
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Summary of Record of Interview Requirements

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substance of Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as
warranting favorable action must be filed bythe applicant. An interview does not remove the necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 132)

37 CFR §1.2 Business to be transacted in writing.
A“ business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substance of interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance of an interview of record in the application file, unless
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner‘s responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which bear directly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is othenNise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the
“Contents” section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conference interview, the copy is mailed to the applicant‘s correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examiner is not likely before an allowance or if other
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
—Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
— Name of applicant
— Name of examiner
— Date of interview

—Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)
— Name of participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
—An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted

—An identification of the specific prior art discussed
— An indication whether an agreement was reached and if so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by

attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examiner to the contrary.

—The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (if Form is not an attachment to a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case. It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unless it includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include, all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substance of the interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not
required. The identification of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments made to the
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant‘s record of the substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examiner will give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiner‘s version of the
statement attributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, “Interview Record OK” on the
paper recording the substance of the interview along with the date and the examiner‘s initials.
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Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above—indicated "Notification Date" to the

following e—mail address(es):

pat-dept @ quarles .com
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 _ _ _ _ 13/391,539 PROUD, SAMUEL LIAM
Examiner-Initiated Interwew Summary Examiner Art Unit

RANDALL GRUBY 3754

All participants (applicant, applicant’s representative, PTO personnel):

(1) RANDALL GRUBY. (3)JOHN FRANZ/NI.

(2) PAUL DURAND. (4) .

Date of Interview: 07 November 2013.

Type: IZI Telephonic I:l Video Conference
I:l Personal [copy given to: El applicant |:| applicant’s representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: I:l Yes E! No.

If Yes, brief description:
 

Issues Discussed D101 I:|112 I:|102 |Zl103 I:|Others
(For each of the checked b0x(es) above, please describe below the issue and detailed description of the discussion)

Claim(s) discussed: 1 and 10.

Identification of prior art discussed: GB 2138218 US 2003/0226680 EP 0434105 WO 2008/029165.
 

Substance of Interview
(For each issue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Some topics may include: identification or clarification of a
reference or a portion thereof, claim interpretation, proposed amendments, arguments of any applied references etc...)

The amended limitations in the amendment filed 10/23/13 were discussed in light of GB 2138218 and US

2003/0226680. John Franzini was notified that these references could be used in a reiection of the claims under §103.

An agreement was not reached regarding patentability and no suggestions were made for amendments to overcome
the art of record.

Applicant recordation instructions: It is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate record of the substance of interview.

Examiner recordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substance of any interview of record. A complete and proper recordation of
the substance of an interview should include the items listed in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the
general thrust of each argument or issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the
general results or outcome of the interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issues raised.

|:| Attachment

lRANDALL GRUBY/ lPAUL R DURAND/

Examiner, Art Unit 3754 Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3754
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Application No. Applicant(s)

Advisory Action 13/391,539 PROUD, SAMUEL LIAM

Before the Filing of an Appeal Brief Examiner Art Unit AIA (First Inventor to File) Status
RANDALL GRUBY 3754 No

--The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
THE REPLY FILED FAILS TO PLACE THIS APPLICATION IN CONDITION FOR ALLOWANCE.
NO NOTICE OF APPEAL FILED

1. CI The reply was filed after a final rejection. No Notice of Appeal has been filed. To avoid abandonment of this application, applicant must timely file
one of the following replies: (1) an amendment, affidavit, or other evidence, which places the application in condition for allowance;
(2) a Notice of Appeal (with appeal fee) in compliance with 37 CFR 41.31 ; or (3) a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) in compliance with
37 CFR 1.114 if this is a utility or plant application. Note that RCEs are not permitted in design applications. The reply must be filed within one of
the following time periods:

a) D The period for reply expires months from the mailing date of the final rejection.
b) D The period for reply expires on: (1) the mailing date of this Advisory Action; or (2) the date set forth in the final rejection, whichever is later.

In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection.

C) D A prior Advisory Action was mailed more than 3 months after the mailing date of the final rejection in response to a first after-final reply filed
within 2 months of the mailing date of the final rejection. The current period for reply expires months from the mailing date of
the prior Advisory Action or SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection, whichever is earlier.

Examiner Note: If box 1 is checked, check either box ( ), (b) or (c). ONLY CHECK BOX (b) WHEN THIS ADVISORY ACTION IS THE
FIRST RESPONSE TO APPLICANT‘S FIRST AFTER-FINAL REPLY WHICH WAS FILED WITHIN TWO MONTHS OF THE FINAL

REJECTION. ONLY CHECK BOX (c) IN THE LIMITED SITUATION SET FORTH UNDER BOX (c). See MPEP 706.07(f).

Extensions of time may be obtained under 37 CFR 1.136(a). The date on which the petition under 37 CFR 1.136(a) and the appropriate
extension fee have been filed is the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amount of the fee. The
appropriate extension fee under 37 CFR 1.17(a) is calculated from: (1) the expiration date of the shortened statutory period for reply originally
set in the final Office action; or (2) as set forth in (b) or (0) above, it checked. Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the
mailing date of the final rejection, even if timely filed, may reduce any earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).
NOTICE OF APPEAL

2. D The Notice of Appeal was filed on . A brief in compliance with 37 CFR 41.37 must be filed within two months of the date of filing the
Notice of Appeal (37 CFR 41 .37(a)), or any extension thereof (37 CFR 41 .37(e)), to avoid dismissal of the appeal. Since a Notice of
Appeal has been filed, any reply must be filed within the time period set forth in 37 CFR 41 .37( ).

AMENDMENTS

3. IX The proposed amendments filed after a final rejection, but prior to the date of filing a brief, will n_ot be entered because
a) D They raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search (see NOTE below);
b) D They raise the issue of new matter (see NOTE below);
0) IX They are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the issues for

appeal; and/or

d) D They present additional claims without canceling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims.
NOTE: See continuation sheet. (See 37 CFR 1.116 and 41 .33( )).

4. D The amendments are not in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121. See attached Notice of Non-Compliant Amendment (PTOL-324).

5. D Applicant’s reply has overcome the following rejection(s):

6. D Newly proposed or amended claim(s) _would be allowable it submitted in a separate, timely filed amendment canceling the non-
allowable claim( ).

7. IX For purposes of appeal, the proposed amendment(s): (a) X will not be entered, or (b) [I will be entered, and an explanation of how the
new or amended claims would be rejected is provided below or appended.

AFFIDAVIT OR OTHER EVIDENCE

8. D A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filed on

9. [I The affidavit or other evidence filed after final action, but before or on the date of filing a Notice of Appeal will n_ot be entered because
applicant failed to provide a showing of good and sufficient reasons why the affidavit or other evidence is necessary and was not earlier
presented. See 37 CFR1.116( ).

10. [I The affidavit or other evidence filed after the date of filing the Notice of Appeal, but prior to the date of filing a brief, will n_ot be entered
because the affidavit or other evidence failed to overcome a_|| rejections under appeal and/or appellant fails to provide a showing of good
and sufficient reasons why it is necessary and was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 41 .33(d)(1).

1 1. [I The affidavit or other evidence is entered. An explanation of the status of the claims after entry is below or attached.
REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION/OTHER

12. X The request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because:
See continuation sheet.

13. El Note the attached Information Disclosure Statement(s). (PTO/SB/08) Paper No( ).
14. El Other: .

STATUS OF CLAIMS

15. The status of the claim(s) is (or will be) as follows:

Claim(s) allowed:
Claim(s) objected to:
Claim(s) rejected: 1-12.
Claim(s) withdrawn from consideration:

/RAN DALL GRU BY/

Examiner, Art Unit 3754
US. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-303 (Rev. 08-2013) Advisory Action Before the Filing of an Appeal gabper V. CMP; IPR2913896099’4131107

CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0240
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Continuation Sheet (PTOL-303) Application No.

Continuation of 3. and 12. NOTE: UK Patent Application Publication GB 2138218 appears to read on the amended subject matter of the
independent claims.

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 _ _ _ _ 13/391,539 PROUD, SAMUEL LIAM
Examiner-Initiated Interwew Summary Examiner Art Unit

RANDALL GRUBY 3754

All participants (applicant, applicant’s representative, PTO personnel):

(1) RANDALL GRUBY. (3)JOHN FRANZ/NI.

(2) PAUL DURAND. (4) .

Date of Interview: 07 November 2013.

Type: IZI Telephonic I:l Video Conference
I:l Personal [copy given to: El applicant |:| applicant’s representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: I:l Yes E! No.

If Yes, brief description:
 

Issues Discussed D101 I:|112 I:|102 |Zl103 I:|Others
(For each of the checked b0x(es) above, please describe below the issue and detailed description of the discussion)

Claim(s) discussed: 1 and 10.

Identification of prior art discussed: GB 2138218 US 2003/0226680 EP 0434105 WO 2008/029165.
 

Substance of Interview
(For each issue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Some topics may include: identification or clarification of a
reference or a portion thereof, claim interpretation, proposed amendments, arguments of any applied references etc...)

The amended limitations in the amendment filed 10/23/13 were discussed in light of GB 2138218 and US

2003/0226680. John Franzini was notified that these references could be used in a reiection of the claims under §103.

An agreement was not reached regarding patentability and no suggestions were made for amendments to overcome
the art of record.

Applicant recordation instructions: It is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate record of the substance of interview.

Examiner recordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substance of any interview of record. A complete and proper recordation of
the substance of an interview should include the items listed in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the
general thrust of each argument or issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the
general results or outcome of the interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issues raised.

|:| Attachment

lRANDALL GRUBY/ lPAUL R DURAND/

Examiner, Art Unit 3754 Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3754
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Doc Code: A.NE.AFCP

Document Description: After Final Consideration Pilot Program Request

PTO/SB/434 (05-13)

CERTIFICATION AND REQUEST FOR CONSIDERATION UNDER THE

AFTER FINAL CONSIDERATION PILOT PROGRAM 2.0

Practitioner Docket No.: Application No.: Filing Date:

920257.00016 13/391,539 May 2, 2012
First Named Inventor: Title:

Samuel Liam Proud Filler Assembly for Cable Gland

APPLICANT HEREBY CERTIFIES THE FOLLOWING AND REQUESTS CONSIDERATION UNDER THE AFTER FINAL CONSIDERATION PILOT

PROGRAM 2.0 (AFCP 2.0) OF THE ACCOMPANYING RESPONSE UNDER 37 CFR 1.116.

1. The above-identified application is (i) an original utility, plant, or design nonprovisional application filed under
35 U.S.C. 111(3) [a continuing application (2.9., a continuation or divisional application) is filed under 35 U.S.C. 111(a) and is
eligible under (i)], or (ii) an international application that has entered the national stage in compliance with 35 U.S.C. 371(c).

The above-identified application contains an outstanding final rejection.

Submitted herewith is a response under 37 CFR 1.116 to the outstanding final rejection. The response includes an
amendment to at least one independent claim, and the amendment does not broaden the scope of the independent claim in
any aspect.

This certification and request for consideration under AFCP 2.0 is the only AFCP 2.0 certification and request filed in
response to the outstanding final rejection.

Applicant is willing and available to participate in any interview requested by the examiner concerning the present response.

This certification and request is being filed electronically using the Office’s electronic filing system (EFS—Web).

Any fees that would be necessary consistent with current practice concerning responses after final rejection under 37 CFR
1.116, e.g., extension of time fees, are being concurrently filed herewith. [There is no additional fee required to request
consideration under AFCP 2.0.]

By filing this certification and request, applicant acknowledges the following:

Reissue applications and reexamination proceedings are not eligible to participate in AFCP 2.0.
The examiner will verify that the AFCP 2.0 submission is compliant, i.e., that the requirements of the program have been met
(see items 1 to 7 above). For compliant submissions:

o The examiner will review the response under 37 CFR 1.116 to determine if additional search and/or consideration
(i) is necessitated by the amendment and (ii) could be completed within the time allotted under AFCP 2.0. If
additional search and/or consideration is required but cannot be completed within the allotted time, the examiner
will process the submission consistent with current practice concerning responses after final rejection under
37 CFR 1.115, e.g., by mailing an advisory action.
If the examiner determines that the amendment does not necessitate additional search and/or consideration, or if
the examiner determines that additional search and/or consideration is required and could be completed within
the allotted time, then the examiner will consider whether the amendment places the application in condition for
allowance (after completing the additional search and/or consideration, if required). If the examiner determines
that the amendment does not place the application in condition for allowance, then the examiner will contact the
applicant and request an interview.

I The interview will be conducted by the examiner, and if the examiner does not have negotiation
authority, a primary examiner and/or supervisory patent examiner will also participate.
If the applicant declines the interview, or if the interview cannot be scheduled within ten (10) calendar
days from the date that the examiner first contacts the applicant, then the examiner will proceed
consistent with current practice concerning responses after final rejection under 37 CFR 1.116.

Signature Date

/john d. franzini/ October 23, 2013
Name Practitioner

(Print/Typed) Registration No.
John D. Franzini 31,356

Note: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4{d} for signature requirements and certifications. Submit multiple
forms if more than one signature is required, see below".

[7" ‘ Total of 1 forms are submitted.

 
23415541
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: Samuel Liam Proud

Application No.: 13/391 ,539

Filed: May 2, 2012
For: FILLER ASSEMBLY FOR CABLE GLAND

Group Art Unit: 3754

Examiner: Randall A. Gruby
Confirmation No.: 6980

Att’y. Docket: 920257.00016

RESPONSE TO FINAL OFFICE ACTION UNDER AFCP 2.0

MS AF

Commissioner for Patents

P. O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 223 13 -145 0

Sir:
.

In response to the final Office Action dated 08/26/2013, please consider the following:

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2; and

Remarks begin on page 5.

QB\920257.00016\23246579.l P403856US

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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U. S. Application No. 13/391,539

Group Art Unit: 3754

Page 2 of 5

In the Claims:

Please amend the claims so that the pending claim set reads as follows:

1. (Currently Amended) A filler assembly for filling with curable liquid material a cable

gland, the cable gland having a plurality of cores of at least one cable extending therethrough, the

assembly comprising:

(a) a dispenser apparatus for a curable liquid material, the apparatus comprising:

a body adapted to define at least one first chamber for accommodating a first

component of a curable liquid material, and at least one second chamber for accommodating a

second component of said curable liquid material and adapted to communicate with at least one

said first chamber to enable mixing of said first and second components to initiate curing of said

curable liquid material;

at least one first barrier apparatus for temporarily preventing mixing of said first and

second components;

at least one elongate dispenser apparatus adapted to communicate with at least one

said second chamber and to dispense said mixed curable liquid material therefrom between a

plurality of cores of at least one cable; and

at least one second barrier apparatus for temporarily preventing passage of said

curable liquid material from the or each said second chamber to at least one said dispenser

apparatus; and

(b) at least one barrier member having at least one respective aperture therethrough for

engaging at least one core of a cable, wherein the barrier member is adapted to restrict the extent

of penetration of said curable liquid material along said cores and includes a conical portion

terminating in a planar portion.

2. (Original) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein said body is flexible.

3. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein at least one said

first barrier apparatus comprises at least one releasable clamp.

QB\920257.00016\23246_579.1 P403856US

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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U. S. Application No. 13/391,539

Group Art Unit: 3754

Page 3 of 5

4. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, further comprising a first

component of a curable liquid material in at least one said first chamber, and a second

component of said curable liquid material in at least one said second chamber.

5. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 5, wherein the curable liquid

material is adapted to change color as a result of curing thereof.

6. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, further comprising a cover

member for covering an external screw thread of a cable gland to prevent said curable liquid

material coming into contact with said screw thread.

7. (Original) An assembly according to claim 6, wherein the cover member is adapted to

prevent curable liquid material from penetrating an end face of the cable gland.

8. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein at least one said

barrier member comprises a respective flexible member having at least one aperture therethrough

for engaging at least one core of at least one cable.

9. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein at least one said

barrier member has a respective tapering portion.

QB\920257.00016\23246579. l P403856US

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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U. S. Application No. 13/391,539

Group Art Unit: 3754

Page 4 of 5

10. (Currently Amended) A method of filling a cable gland with curable liquid material,

the method comprising:

using a filler assembly that includes:

(a) a dispenser apparatus for a curable liquid material, the apparatus comprising:—

a body adapted to define at least one first chamber for accommodating a first

component of a curable liquid material, and at least one second chamber for accommodating a

second component of said curable liquid material and adapted to communicate with at least one

said first chamber to enable mixing of said first and second components to initiate curing of said

curable liquid material;

at least one first barrier apparatus for temporarily preventing mixing of said first and

second components;

at least one elongate dispenser apparatus adapted to communicate with at least one

said second chamber and to dispense said mixed curable liquid material therefrom between a

plurality of cores of at least one cable; and

at least one second barrier apparatus for temporarily preventing passage of said

curable liquid material from the or each said second chamber to at least one said dispenser

apparatus; and

(b) at least one barrier member for having at least one respective aperture therethrough

for engaging at least one core of a cable, wherein the barrier member is adapted to restricting the

extent of penetration of said curable liquid material along said cores and includes a conical

portion terminating in a planar portion;

locating at least one said barrier member in the cable gland; and

locating an outlet of at least one said dispenser apparatus in said cable gland and

dispensing curable liquid material therefrom so as to expel air from the cable gland.

11. (Original) A method according to claim 10, wherein the step of locating at least one

said barrier member in the cable gland comprises locating at least one said barrier member

around at least one said core of at least one said cable.

12. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein at least one said

second barrier apparatus comprises at least one releasable clamp.

QB\920257.00016\23246579.1 P403 856US

Cooper V. CMP; |PR2018—00994

CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0247
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U. S. Application No. 13/391,539

Group Art Unit: 3754 4

Page 5 of 5

REMARKS

The undersigned thanks Examiners Gruby and Durand for the courtesy of the telephone

interview conducted October 9, 2013, in which the invention and the prior art references EP

0434105 and WO2008/029165 were discussed. Agreement was reached that adding language to

the claims like that added herein would make the subject matter of claims 1-12 allowable over

the prior art of record.

Accordingly, it is respectfully submitted that this amendment places this application into

condition for allowance, which is respectfully requested. No fees are believed due for filing this

response, however, the Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees deemed necessary

to Deposit Account No. 17-0055.

Respectfully submitted,

SAMUEL LIAM PROUD

Dated: October 23 2013 /john (1. franzini/
John D. Franzini

Reg. No. 31,356

Attorney for Applicant

Quarles & Brady LLP
411 East Wisconsin Avenue

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202-4497

Tel. No. (414) 277-5747

Fax No. (414) 978-8747
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 _ _ _ _ 13/391,539 PROUD, SAMUEL LIAM
Applicant-Initiated Interwew Summary _ _Examiner Art UnIt

RANDALL GRUBY 3754

All participants (applicant, applicant’s representative, PTO personnel):

(1) RANDALL GRUBY. (3)JOHN FRANZ/NI.

(2) PAUL DURAND. (4) .

Date of Interview: 09 October 2013.

Type: IZI Telephonic III Video Conference
III Personal [copy given to: I] applicant I] applicant’s representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: III Yes III No.

If Yes, brief description:
 

Issues Discussed D101 D112 D102 |X|103 I:|Others
(For each of the checked b0x(es) above, please describe below the issue and detailed description of the discussion)

Claim(s) discussed: _1.

Identification of prior art discussed: EP 434105 & WO 2008029165.

Substance of Interview
(For each issue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Some topics may include: identification or clarification of a
reference or a portion thereof, claim interpretation, proposed amendments, arguments of any applied references etc...)

The interview included a discussion of the Applicant’s invention in contrast to references EP 434105 & WO

2008029165. A proposed amendment was discussed. Examiner’s Grubz and Durand acknowledged that a
modification of the structure of the barrier member to include "a conical protrusion terminating in a planar portion ", or
the like would overcome the art of record. 

Applicant recordation instructions: The formal written reply to the last Office action must include the substance of the interview. (See MPEP
section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already been filed, applicant is given a non-extendable period of the longer of one month or
thirty days from this interview date, or the mailing date of this interview summary form, whichever is later, to file a statement of the substance of the
interview

Examiner recordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substance of any interview of record. A complete and proper recordation of
the substance of an interview should include the items listed in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the
general thrust of each argument or issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the
general results or outcome of the interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issues raised.

III Attachment

lRANDALL GRUBY/ /PAUL R DURAND/

Examiner, Art Unit 3754 Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3754
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Summary of Record of Interview Requirements

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substance of Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as
warranting favorable action must be filed bythe applicant. An interview does not remove the necessity for replyto Office action as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 132)

37 CFR §1.2 Business to be transacted in writing.
A“ business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substance of interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance of an interview of record in the application file, unless
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner‘s responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which bear directly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is othenNise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the
“Contents” section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conference interview, the copy is mailed to the applicant‘s correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examiner is not likely before an allowance or if other
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
—Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
— Name of applicant
— Name of examiner
— Date of interview

—Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)
— Name of participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
—An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted

—An identification of the specific prior art discussed
— An indication whether an agreement was reached and if so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by

attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examiner to the contrary.

—The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (if Form is not an attachment to a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case. It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unless it includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include, all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substance of the interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not
required. The identification of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments made to the
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant‘s record of the substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examiner will give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiner‘s version of the
statement attributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, “Interview Record OK” on the
paper recording the substance of the interview along with the date and the examiner‘s initials.
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Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 13/391,539 PROUD, SAMUEL LIAM

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit AIA (First Inventorto File)

RANDALL GRUBY 3754 its“ 
-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event however may a reply be timely filed
after SIX () MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)IXI Responsive to communication(s) filed on 23 July 2013.

[I A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filed on

a)IXI This action is FINAL. 2b)I:I This action is non-final.

3)I:I An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on

; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4)|:I Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under EX parte Quay/e, 1935 CD. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

 

Disposition of Claims

5)IX| CIaim(s)1-_12is/are pending in the application.

5a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6)I:I Claim(s)_ is/are allowed.

7)IXI Claim(s)_1-12 is/are rejected.

8)I:I Claim(s)_ is/are objected to.

9)I:I Claim((s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

* If any claims have been determined allowable, you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at a

participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see

h/index.‘s or send an inquiry to PPeredback-{cBusptoeov.

 

htt ://\wvw.usoto. ov/ atents/init events/    

Application Papers

10)I:I The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

11)|Z| The drawing(s) filed on 23 July 2013 is/are: a)IXI accepted or b)I:I objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)IXI Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. §119(a)-(d) or (f).

Certified copies:

a)IXI All b)I:I Some * c)I:I None of the:

1.|XI Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.|:| Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.I:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) IZI Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 3) D Interview Summary (PTO-413)

2 IZI I f t' D' I St t t PTO/SB/08 Paper NOISI/Ma” Date —
) n orma Ion Isc osure a emen (s)( ) 4) I:I Other:Paper No(s)/Mai| Date 07/23/13.
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Application/Control Number: 13/391,539 Page 2

Art Unit: 3754

DETAILED ACTION

Status of the Application

1. Claims 1—12 have been examined in this application. This communication is a Final

Rejection in response to the "Amendment" and Remarks" filed on 07/29/13. Claim 1 has been

amended. The Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) filed on 07/23/13 has been acknowledged

by the Office.

Priority

2. Acknowledgment is made of applicant's claim for foreign priority based on an application(s)

filed in the European Patent Office on 08/21/09. All certified copies of the priority documents

have been received.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

3. The following is a quotation of 35 USC. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth

in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior

art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made

to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be

negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

4. Claims 1—12 rejected under 35 USC. 103(a) as being unpatentable over EP 434105 to

Kaptein in view of WO 2008029165 to Hand.

As per claim 1, Kaptein discloses a filler assembly comprising: a body adapted to define

at least a first chamber (23), a second chamber (24) said second chamber adapted to

communicate with said first chamber to enable mixing of the contents of the respective chambers

(Col 4, 7] 4); a first barrier barrier apparatus (21); one elongate dispenser apparatus (17); a second

barrier apparatus (22);

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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Art Unit: 3754

Kaptein does not disclose a barrier member. Hand teaches a barrier member (4) having

one aperture.

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art

to employ the use of the barrier member for providing a seal between the gland structure and the

hardenable compound (Page 10, 7] 4-5).

Moreover and in regard to the functional recitations preceded by the phrase “adapted to”,

claim scope is not limited by claim language that suggests or makes optional but does not require

steps to be performed, or by claim language that does not limit a claim to a particular structure.

Examples of claim language that may raise a question as to the limiting effect of the language in

a claim are: "adapted to" or "adapted for" clauses, "wherein" clauses, and "whereby" clauses

(MPEP §2111.04). Therefore, although these limitations are considered, they are afforded no

patentable weight.

As per claim 2, Kaptein discloses the body being flexible (Col 1, Line 34).

As per claim 3, Kaptein discloses the first barrier apparatus comprising a releasable

clamp (Col 4, Lines 19-21).

As per claim 4, Kaptein discloses a first component of a curable liquid material in the

first chamber and a second component of said curable liquid material in the second chamber (Col

4, Lines 5-9).

As per claim 5, Kaptein discloses all the structural limitations of the claim and is capable

of dispensing a two—part curable liquid that changes color upon mixing the components.

As per claim 6, the disclosure from Kaptein combined Hand teach the invention

according to claim 1. Hand further teaches a cover (10) covering the external screw thread of a

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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cable gland (Page 17, 7] 2). At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art to employ the aforementioned teaching from Hand for the purpose of

being able to compress a seal (13) to engage the outer sheath of a cable extending through the

gland for the purpose of fixing the position of the cable relative to the gland.

As per claim 7, the disclosure from Kaptein combined Hand teach the invention

according to claim 6. Hand further teaches said cover (10) cover a portion of an end face of the

cable gland (Figure I). At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art to employ the aforementioned teaching from Hand for the purpose of

being able to compress a seal (13) to engage the outer sheath of a cable extending through the

gland for the purpose of fixing the position of the cable relative to the gland.

As per claim 8, the disclosure from Kaptein combined Hand teach the invention

according to claim 1. Hand further teaches said barrier member being flexible (Page 10, 7] I). At

the time of the invention it would have been obvious to employ the use of a flexible seal taught

by Hand with the dispenser disclosed by Kaptein for the purpose of allowing the seal to

resiliently deform during bonding to the two—part curable liquid material—thereby minimizing

air pockets and ensuring integrity of the bondline therewith.

As per claim 9, the disclosure from Kaptein combined Hand teach the invention

according to claim 1. Hand further teaches the seal having a tapering portion (Page 8, 7] 3-5). At

the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill to employ the use

of a conically—shaped seal taught by Hand with the dispenser disclosed by Kaptein for the

purpose of enhancing sealing performance during bonding to the two—part curable liquid

material.

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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As per claim 10, Kaptein discloses a method for filling a cable gland with a curable liquid

material comprising:

0 a dispenser apparatus comprising: a body adapted to define at least a first chamber

(23), a second chamber (24) said second chamber adapted to communicate with said first

chamber to enable mixing of the contents of the respective chambers (Col 4, 7] 4); a first

barrier barrier apparatus (21); one elongate dispenser apparatus (17); a second barrier

apparatus (22);

o a step of locating an outlet of said dispenser in said cable gland and dispensing

curable liquid therefrom (Figure 6).

Kaptein does not disclose a barrier member and located a barrier member in the cable

gland. Hand teaches a barrier member (4) having one aperture and a step of locating the barrier

member in the cable gland (Page 7, 7] 4).

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art

to employ the use of the barrier member for providing a seal between the gland structure and the

hardenable compound (Page 10, 7] 4-5).

As per claim ll, the disclosure from Kaptein combined Hand teach the invention

according to claim 10. Hand further discloses the barrier member being located around at least

one said core of at least one said cable (Page 10, 7] 4). At the time of the invention it would have

been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to incorporate the aforementioned teaching from

Hand with the filling method disclosed by Kaptein for the purpose of providing a seal between

the gland structure and the hardenable compound (Page 10, 7] 4-5).

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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As per claim 12, the disclosure from Kaptein combined Hand teach the invention

according to claim 1. Kaptein further discloses the second barrier apparatus comprising a

releasable clamp (Col 4, Lines 1-5).

Response to Arguments

5. In regards to the objections to the drawings, specification, and claims, the amendment

filed 07/23/13 is recognized as addressing all. Therefore, all are withdrawn accordingly.

6. In regards to the claim rejections under 35 U.S.C. §103, Applicant's arguments filed

07/23/13 have been fully considered but they are not persuasive. Applicant request the

withdrawal of the rejections by providing the following arguments:

a. EP 0434105 is not suitable for dispensing liquid between the individual cores of a

cable.

b. EP 0434105 does not disclose a barrier member having at least one respective aperture

therethrough for engaging at least one core of a cable for restricting the extent of

penetration of the curable liquid material along the cores of the cable.

c. WO 2008/029165 does not disclose an elongate dispenser apparatus provided for

dispensing curable liquid material between a plurality of cores.

d. The combination of EP 0434105 with WO 2008/029165 would not be obvious because

of the difference in viscosity of the hardenable compound disclosed in each of the

references.

As per Applicant’s argument (A), EP 0434105 to Kaptein discloses a dispenser for

delivering a two—part mixture into a cavity (Kaptein: Col. 1, Lines 46-47), the cavity comprising

a cable sleeve (Kaptein: Col. 1, Lines 31-33). While Kaptein does not explicitly disclose the

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994

CMP Ex. 2002; page CMP0261
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cable sleeve comprising multiple cable cores, WO 2008/029165 to Hand cures this deficiency

(see: Fig. 5, Items 123 & 125). Furthermore, “{i}nclusirm ofmaterial or article worked upon by a

structure beng claimed does not impart: patentabiiity to the claims.” In re Young, 75 F.3d 3“ >

996 «z: . ‘25 USFQ 69 (CCFA 1935) (as restated in In re 0127), 312 F.2d 93?, 136 USPQ 458, 459

(CC/PA 196-3)), See MPH}? {£115. The dispenser disclosed by Kaptein is capable of delivering

mixtures of varying viscosities—the viscosity of the mixture being responsible for expelling air

and settling in voids about the structure contained Within the cable sleeve.

As per Applicant’s argument (B), the examiner recognizes that EP 0434105 does not

disclose a barrier member for engaging cable cores. Hand cures this deficiency in his disclosure

of a barrier member (4) having an aperture (24) for engaging at least one core of the cable for

restricting the extend of penetration of the curable liquid material along the cores of the cable

(Page 10, 7[4).

In response to Applicant’s argument (C), the examiner recognizes that WO 2008/029165

to Hand does not disclose an elongate dispenser apparatus. Kaptein cures this deficiency (see:

Kaptein: Fig. 3-6, 19).

In response to applicant’s argument (D) that there is no teaching, suggestion, or

motivation to combine the references, the examiner recognizes that obviousness may be

established by combining or modifying the teachings of the prior art to produce the claimed

invention Where there is some teaching, suggestion, or motivation to do so found either in the

references themselves or in the knowledge generally available to one of ordinary skill in the art.

See In re Fine, 837 F.2d 1071, 5 USPQ2d 1596 (Fed. Cir. 1988), In re Jones, 958 F.2d 347, 21

USPQ2d 1941 (Fed. Cir. 1992), and KSR International C0. v. Teleflex, Inc., 550 US. 398, 82

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018-00994
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USPQ2d 1385 (2007). In this case, it would have been obvious to combine the barrier member

taught by Hand with the dispenser disclosed by Kaptein to provide a seal between the gland

structure and the hardenable compound and thereby ensure the integrity of the gland is

maintained (Page 10, 7] 4-5).

Conclusion

7. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR l.l36(a).

The prior art made of record in FORM PTO—892 and not relied upon is considered

pertinent to applicant's disclosure.

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE—MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

with expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR

l.l36(A) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event, however,

will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the date of this final

action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Randy Gruby, whose telephone number is (571) 272—3415. The

examiner can normally be reached from Monday to Friday between 8:00 AM and 5:00 PM.

If any attempt to reach the examiner by telephone is unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Paul Durand, can be reached at (571) 272—4459.

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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Another resource that is available to applicants is the Patent Application Information

Retrieval (PAIR). Information regarding the status of an application can be obtained from the

(PAIR) system. Status information for published applications may be obtained from either

Private PAIR or Public PAX. Status information for unpublished applications is available

through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair—

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, please feel

free to contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866—217—9197 (toll—free).

/RG/

Examiner, Art Unit 3754

/PAUL R DURAND/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3754

August 21, 2013
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FILLER ASSEMBLY FOR CABLE GLAND 

The present invention relates to a filler assembly for

filling a cable gland with curable liquid material and

relates particularly, but not exclusively, to such a filler

assembly for filling cable glands for use in hazardous areas.

Many cable glands for use in connecting a cable to an

enclosure in hazardous areas need to be filled with a

compound which provides a barrier against the effects of an

explosion occurring within the enclosure to which the cable

gland is attached. The barrier is typically formed from a

two—part clay-filled epoxy compound. The two component parts
of the compound need to be thoroughly mixed with each other

prior to fitting into the gland, and the resulting putty like

material needs to be packed between the individual conductors

in the cable. Such an arrangement is disclosed in GB

2258350.

This known arrangement suffers from a number of

drawbacks. Firstly, the cure time of the putty like material

is chosen to be relatively long, in order to enable it to be

manipulated into the spaces between the individual conductors

before curing becomes advanced. As a result, the filled

cable assembly must be left undisturbed for a significant

period, usually several hours, especially if mixed at low

temperatures. Also, the components of the filler material

sometimes contain hazardous materials which become harmless

when the filler material is mixed. Persons mixing the

components of the putty like filler material may come into

contact with these hazardous materials during mixing, and air

can become trapped within the cable gland by-the filler

material which may cause the barrier formed by the filler

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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material to fail in the event of an explosion. Filling of the

cable gland is also relatively difficult, especially in the

case of small cable glands.

Preferred embodiments of the present invention seek to

overcome one or more of the above disadvantages of the prior

art.

According to an aspect of the present invention, there

is provided a filler assembly for a cable gland, the assembly

comprising:—

at least one flexible barrier member having at least

one respective aperture therethrough for engaging at least

one conductor of a cable; and

a dispenser apparatus for a curable liquid material,

the dispensar apparatus comprising:—

(i) a body adapted to define at least one first chamber

for aCcommodating a first component of a curable liquid

material and at least one second chamber for accommodating a

second component of said curable liquid material and adapted

to communicate with at least one said first chamber to enable

mixing of said first and second components to initiate curing

of said curable liquid material; and

(ii) barrier means for temporarily preventing mixing of

said first and second components.

By providing a filler assembly having a flexible

barrier member an aperture therethrough for engaging at least

one conductor of a cable, and a dispenser apparatus for a

curable material comprising first and second chambers and

barrier means for temporarily preventing mixing of the first

and second components, this provides the advantage of

controlling penetration of the curable liquid material into a

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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cable gland being filled with the curable liquid material.

This in turn enables a more flowable and faster curing liquid

material to be used-than in the prior art, as a result of

which more rapid formation of a filled cable gland

incorporating the material is possible. In addition, with

the present invention, the curable material can be dispensed

into_the assembled gland, i.e. the cable gland can be filled

with the conductors of the cable in a connected state, as a

result of which the electrical integrity of the joint can be

ensured, whereas the putty like compound of the known

arrangement must be moulded around the conductors of the

cable with the gland disassembled, as a result of which the

cable cores can not be electrically connected.

The dispenser apparatus may further comprise elongate

diSpenser means adapted to communicate with at least one said

second chamber and to dispense said mixed curable liquid

material therefrom.

By providing elongate dispenser means, dispensing of

the curable liquid can be more carefully controlled, as a

result of which less viscous and faster curing liquid

material can be used than in the prior art. This therefore

provides the advantage of enabling more rapid formation of a

filled cable gland incorporating the material.

At least one said flexible barrier member may have a

respective tapering portion.

The body may be flexible.

This provides the advantage of making the apparatus

easier and less expensive to manufacture.

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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The barrier means may comprise at least one releasable

clamp.

The apparatus may further comprise a first component of

a curable liquid material in at least one said first chamber,

and a second component of said curable liquid material in at

least one said second chamber.

The curable liquid material may be adapted to change

colour as a result of curing thereof.

This.provides the advantage of providing a visual

indicator to the user when the cable gland filling process is

complete.

The curable liquid material may include polyurethane.

The assembly may further comprise a cover member for

covering an external screw thread of a cable gland to prevent

said curable liquid material coming into contact with said

screw thread.

The cover member may be adapted to prevent curable

liquid material from penetrating an end face of the cable

gland.

ACCording to-another aspect of the present invention,

there is providing a method of filling a void between at

least one conductor of a cable and a cable gland, the method

comprising:—

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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mounting at least one flexible barrier member having at

least one respective aperture therethrough to at least one

conductor of a cable;

mixing first and second components of a curable liquid

5 material to initiate curing of said curable liquid material;
and

injecting said curable liquid material into a space

between at least one said conductor and said cable gland such

that said barrier member restricts movement of said curable

10 liquid material along at least one said conductor.

A preferred embodiment of the invention will now be

described, by way of example only and not in any limitative

sense, with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:—

15

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a dispensing

apparatus embodying the present invention;

Figure 2 is a partially cut away perspective View of a

20 cable gland having a filler formed using the apparatus of

Figure l; and

Figure 3 is a cross sectional view of the filled cable

gland of Figure 2 with a thread protector in place.
25

Referring to Figure 1, a diSpenser apparatus 2

embodying the present invention and for use in filling a

cable gland 4 (Figure 2) with curable liquid material 6

comprises a body of suitable transparent flexible plastics

30 material defining a flexible bag 8 having a first compartment

‘ 10 for accommodating a first component of a polyurethane—

based liquid curable material 6, and a second compartment 12

for accommodating a second component of the material 6. A

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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first clamp 14 temporarily separates the first compartment 10

and second compartment 12 to thereby prevent mixing of the

first and second components of the material 6. The first and

second components are coloured differently (for example blue

5 and yellow) so that thorough mixing of the first and second

components produces a green liquid, thereby providing a

visual indication when thorough mixing of the first and

second components has occurred. Mixing of the first and

second components together causes gelling of the material and

10 initiates curing of the curable liquid material 6.

The dispenser apparatus 2 is also provided with an

elongate hollow nozzle 16 extending from the second

compartment 12 such that dispensing of the mixed curable

15 liquid material can be carefully controlled. In particular,

the nozzle 16 can be inserted a considerable distance into

the cable gland 4 and between individual conductors 20 of

the core of a cable 22 attached to the cable gland 4 (Figure

2) so that the liquid material 6 can be highly flowable and

20 fastwcuring, as a result of which the cable gland 4 can be I

rapidly filled and air entrapment by the liquid material 6

minimised. A second clamp 18 temporarily prevents material

flowing from the second compartment 12 into the nozzle 16, so

that dispensing of the material 6 can be prevented until

25 thorough mixing together of the first and second components

has occurred.

The flexible bag 8 is formed from two sheets of

material welded together along all but one of their edges to

30 form a bag having an open mouth, which is then mounted to the

nozzle 16. The second clamp 18 is then mounted to the bag

adjacent to the nozzle 16, and the second component of the

material 6 is dispensed into the second compartment 12. The

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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first clamp 14 is then mounted to the bag to seal the second

component in the second compartment 12, and the fist

component is then dispensed into the first compartment 10.

The open edge of the bag is then sealed to seal the first

component in the first compartment 10.

Referring to Figures 2 and 3, the cable gland 4 to be

filled by means of the disPenser apparatus 2 of Figure 1

comprises a threaded outer connector 24 for threaded

connection to an enclosure (not shown) and a compound tube 26

rotatably mounted within the outer connector 24. A cable

connector 28 is mounted to the end of the cable 22 and is

connected to the outer connector 24 by means of cooperating

screw threads (not shown).

A ring 30 abuts the cable connector 28 and a flexible

seal 32 is located around the inner conductors 20 of the

cable 22 and compressed between the compound tube 26 and ring

30 for limiting the extent of penetration of resin material 6

into the cable gland 4 before curing of the resin material 6.

The flexible Seal 32 comprises a generally frusto—conical

body of elastomeric material having an aperture (not shown)

therethrough for engaging the central conductors 20 of the

cable 22. The aperture in the seal 32 is sized such that it

stretches to pass around the conductors 20 to tightly engage

the conductors 20 to form a reasonably effective barrier to

passage of the material 6 along the space defined between the

conductors 20 and the compound tube 26.

Referring to Figure 3, a thread protector 34 formed of

elastomeric material such as rubber is located over the

external screw thread of the outer connector 24 of the cable

gland 4 prior to filling of the cable gland with resin

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018-00994
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material 6. The thread protector 34 has a hollow rim 36 for

catching excess resin material 6 which may flow out of end 40

of the cable gland 4 during the filling procedure, and an

inner circular rim 38 which prevents penetration of resin—

material 6 into the gap between the outer connector 24 and

the compound tube 26. This ensures that the compound tube 24

complete with cable connectors 20 can be removed from the

outer connector 24 after curing of the resin material 6.

The process of filling the cable gland 4 of Figures 2

and 3 by means of the dispenser apparatus 2 of Figure 1 will

now be described.

In order to fill the core of the cable gland 4 with

resin material, the flexible seal 32 initially placed over

the core conductors 20 of the cable 22 so that the seal 32

tightly grips the conductors 20. The outer connector 24 with

compound tube 26 are then mounted to the ring 30 and cable

connector 28 to compress the seal 32 between the ring 30 and

compound tube 26. As a result, the flexible seal 32 acts as a

barrier to penetration of the liquid resin 6 material into

the interior of the cable gland 4-

The first clamp 14 is then removed from the dispenser

apparatus 2 and the second clamp 18 left in place, to enable

thorough mixing of the first and second components of the

liquid resin material 6. The first and second components are

coloured blue and yellow respectively, a result of which the

liquid resin material 6 is bright green when it is thoroughly

mixed. The second clamp 18 is then removed, and the liquid

resin 6 material dispensed through the nozzle 16 into the

Space between the conductors 20 of the cable 22 and into the

space around the conductors 20 inside the compound tube 26 of

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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the cable gland 4, where its movement along the axis of the

cable gland 4 is restricted by the flexible seal 32. The

seal 32 provides a sufficient barrier to penetration of the

resin material 6 to hold back the resin material until it

begins to gel and support itself. At the same time, the

thread protector 34 protects the external thread of the outer

connector 24 from excess resin material and prevents

penetration of the liquid resin material between the outer

connector 24 and the compound tube 26. The resin material 6

is arranged to change colour to dark green when it is cured,

so that a visual indication is provided when the curing

process is completed.

It will be appreciated by perSons skilled in the art

that the above embodiment has been described by way of

example only, and not in any limitative sense, and that

various alterations and modifications are possible without

departure from the scope of the invention as defined by the

appended claims. For example, the filler assembly can be used

to fill spaces in items other than cable glands, and for

sufficiently large spaces, no elongate dispenser means is

necessary, the mixed curable resin material being dispensed

simply by puncturing the dispenser apparatus.

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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CLAIMS

1. A filler assembly for a cable gland, the assembly

comprising:-

at least one flexible barrier member having at least

one respective aperture therethrough for engaging at least

one conductor of a cable; and

a dispenser apparatus for a curable liquid material,

the dispenser apparatus comprising:—

(i) a body adapted to define at least one first chamber

for accommodating a first component of a curable liquid

material and at least one second chamber for accommodating a

second component of said curable liquid material and adapted

to communicate with at least one said first chamber to enable

mixing of said first and second components to initiate curing

of said curable liquid material; and

(ii) barrier means for temporarily preventing mixing of

said first and second components.

2. An assembly according to claim 1, further comprising

elongate dispenser means adapted to communicate with at least

one said second chamber and to dispense said mixed curable

liquid material therefrom.

3. An assembly according to claim 1 or 2, wherein at least

one said flexible barrier member has a respective tapering

portion.

4. An assembly according to any one of the preceding claims,

wherein the body is flexible.
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5- An assembly according to any one of the preceding claims,

wherein the barrier means comprises at least one releasable

clamp.

6. An assembly according to any one of the preceding claims,

wherein the apparatus further comprises a first component of

a curable liquid material in at least one said first chamber,

and a second component of said curable liquid material in at

least one said second chamber.

7. An assembly according to claim 6, wherein the curable

liquid material is adapted to change colour as a result of

curing thereof.

8. An assembly according to claim 6 or 7, wherein the curable

liquid material includes polyurethane.

9. An assembly according to any one of the preceding claims,

further comprising a cover member for covering an external

screw thread of a cable gland to prevent said curable liquid

material coming into contact with said screw thread.

10. An assembly according to claim 9, wherein the cover

member is adapted to prevent curable liquid material from

penetrating an end face of the cable gland.

11. A method of filling a void between at least one conductor

of a cable and a cable gland, the method comprising:—

mounting at least one flexible barrier member having at

least one respective aperture therethrough to at least one

conductor of a cable;

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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mixing first and second components of a curable liquid

material to initiate curing of said curable liquid material;
and

injecting said curable liquid material into a space

5 between at least one said conductor and said cable gland such

that said barrier member restricts movement of said curable

liquid material along at least one said conductor.
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ABSTRACT

FILLER ASSEMBLY FOR CABLE GLAND 

A filler assembly for a cable gland is disclosed. The

assembly comprise a flexible seal (32) having an aperture

therethrough for engaging at least one conductor of a cable,

and a diSpenser apparatus (2) for a curable liquid material.

The dispenser apparatus comprises a flexible bag (8) defining

a first compartment (10) for accommodating a first component

of a curable liquid material and a second compartment (12)

for accommodating a second component of the curable liquid

material and adapted to communicate with the first chamber to

enable mixing of the first and second components to initiate

curing of the curable liquid material. A first clamp (14)

temporarily prevents mixing of the first and second

components.

[Figure 2]
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DISPENSER APPARATUS FOR CURABLE LIQUID MATERIAL 

The present invention relates to a dispenser apparatus

for dispensing curable liquid material, and relates -

5 particularly, but not exclusively, to such a dispenser

apparatus for filling cable glands for use in hazardous

areas .

Many cable glands for use in connecting a cable to an

10 enclosure in hazardous areas need to be filled with a

compound which provides a barrier against the effects of an

explosion occurring within the enclosure to which the cable

gland is attached. The barrier is typically formed from a

two—part clay—filled epoxy compound. The two component parts

15 of the compound need to be thoroughly mixed with each other.

prior to fitting into the gland, and the resulting putty like

material needs to be packed between the individual conductors

in the cable. Such an arrangement is disclosed in GB

2258350.

20

This known arrangement suffers from a number of

drawbacks. Firstly, the cure time of the putty like material

is chosen to be relatively long, in order to enable it to be

manipulated into the spaces between the individual conductors

25 before curing becomes advanced. As a result, the filled

cable assembly must be left undisturbed for a significant

period, usually several hours, especially if mixed at low

temperatures. Also, the components of the filler material

sometimes contain hazardous materials which become harmless

30 when the filler material is mixed. Persons mixing the

components of the putty like filler material may come into

contact with these hazardous materials during mixing, and air

can become trapped within the cable gland by the filler

Cooper v. CMP; IPR2018-00994
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material which may cause the barrier formed by the filler

material to fail in the event of an explosion. Filling of the

cable gland is also relatively difficult, especially in the

case of small cable glands.

Preferred embodiments of the present invention seek to

overcome one or more of the above disadvantages of the prior

_art.

According to an aspect of the present invention, there

is provided a dispenser apparatus for a curable liquid

material, the apparatus comprising:-

a body adapted to define at least one first chamber for

accommodating a first component of a curable liquid material

and at least one second chamber for accommodating a second

component of said curable liquid material and adapted to

communicate with at least one said first chamber to enable

mixing of said first and second components to initiate curing

of said curable liquid material; I

first barrier means for temporarily preventing mixing

of said first and second components; -

elongate dispenser means adapted to communicate with at

least one said second chamber and to dispense said mixed

curable liquid material therefrom; and

Second barrier means for temporarily preventing passage

of said curable liquid material from the or each said second

chamber to said dispenser means.

By providing elongate dispenser means to diSpense mixed

curable liquid material and second barrier means for

temporarily preVenting passage of the curable liquid material

to said dispenser means, this provides the advantage that the

first and second components of the curable liquid material

Cooper v. CMP'; |PR2018—00994
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can be mixed in a sealed container comprising the first and

second compartments, thus enabling the user to avoid coming

into contact with harmful components of the curable liquid

material. As a result of the provision of elongate dispenser

5 means, dispensing of the curable liquid can be more carefully

controlled, as a result of which less viscous and faster

curing liquid material can be used than in the prior art.

This therefore provides the advantage of enabling more rapid

formation of a filled cable gland incorporating the material.

10 In addition, with the present invention, the curable material

can be dispensed into the assembled gland, i.e. the cable

gland can be filled with the conductors of the cable in a

connected state, as a result of which the electrical

integrity of the joint can be ensured, whereas the putty like

15 compound of the known arrangement must be moulded around the

conductors of the cable with the gland disassembled, as a

result of which the cable cores can not be electrically

connected.

20 The body may be flexible.

This provides the advantage of making the apparatus

easier and less expensive to manufacture.

25 The first and/or second barrier means may comprise at

least one releasable clamp.

The apparatus may further comprise a first component of

a curable liquid material in at least one said first chamber,

30 and a second component of said curable liquid material in at

least one said second chamber.
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The curable liquid material may be adapted to change

colour as a result of curing thereof.

This provides the advantage of providing a visual

indicator to the user when the cable gland filling process is

complete.

The curable liquid material may include polyurethane.

According to another aspect of the present invention,

there is provided a filler assembly for a cable gland, the

assembly comprising an apparatus as defined above, and a

cover member for c0vering an external screw thread of a cable

gland to prevent said curable liquid material coming into

contact with said screw thread.

The cover member may be adapted to prevent curable

liquid material from penetrating an end face of the cable

gland.

A preferred embodiment of the invention will now be

described, by way of example only and not in any limitative

sense, with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:—

Figure l is a perspective view of a dispensing

apparatus embodying the present invention;

Figure 2 is a partially cut away perspective View of a

Cable gland having a filler formed using the apparatus of

Figure l; and

Figure 3 is a cross sectional View of the filled cable

gland of Figure 2 with a thread protector in place.
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Referring to Figure 1, a dispenser apparatus 2

embodying the present invention and for use in filling a

cable gland 4 (Figure 2) with curable liquid material 6

comprises a body of suitable transparent flexible plastics

material defining a flexible bag 8 having a first compartment

10 for accommodating a first component of a polyurethane-

based liquid curable material 6, and a second compartment 12

for accommodating a second component of the material 6. A

'first clamp 14 temporarily separates the first compartment 10

and second compartment 12 to thereby prevent mixing of the

first and second components of the material 6. The first and

second components are coloured differently (for example blue

and yellow) so that thorough mixing of the first and second

components produces a green liquid, thereby providing a

visual indication when thorough mixing of the first and

second components has occurred. Mixing of the first and

second components together causes gelling of the material and

initiates curing of the curable liquid material 6.

The dispenser apparatus 2 is also provided with an

elongate hollow nozzle 16 extending from the second

compartment 12 such that dispensing of the mixed curable

liquid material can be carefully controlled. In particular,

the nozzle 16 can be inserted a considerable distance into

the cable gland 4 and between individual conductors 20 of

the core of a cable 22 attached to the cable gland 4 (Figure

2) so that the liquid material 6 can be highly flowable and

fast—curing, as a result of which the cable gland 4 can be

rapidly filled and air entrapment by the liquid material 6

minimised. A second clamp 18 temporarily prevents material

flowing from the second compartment 12 into the nozzle 16, so

that dispensing of the material 6 can be prevented until

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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thorough mixing together of the first and second components

has occurred.

The flexible bag 8 is formed from two sheets of

material welded together along all but one of their edges to

form a bag having an open mouth, which is then mounted to the

nozzle 16. The second clamp 18 is then mounted to the bag

adjacent to the nozzle 16, and the second component of the

material 6 is dispensed into the second compartment 12. The

first clamp 14 is then mounted to the bag to seal the second

component in the second compartment 12, and the fist

component is then diSpensed into the first compartment 10.

The open edge of the bag is then sealed to seal the first

component in the first compartment 10.

Referring to Figures 2 and 3, the cable gland 4 to be

filled by means of the dispenser apparatus 2 of Figure 1

comprises a threaded outer connector 24 for threaded

connection to an enclosure (not shown) and a compound tube 26

rotatably mounted within the outer connector 24. A cable

connector 28 is mounted to the end of the cable 22 and is

connected to the outer connector 24 by means of cooperating

screw threads (not shown).

A ring 30 abuts the cable connector 28 and a flexible

seal 32 is located around the inner conduCtors 20 of the

cable 22 and compressed between the compound tube 26 and ring

30 for limiting the extent of penetration of resin material 6

into the cable gland 4 before curing of the resin material 6.

The flexible seal 32 comprises a generally frusto-conical

body of elastomeric material having an aperture (not shown)

therethrough for engaging the central conductors 20 of the

cable 22. The aperture in the seal 32 is sized such that it

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018—00994
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stretches to pass around the conductors 20 to tightly engage

the conductors 20 to form a reasonably effective barrier to

passage of the material 6 along the space defined between the

conductors 20 and the compound tube 26.

Referring to Figure 3, a thread protector 34 formed of

elastomeric material such as rubber is located over the

external screw thread of the outer connector 24 of the cable

gland 4 prior to filling of the cable gland with resin

material 6. The thread protector 34 has a hollow rim 36 for

catching excess resin material 6 which may flow out of end 40

of the cable gland 4 during the filling procedure, and an

inner circular rim 38 which prevents penetration of resin
material 6 into the gap between the outer connector 24 and

the compound tube 26. This ensures that the compound tube 24

complete with cable connectors 20 can be removed from the

outer connector 24 after curing of the resin material 6.

The process of filling the cable gland 4 of Figures 2

and 3 by means of the dispenser apparatus 2 of Figure 1 will

now be described.

In order to fill the core of the cable gland 4 with

resin material, the flexible seal 32 initially placed over

the core conductors 20 of the cable 22 so that the seal 32

tightly grips the conductors 20. The outer connector 24 with

compound tube 26 are then mounted to the ring 30 and cable

connector 28 to compress the seal 32 between the ring 30 and

compound tube 26. As a result, the flexible seal 32 acts as a

barrier to penetration of the liquid resin 6 material into

the interior of the cable gland 4.

Cooper v. CMP; |PR2018-00994
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The first clamp 14 is then removed from the dispenser

apparatus 2 and the second clamp 18 left in place, to enable

thorough mixing of the first and second components of the

liquid resin material 6. The first and second components are

coloured blue and yellow respectively, a result of which the

liquid resin material 6 is bright green when it is thoroughly

mixed. The second clamp 18 is then removed, and the liquid

resin 6 material dispensed through the nozzle 16 into the

space between the conductors 20 of the cable 22 and into the

space around the conductors 20 inside the compound tube 26 of

the cable gland 4, where its movement along the axis of the

cable gland 4 is restricted by the flexible seal 32. The

seal 32 provides a sufficient barrier to penetration of the

resin material 6 to hold back the resin material until it

begins to gel and support itself. At the same time, the

thread protector 34 protects the external thread of the outer

connector 24 from.excess resin material and prevents

penetration of the liquid resin material between the outer

connector 24 and the compound tube 26. The resin material 6

is arranged to change colour to dark green when it is cured,

so that a visual indication is provided when the curing

process is completed.

It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art

that the above embodiment has been described by way of

example only, and not in any limitative sense, and that

various alterations and modifications are possible without

departure from the scope of the invention as defined by the

appended claims.
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CLAIMS

1. A dispenser apparatus for a curable liquid material, the

apparatus comprising:—

a body adapted to define at least one first chamber for

accommodating a first component of a curable liquid material,

and at least one second chamber for accommodating a second

component of said curable liquid material and adapted to

communicate with at least one said first chamber to enable

mixing of said first and second components to initiate curing

of said curable liquid material;

first barrier means for temporarily preventing mixing

of said first and second components;

elongate dispenser means adapted to communicate with at

least one said second chamber and to dispense said mixed

curable liquid material therefrom; and

second barrier means for temporarily preventing passage

of said curable liquid material from the or each said second

chamber to said dispenser means.

2. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein said body is

flexible.

3. An apparatus according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the first

and/or second barrier means comprises at least one releasable

clamp.

4. An apparatus according to any one of the preceding claims,

further comprising a first component of a curable liquid

30 material in at least one said first chamber, and a second

component of said curable liquid material in at least one

said second chamber.
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5. An apparatus according to claim 5, wherein the curable

liquid material is adapted to change colour as a result of

curing thereof.

6. An apparatus according to claim 4 or 5, wherein the

curable liquid material includes polyurethane.

7. A filler assembly for a cable gland, the assembly

comprising an apparatus according to any one of the preceding

claims, and a cover member for covering an external screw

thread of a cable gland to prevent said curable liquid

material coming into contact with said screw thread.

8. An assembly according to claim 7, wherein the cover member

is adapted to prevent curable liquid material from

penetrating an end face of the cable gland.
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ABSTRACT

DISPENSER APPARATUS FOR CURABLE LIQUID MATERIAL

5 A dispenser apparatus (2) for a curable liquid material is

disclosed. The apparatus comprises a flexible bag (8)

defining a first compartment (10) for accommodating a first

component of a curable liquid material, and a second

compartment (12) for accommodating a second component of the

10 curable liquid material and adapted to communicate with the

first chamber to enable mixing of the first and second

components to initiate curing of the curable liquid material.

A first clamp (14) temporarily prevents mixing of the first

and second components, and an elongate nozzle (16)

15 communicates with the second compartment to dispense the

mixed curable liquid material therefrom. A second clamp (18)

temporarily prevents passage of the curable liquid material

from the second compartment to the nozzle.

20 [Figure 1]
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In the Specification:

Please amend the first full paragraph of page 7 of the application as follows:

The dispenser apparatus 2 is also provided with an elongate hollow nozzle 16 extending

from the second compartment 12 such that dispensing of the mixed curable liquid material can

be carefully controlled. In particular, the nozzle 16 can be inserted a considerable distance into

the cable gland 4 and between individual coi conductors 20 of the core of a cable 22 attached to

the cable gland 4 (Figure 2) so that the liquid material 6 can be highly flowable and fast-curing,

as a result of which the cable gland 4 can be rapidly filled and air entrapment by the liquid

material 6 minimised. A second clamp 18 temporarily prevents material flowing from the second

compartment 12 into the nozzle 16, so that dispensing of the material 6 can be prevented until

thorough mixing together of the first and second components has occurred.

Please amend the first full paragraph of page 8 of the application as follows:

A ring 30 abuts the cable connector 28 and a flexible seal 32 is located around the inner

@IE conductors 20 of the cable 22 and compressed between the compound tube 26 and ring 30

for limiting the extent of penetration of curable material 6 into the cable gland 4 before curing of

the curable material 6. The flexible seal 32 comprises a generally frusto-conical body of

elastomeric material having an aperture (not shown) therethrough for engaging the central go_re

conductors 20 of the cable 22. The aperture in the seal 32 is sized such that it stretches to pass

around the 9% conductors 20 to tightly engage the m conductors 20 to form a reasonably

effective barrier to passage of the material 6 along the space defined between the m conductors

20 and the compound tube 26.

Please amend the penultimate paragraph beginning on page 8 and ending on page 9

as follows:

Referring to Figure 3, a thread protector 34 formed of elastomeric material such as rubber

is located over the external screw thread of the outer connector 24 of the cable gland 4 prior to

filling of the cable gland with curable material 6. The thread protector 34 has a hollow rim 36

for catching excess curable material 6 which may flow out of end 40 of the cable gland 4 during

the filling procedure, and an inner circular rim 38 which prevents penetration of curable material

QB\920257.00016\21819434.]
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6 into the gap between the outer connector 24 and the compound tube 26. This ensures that the

compound tube [[24]] fi complete with cable connectors 20 can be removed from the outer

connector 24 after curing of the material 6.

Please amend the second full paragraph of page 9 as follows:

In order to fill the core of the cable gland 4 with curable material, the flexible seal 32

initially placed over the core conductors 20 of the cable 22 so that the seal 32 tightly grips the

gm; conductors 20. The outer connector 24 with compound tube 26 are then mounted to the ring

30 and cable connector 28 to compress the seal 32 between the ring 30 and compound tube 26.

As a result, the flexible seal 32 acts as a barrier to penetration of the curable liquid material 6

into the interior of the cable gland 4.

Please amend the penultimate paragraph beginning on page 9 and ending on page

10 as follows:

The first clamp 14 is then removed from the dispenser apparatus 2 and the second clamp

18 left in place, to enable thorough mixing of the first and second components of the curable

liquid material 6. The first and second components are coloured blue and yellow respectively, a

result of which the curable liquid material 6 is bright green when it is thoroughly mixed. The

second clamp 18 is then removed, and the outlet of the nozzle 16 is placed at a location near the

seal 32. The liquid material 6 is then dispensed through the nozzle 16 into the space between the

m conductors 20 of the cable 22 and into the space around the gore conductors 20 inside the

compound tube 26 of the cable gland 4, where its movement along the axis of the cable gland 4

is restricted by the flexible seal 32. The location of the outlet of the nozzle 16 near the seal 32

causes air to be expelled from the cable gland when the curable liquid material 6 is dispensed

from the nozzle 16. The seal 32 provides a sufficient barrier to penetration of the material 6 to

hold back the curable material until it begins to gel and support itself. At the same time, the

thread protector 34 protects the external thread of the outer connector 24 from excess curable

material and prevents penetration of the liquid curable material between the outer connector 24

and the compound tube 26. The material 6 is arranged to change colour to dark green when it is

cured, so that a visual indication is provided when the curing process is completed.
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In the Claims:

Please amend the claims so that the pending claim set reads as follows:

1. (Currently Amended) A filler assembly for filling with curable liguid material a cable

gland, the cable gland having a plurality of cores of at least one cable extending therethrough,

with—eura’ele—l—iquid—material; the assembly comprising:

(a) a dispenser apparatus for a curable liquid material, the apparatus comprising:

a body adapted to define at least one first chamber for accommodating a first

component of a curable liquid material, and at least one second chamber for accommodating a

second component of said curable liquid material and adapted to communicate with at least one

said first chamber to enable mixing of said first and second components to initiate curing of said

curable liquid material;

at least one first barrier apparatus for temporarily preventing mixing of said first and

second components;

at least one elongate dispenser apparatus adapted to communicate with at least one

said second chamber and to dispense said mixed curable liquid material therefrom between a

plurality of cores of at least one cable; and

at least one second barrier apparatus for temporarily preventing passage of said

curable liquid material from the or each said second chamber to at least one said dispenser

apparatus; and

(b) at least one barrier member having at least one respective aperture therethrough for

engaging at least one core of a cable, wherein the barrier member is adapted to restrict the extent

of penetration of said curable liquid material along said cores.

2. (Original) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein said body is flexible.

3. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein at least one said

first barrier apparatus comprises at least one releasable clamp.
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4. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, further comprising a first

component of a curable liquid material in at least one said first chamber, and a second

component of said curable liquid material in at least one said second chamber.

5. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 5, wherein the curable liquid

material is adapted to change color as a result of curing thereof.

6. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, fithher comprising a cover

member for covering an external screw thread of a cable gland to prevent said curable liquid

material coming into contact with said screw thread.

7. (Original) An assembly according to claim 6, wherein the cover member is adapted to

prevent curable liquid material from penetrating an end face of the cable gland.

8. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein at least one said

barrier member comprises a respective flexible member having at least one aperture therethrough

for engaging at least one core of at least one cable.

9. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein at least one said

barrier member has a respective tapering portion.

QB\920257.00016\21819434. 1
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10. (Previously Presented) A method of filling a cable gland with curable liquid

material, the method comprising:

using a filler assembly that includes:

(a) a dispenser apparatus for a curable liquid material, the apparatus comprising:—

a body adapted to define at least one first chamber for accommodating a first

component of a curable liquid material, and at least one second chamber for accommodating a

second component of said curable liquid material and adapted to communicate with at least one

said first chamber to enable mixing of said first and second components to initiate curing of said

curable liquid material;

at least one first barrier apparatus for temporarily preventing mixing of said first and

second components;

at least one elongate dispenser apparatus adapted to communicate with at least one

said second chamber and to dispense said mixed curable liquid material therefrom between a

_ plurality of cores of at least one cable; and

at least one second barrier apparatus for temporarily preventing passage of said

curable liquid material from the or each said second chamber to at least one said dispenser

apparatus; and

(b) at least one barrier member for having at least one respective aperture therethrough

for engaging at least one core of a cable, wherein the barrier member is adapted to restricting the

extent of penetration of said curable liquid material along said cores;

locating at least one said barrier member in the cable gland; and

locating an outlet of at least one said dispenser apparatus in said cable gland and

dispensing curable liquid material therefrom so as to expel air from the cable gland.

11. (Original) A method according to claim 10, wherein the step of locating at least one

said barrier member in the cable gland comprises locating at least one said barrier member

around at least one said core of at least one said cable.

12. (Previously Presented) An assembly according to claim 1, wherein at least one said

second barrier apparatus comprises at least one releasable clamp.
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REMARKS

In response to the Patent Office Action dated 06/17/2013,

Priority:

The certified copies of EP 09168429.0 and EP 09168430.8 are being submitted via US.

Mail on even date herewith.

Drawings:

In response to the drawing objections, replacement sheets 1/2 and 2/2 are attached

herewith correcting Figs. 2 and 3.

We do not understand the Examiner’s objection to reference numeral 38 in Fig. 3. This is

an inner circular rim for preventing curable material from penetrating into the gap between parts

24 and 26 at the upper end of those parts, and is therefore believed to be consistent with the

description.

Specification

The Examiner’s two objections have been addressed by the amendments to the detailed

description made herein.

Claim Objections

The Examiner’s objection to claim 1 has been addressed by the amendment to claim 1

made herein.

Claim Rejections — 35 U.S.C. 103

EP 0434105 discloses a flexible tube for filling a tray of a cable sleeve. The tube 17 has

an end 16 which connects to a wedge piece 18. However, the arrangement of EP 0434105 can

only direct liquid via the wedge piece 18 and is therefore not suitable for dispensing liquid

between the individual cores of a cable. EP 0434105 also does not disclose a barrier member

having at least one respective aperture therethrough for engaging at least one core of a cable for

restricting the extent of penetration of the curable liquid material along the cores of the cable.

As a result of this difference, the present invention has the advantage over EP 0434105

that highly flowable liquid material can be quickly dispensed between individual cores of the

cable, such that air can be expelled from the spaces between the cores of the cable. As a result,

the formation of air voids in the cured flowable material, which could otherwise form paths for
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flames or pressure in the event of an explosion, is minimised. The barrier member restricts the

extent of penetration of the liquid material along the cores of the cable, thereby enabling the

curable liquid material to be held in position to set between the cores of the cable, even if highly

flowable liquid material is used. This enables a cable gland to be more rapidly sealed by means

of the present invention than the arrangement of EP 0434105 and to be used in hazardous

environments.

The objective problem associated with EP 0434105 can therefore be seen to be to enable

a cable gland to be rapidly sealed for use in hazardous environments.

The person skilled in the art, in seeking to solve the objective problem of EP 0434105,

i.e. to enable a cable gland to be rapidly sealed for use in hazardous environments, would not

seek a solution in WO 2008/029165, which uses a hardenable compound 125 such as an epoxy

resin having the consistency of putty or plasticine (see page 25, line 2 to 5 of WO 2008/029165),

which is therefore not effective for rapidly removing substantially all of the air from the voids

between the cores ofthe cable.

However, even if the skilled person were to seek a solution in WO 2008/029165, no

solution would be found, since WO 2008/029165 does not disclose an arrangement in which an

elongate dispenser apparatus is provided for dispensing curable liquid material between a

plurality of cores of the cable. In particular, Fig. 2 of WO 2008/029165 discloses a seal 18

designed to perform a sealing function in a cable gland. The seal 18 has a frusto-conical portion

22 which allows a range of cable sizes to be accommodated. This seal 18, when used to perform

the sealing function in the cable gland, would be much less effective in a hazardous environment

than a seal formed from curable liquid material, but is also unsuitable for use as a barrier member

for limiting the flow of curable liquid material intended to subsequently perform the scaling

function in the cable gland, since the frusto-conical nature of the seal 18 would either not permit

sufficient length of cured material for the cable gland to be effective in a hazardous environment,

or would cause the cable gland to be excessively long if an effective seal were to be achieved.

In addition, Fig. 5 of WO 2008/029165 discloses an arrangement in which before the

compound 125 hardens (see page 25, line 8 to 12 of WO 2008/029165), the barrier sleeve 105 is

slid onto the end of the cable 119 and pushed over the cable cores 123 with the hardenable

compound 125 packed therearound. As stated at page 25, line 15 to 18, the end of the barrier

QB\920257.00016\21819434.] _
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sleeve 105 remote from the insert adaptor 107 is a clearance fit around the cores 123 to leave an

annular gap 127 through which any excess hardenable compound 125 can exude. This means

that highly flowable material suitable for expelling substantially all of the air from between the

cores of the cable could not be used, since it would be insufficiently viscous to enable it to be

packed around the cable cores and would also escape from the annular gap 127 before an

effective seal could be formed. The skilled person would therefore not combine the teaching of

EP 0434105 with that of WO 2008/029165 to arrive at the present invention, and it is therefore

submitted that the present invention would not have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in

the art.

Information Disclosure Statement

An information disclosure statement is being filed herewith citing search reports in

relation to corresponding European Patent Application Nos. 09168429.0 and 091684308 and an

examination report in relation to corresponding UK Patent Application No. 12029690.

Conclusion

Allowance of claims 1—12 is respectfully requested. No fees are believed due for

consideration of this response, however, the Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any

fees deemed necessary to Deposit Account No. 17-0055.

Respectfully submitted,

SAMUEL LIAM PROUD

Dated: July 23, 2013 /john d. franzini/
John D. Franzini

Reg. No. 31,356

Attorney for Applicant

Quarles & Brady LLP
411 East Wisconsin Avenue

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202-4497

Tel. No. (414) 277-5747

Fax No. (414) 978-8747
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(54) APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR ENCAPSULATING ELECTRICAL
CABLE CONNECTIONS

(71) We, GEORGE WARREN GILLEMOT,
of 2615, Naple, Venice, California, United
States of America, and JOHN THOMAS
THOMPSON, of 1920], Wells Drive, Tarzana,
California, United States of America, both
Citizens of the United States of America,
do hereby declare the invention, for which
we pray that a patent may be granted to us,
and the method by which it is to be per-
formed, to be particularly described in and
by the following statementziw

The present invention relates to apparatus
and a method for encapsulating electrical
connections between electrical cables, such
as multi-conductor cables.

It is often required that multi-conductor
cables, such as telephone and other elec-
trical cables, be spliced for repair or modi-
fication purposes after they have been placed
in service. Such splicing must often be done
outdoors, in the field, under adverse condi-
tions. In addition, a wide variety of cable
sizes and shapes must be spliced and a wide
variety of splice configurations exist. Fur-
thermore, it is usually a requirement that a
splice closure of good durable quality be
achieved rapidly, inexpensively and with
portable equipment.

One method of preparing a splice closure
in multi-conductor cables is to encapsulate
the joined filaments in some fluid encapsu-
lating compound or agent which is hardened
in situ. The advantages of such a closure
are that by completely covering the splice
area, it is protected with a solid, tough,
waterproof, flexible, insulating covering.
Preferred encapsulating materials are initi-
ally in the form of two or more separate
components. When uniformly mixed to-
gether, these components are at first a thin
liquid; but on standing for a short time, a
reaction occurs and the mixture is con-
verted to a solid, cured form which provides
positive and complete protection of the

91919121192

According to one aspect of the present
invention, there is provided apparatus for
use in providing encapsulated electrical con-
nections between the conductors and shields
of shielded electrical cables in a fluid-tight
protective enclosure of non-conductive
material, said apparatus comprising: a
connector having a pair of screw—threadably
engageable members one of which has a
threaded shank which has an axially extend-
ing slot open at one end to receive the
cables and the other of which members is a
ring threadable on the shank, said members
being threadably engageable and tightenable
by the user’s thumbs and forefingers with-
out recourse to a spanner or wrench to urge
such cables to the other end of the slot to
hold their shields in electrical connection;
and a flexible-walled container containing
polymerizable potting compound ingredients
and having barrier means holding the in-
gredients segregated until ready for use,
said barrier means being removable to per-
mit intermixing of the ingredients and the
container being openable to permit an elec-
trical connection between conductors and
the associated shield connector to be covered
by the ingredients so as to encapsulate both
the connections and the connector. The same
container which houses the encapsulating
material may be used as the enclosure for
the resultant encapsulated splice and the
barrier which was previously used to separ-
ate the two components may be used to seal
the enclosure. In addition, locating of the
connection within the encapsulating com-
pound can be achieved by providing a
porous, flexible, spacer member, e.g. in the
form of a boot, i.e. a preformed hollow,
eg. tubular, member having a single opening
for insertion of an electrical connection.
Also, an in-line closure can be provided
with an end sealing technique which allows
for a custom fit around one or more cables
and wires of varying diameters.
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According to a second aspect of the in-
vention, there is provided a method of pro-
viding encapsulated electrical connections
between the conductors and shields of
shielded electrical cables using the aforesaid
apparatus of the first aspect. comprising
making an electrical connection between the
conductors, mechanically and electrically
joining the shields by inserting the cables
in the slot of the shank of the connector

and by tightening the ring of the connector.
removing the barrier means and intermixing
the potting ingredients together, opening the
container, and causing the electrical con-
nections and the connector to be covered by
the mixed ingredients so as to encapsulate
the connections and the connector.

One embodiment of the present invention
involves preparing a splice bundle of two
mutli-filarnent cables, positioning an open-
pore, flexible spacer member around the
splice bundle, enc105ing the splice bundle
and flexible spacer member in a flexible
container containing, or having subsequently
placed into it, a fluid encapsulating material.
The splice bundle is held from the walls of
the container by the spacer member. The
encapsulating material flows freely through
the spacer member and thoroughly saturates
the member. The splice bundle is auto-
matically spaced from the enclosure formed
by the container. The quantity of encapsulat-
ing material required is thus less than it
would otherwise be by the volume of the
material in the spacer member. 011 the
other hand, this is achieved without sacrific-
ing the electrical and strength properties of
the splice closure walls because the encap-
sulating material thoroughly saturates the
spacer member.

According to one embodiment of the pre-
sent invention, the container for the connec-
tions and connector is formed from the flex-
ible-walled container which initially contains
the ingredients from which the encapsulating
material is formed. The ingredients may be

held separated in the container by means of
an elongated cylindrical inner member which
has a length which is at least as great as the
width of the container, the inner member

being applied against the midportion of the
container between the separate components
to divide the container into two compart-
ments. A stiff but flexible elongated clip
member, having a length which is approxi-
mately equal to the length of the inner
member, is adapted to be pressed over the
inner member to hold the midportion of the
container walls snugly pressed against each
other. In this manner, a tight seal is pro-
vided between the two sides of the container.
Furthermore, this barrier between the two

sides may be readily removed by simply
removing the clip and the inner member to

permit mixing of the two or more separated
components.

After such mixing, and in the case of a
butt-end splice, one end of the container
may be opened to receive the splice bundle
to be encapsulated. Before insertion, the
splice bundle is enclosed within a flexible
spacer member such as a boot or such as a
diaper with three tabs which may be folded
over the splice bundle. In the case of an in-
line splice, a closure in the form of a rect-
angular sheet with an integral rectangular
spacer attached to one side thereof and a
suitable sealing mastic p0sitioned in strips
along opposite ends thereof may be folded
around the splice bundle so that the mastic
seals the ends of the closure. The encapsu-

lating material is then poured into the
closure through the remaining open side
and the closure is sealed.

The invention will now be described by

way of example only and with particular
reference to the accompanying drawings
wherein:

Figure I is a perspective view of a portion
of a container for use in encapsulating butt-

end splices in sheathed cables showing the
technique of separating the individual com-
ponents of a two-part encapsulating material;

Figure 2 is an enlarged, end elevation view
of the container of Figure 1;

Figure 3 is a plan view of a first embodi-
ment of an open-cell flexible spacer member
for locating the cable splice within the en-
capsulating material;

Figure 4 is a plan view of a second em-
bodiment of a flexible spacer member;

Figure 5 is a plan view, partly in section,
of a completed butt-end encapsulated splice;

Figure 6 is a plan view of an in-line
closure which incorporates means for locat~
ing the cable splice within the encapsulating
material;

Figure 7 is a plan view of a finished in-
line closure;

Figure 8 is an alternative form of split-
bolt connector; and

Figure 9 is a further alternative form of
split-bolt connector.

The described embodiments deal with the

encapsulating of splices in various types of
shielded or screened cables, which usually
have insulating sheaths. These cables contain
a plurality of bundles of filaments, i.e. insu-
lated electrical conductors inside the con-
ductive shield. Many industries use such
cables, one of the major users being the
communications industry.

In general, splices are prepared in multi-
conductor cables by joining together indi~
vidual groups of two or more filaments or
conductors from different cables. Each of
the individual groups is joined together in
turn until the splice is completed. As illus-
trated in Figure 3, the ends of the filaments
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are joined together with connectors. A splice
is usually prepared so that there will be a
bundle of connectors disposed symmetrically
around the exposed bundle of filaments. By
evenly distributing the connectors around
the splice in this manner, the diameter of
the splice is kept to a minimum. This ex-
posed bundle of filaments and connectors is
generally called the splice bundle.

Referring now to the drawings and, more
particularly, to Figures 1 and 2 thereof, there
is illustrated an apparatus for separating two
components which, when mixed, react to
form an encapsulating material, the appara~
tus comprising a flexible-walled, elongated,
tubular single-compartment container, gener-
ally designated 1, which is preferably
formed of an impervious, tough material
and which is sealed along edges 2 and 3 at
opposite ends thereof by bonding, heat seal-
ing, or other method known to those skilled
in the art. A first component 4 for the en-
capsulating material is located in a first sub-
compartment 21 of container 1 and the other
component for the encapsulating material 5
is located in another sub-compartment 31 of
container 1. Components 4 and 5 are held
apart in the sub-compartments of the con-
tainer l by means of a barrier comprising
an elongated, cylindrical, member 6, which
may be a splined rubber cord, which has a
length which is at least as great as the width
of container 1, and a stiff, but flexible, U-
shaped, clip member 7 whose length is sub-
stantially equal to the length of member 6
and which is adapted to be pressed over con-
tainer 1 and member 6, as shown in Figures
1 and 2.

The barrier members 6 and 7 are of sub-

stantially equal length adequate to project
beyond the opposite lateral edges of the
flattened tubular containers 4 and 5.

Clip 7 is generally U—shaped in cross
section and the outer ends 10, ll of its legs
flare away from one another and have
rounded outer edges. The interior surfaces
of legs 10, 11 are provided with a plurality
of integral sharp-edged ribs 190 extending
parallel to one another and to the axis of
barrier member 6 when the latter is properly
and fully seated within the bight portion of
the clip.

As herein illustrated, the innermost pair
of ribs 190 are positioned to apply light to
moderate pressure against the compressed
and flattened side walls of container 1. How-
ever, if member 6 is not fully seated then it
will be apparent that the inner pair of ribs
190 to either side of member 6 will press
the side walls of the container against mem—
ber 7 with greater pressure and that the
adjacent pair of ribs 190 will then be in a
position to press the flattened side walls of
the container against member 6, and supple
ment the sealing action and as well as to

of member 6 from its fully seated position.
It will likewise be understood that the third

and fourth pairs of ribs 190 will be brought
into restraining operation should member 6
continue its escape movement toward the
outer ends of the legs of clip member 17.

From the foregoing it will be evident that
the described barrier is so proportioned that
the innermost pair of ribs 190 are normally
effective to apply clamping pressure between
their outer sharp edge and the layers of the
container to hold the latter firmly com-
pressed against the relatively soft, inner
cylindrical member 6 thereby to hold the
latter fully internested under pressure against
the bight portion of the resilient and rela-
tively stiff clip 7. Since the transverse spac-
ing or air gap between the sharp edges of
related pairs of ribs 190 progressively de-
creases toward the outer ends of legs 10, 11,
it will be readily evident that should there
be any tendency for the barrier members 6
and 7 to move out of their fully nested
positions, ribs 190 become increasingly eflfee-
tive to cam member 6 back into its proper
fully nested position.

Although members 6 and 7 may be made
of either metallic or non-metallic materials.

highly satisfactory results have been achieved
when both members are made of elastomeric

material including both rubber and thermo-
plastic compositions. Preferably, cylindrical
member 6 is formed of relatively soft low
resiliency elastomeric material whereas the
clip member 7 is formed of relatively stiff
highly resilient materials.

Container 1 and the barrier members 6

and 7 can be assembled by placing the flat-
tened mid portion of container 1 on the
edges of legs 10 and 11 of clip member 7.
Member 6 is then placed against the mid
portion opposite and between the legs 10
and 11 and then forcibly pressed between
the legs until fully seated in the position
shown in Figure 2. For clarity of illustration,
it will be recognized that the thickness of
the container walls is shown greatly exag-
gerated.

As will be apparent. sub-compartments 21
and 31 of container 1 may be filled with
components 4 and 5 in various ways. For
example, tubular container 1 may be cut to
the desired length and members 6 and 7
positioned across the flattened midportion
thereof. Ends 2 and 3. which are now open,
may then be filled with appropriate quanti-
ties of component parts 4 and 5 whereupon
ends 2 and 3 may be sealed. The fluid-tight
separation provided by members 6 and 7 is
so reliable that there is no possibility of
components 4 and 5 intermingling prior to
their removal. Even if considerable pressure
is applied to container 1, the walls thereof
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will rupture before failure of the barrier
occurs by spreading of clip member 7.

It should be apparent that with the present
configuration, it is a simple matter to break
the barrier between the sub-compartments
21 and 31 to form a single, continuous con-
tainer whereby components 4 and 5 may be
mixed. More specifically, clip member 7
may be readily removed to free member 6
which, when also removed, permits free flow
of components 4 and 5 between the sub-
compartments 21 and 31 of container 1.
Subsequently, on a flat surface, or over the
user’s knee in the field, components 4 and 5
may be mixed by running the smooth side
of clip 7 back and forth over one or both
sides of container 1.

The two-part encapsulating compound is
generally a dielectric resinous liquid which.
when properly mixed for one minute, will
sufficiently harden to bury or clamp in ap—
proximately 10 minutes or less. Suitable
materials include polyesters, polyurethanes,
epoxy compounds and the like. These ma-
terials may or may not contain fillers, wetting
agents or other additives as desired. Such
encapsulating materials are commercially
available and Well known to these skilled
in the art.

Referring now to Figure 3, there is shown
all of the remaining equipment required to
provide a butt-end splice. In the present
case, assume it is required to splice a plural-
ity of filaments contained in first and second
sheathed cables 12 and 13. Individual groups
of two or more filaments from the cables

are joined together using a plurality of suit-
able connectors, whilst the conductive shields
of the cables are mechanically and electric-
ally joined by connector 14.

Connector 14 comprises a split bolt 42
and a radially narrow ring nut 43. The bolt
42 is provided with a deep but narrow slot
having a width snugly receiving the cables
12 and 13 after a short length of insulating
sheath has been removed from each of the
cables. The inner end of the slot is semi-

circular and seats directly against the simi-
larly contoured surface of the electrical
shields of the cables. The exterior of bolt 42

is provided with threads mating with the
threads of ring nut 43. The exterior of this
nut is circular but roughened as by shallow
axial grooves.

The closed end of the split bolt 42 is pro-
vided with an annular flange 49 and this like-
wise is roughened by axial grooves similar
to the grooves on the nut ring. These grooves
enable the operator to obtain a firm finger
grip with both the nut and the flanged end
of the split bolt while grasping these com-
ponents between the thumb and forefinger
to tighten the parts. Since both the nut ring
and the end of the split bolt are circular
they cannot be engaged by a spanner and

tightened excessively so as to cause damage
to the thin foil shielding. Over-tightening is
very difiicult to avoid if a spanner or wrench
is used owing to the thinnness and low
strength of the shielding foil or braid.

The connector can also be employed to
secure a grounding wire to the shield. This
grounding wire desirably includes a plurality
of annealed wires twisted together and are
inserted against one of the shielding layers,
in an area underlying the inner face end of
ring nut 43. Tightening of the parts then
compresses the shield compactly together
and in firm contact with the wires of ground-
ing conductor. A surprising amount of pres-
sure is applied between the contacting metal
surfaces of the foil connector parts and the
grounding wire using only finger strength
to tighten the connector.

Referring to Figure 8, there is shown a
second preferred embodiment of the elec-
trical connector 14. In this embodiment only
the split bolt proper 421 is illustrated, it
being understood that the ring nut usable
with this shank may be identical with that
illustrated at 43 in Figure 3. Threaded shank
421 differs in that in lieu of the roughened
annular flange 49 the closed end of the
shank is formed with a generally semi—circu-
lar smooth surface 54. The shank is formed

of ductile metal of good electrical conduc-
tivity and head portion 54 is provided with
an opening 55 sized to snugly receive a
grounding wire. This wire may be locked in
assembled position by using a prick punch
or other suitable tool to upset the rim edge
of opening 55 after the ground wire has
been inserted therein.

The Figure 8 connector is particularly
suited for use in smaller sizes. it being
found that a large roughened flange may be
dispensed with since the user can grasp the
opposite lateral sides of the overlapped ends
of the cable in one hand While grasping the
nut ring between the thumb and forefinger
of his other hand while performing the
tightening operation.

A third embodiment of the split bolt con-
nector is illustrated in Figure 9 and differs
from that just described primarily in the
provision of a threaded stud 58 projecting
from the centre of the rounded end portion
541. A clamping nut 59 is threaded over
shank 58 and used to clamp a grounding
wire to the split bolt. This nut, along with a
thumb nut corresponding to nut 43, are held
tightened in the assembled condition of the
connector by embedding the same in potting
compound held in place about the con-
nector in any suitable manner.

Referring back to Figures 1 to 3, when
the splice bundle is ready for encapsulation
there is provided means for ensuring that an
adequate wall of solidified encapsulating
compound surrounds the splice.
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According to the embodiment of Figure 3,
locating of the splice bundle within the
encapsulating material is guaranteed by pro-
viding a flexible spacer member in the form
of an elongated boot 15. The boot 15 is
closed, except at side 19 which is open to
form a passageway 191 into which the splice
bundle may be introduced. By surrounding
the splice bundle in this rapid and eflicient
manner, the splice bundle will be automatic-
ally located when placed in the mixed en-
capsulating compound.

According to the embodiment of Figure 4,
an alternative flexible spacer member is
formed in the shape of a diaper 20 having
a central portion 21 and a plurality of tabs
22, 23 and 24. Diaper 20 has the added
advantage that it can accommodate a wide
variety of sizes and numbers of cables. After
the splice bundle is positioned as shown in
Figure 4, tabs 22, 23 and 24 may be folded
over to surround the splice bundle.

Both flexible spacer members are prefer-
ably composed of an elastomeric material

which absorbs the shock of the expanding
encapsulating compound as it cures. This
avoids placing an undue strain on the en-
capsulation closure» which might result in its
rupture. Absorbing the shock in the spacer
member also avoids the excessive flow of
encapsulating material down the interior of
the sheathed cables. The structure of the
flexible spacer member is such that even
viscous fluids readily flow through it. The
flexible spacer member is generally com-
posed of porous foam, synthetic, polymeric
material which is resilient and somewhat
compressible. Suitable materials include, for
example, polyurethane, butadiene-styrene,
co-polymers, polyethylene, foam rubber, and
various vinyl foams. An open-cell poly-
urethane foam which is uniformly coated
with polyethylene for high resistance to
deterioration or swelling is desirable. Such
foam products are generally available corn-
mercially.

After the splice bundle is prepared and
positioned in the flexible spacer member and
the encapsulating compound is mixed, there
is provided a suitable mould or enclosure for
the terminals to be encapsulated. According
to one embodiment of the present invention,
container 1 serves the dual purpose of con-
taining the compound and providing such
an enclosure. In other words, after compo-
nents 4 and 5 in container 1 have been

thoroughly mixed, the compound may be
pushed towards one end, such as end 3,
thereof and the other end 2 cut off, to pro-
vide an opening. The splice bundle, sur-
rounded by the foam centering boot or
diaper, is then inserted through this opening
until the foam boot or diaper contacts edge
3 of container 1. The encapsulating com-
pound will flow freely through the open-pore

spacer member and thoroughly saturate thismember.

Referring now to Figure 5, after this is
achieved, the excess bag material around
cables 12 and 13 may be folded, crimped
or gathered. and member 6 and clip member
7 applied to hold the excess material
gathered about the cabling. In other words,
after the splice bundle has been inserted in
container 1 and the excess girth of the bag
tightly crimped around cables 12 and 13,
member 6 is applied to hold the bag snugly
gathered adjacent cables 12 and 13 in con-
tact with container 1. Clip member 7 is then
positioned over member 6 with container
1 therebetween to provide a tight seal. Or
clip member 7 may be positioned directly
over cable 12 or 13 to serve the same
purpose.

It is apparent that container 1 is used to
serve the dual purpose of containing the
encapsulating compound and providing an
enclosure where a butt-end splice is to be
made. However, when an in-line splice is
required, a different type of closure is re-
qurred.

Referring now to Figure 6, there is illus-
trated a form of closure, generally designated
32, which may be used when it is necessary
to join the ends of a first sheathed cable 30
and a second sheathed cable 31. Such a
splice is often required for in-line repairs of
buried service wire, for repairs to small
sheath cuts in cable and for encapsulation
of coaxial connectors. Such a connection
may also be made where it is necessary to
splice buried service wire directly into a
cable such as in the case of by-passing a
bad pair in an encapsulation splice. This
type of connection is prepared using the
connectors 14 described earlier and as shown
in Figure 6.

In-line closure 32 consists of a rect-
angular, film-like support member 33 which
may be made of a suitable thermoplastic
material. In this case, a flexible spacer mem-
ber is made integral with member 33. In
other words, a substantially rectangular
flexible spacer member 34 is secured on one
side of member 33. Spacer member 34 is
also generally rectangular but is smaller in
size than member 33 so as to leave four
elongated strips 35, 36, 37 and 38 around
the outside edges thereof. Strips 35 and 37
are left free of any material whereas strips
36 and 38 are covered with a suitable sealing
mastic 39. In packaging closure 32, a suitable
protective paper backing may be placed in
contact with mastic 39 to prevent its sticking
to the packaging material.

In operation, after service wires 30 and 31
have been spliced to form a suitable splice
bundle 40, member 33 is positioned as
shown in Figure 6 and the protective paper
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Splice bundle 40 is then positioned approxi-
mately in the centre of flexible spacer mem-
ber 34 as shown in Figure 6. Member 33 is
then folded around splice bundle 40, with
flexible spacer member 34 on the inside,
until strips 35 and 37 are in contact. After
strips 35 and 37 have been properly aligned
so as to be substantially parallel, and after
checking that splice bundle 4-0 is properly
positioned approximately in the bottom of
closure member 33. the outside surface of

member 33 is firmly pressed together adja-
cent strips 36 and 38 so that the mastic on
opposite sides of member 33 adhere to-
getner. This end sealing technique ailows for
a custom fit around one or more cables and
wires of varying diameters and ensures a
leak-proof container in a rapid and ellicientmanner.

At this poin , member 33 will be closed
on three sides thereof with an opening re-
maining between strips 35 and 37. The en-
capsulating material is preferably in a con-
tainer identical to that of Figure 1 except
that it will be of a size such that member 6

and clip member 7 are at least as long as
strips 35 and 37, for reasons which will
become clearer hereinafter. At this point,
clip member 7 and member 6 may be re-
moved from container 1 and components 4
and 5 thoroughly mixed using clip member
7 in the same manner as described above.
After the compound is suitabiy mixed, a
corner of container 1 may be clipped off
to provide a pouring spout. The encapsulat-
ing compound may then be poured through
the opening in closure 32 between strips 35
and 37. In this instance, container 1 may
then be discarded.

Referring now to Figure 7, after all of
the encapsulating material has been poured
into closure member 35, the splice closure is
complete with the exception that an opening
still remains between strips 35 and 37. This
opening may be conveniently closed in sub-
stantially the same manner as in Figure 5.
In other words, member 6 may be positioned
along the outside edge of closure 33 adjacent
strips 35 and 37 and clip member 7 may be
positioned therearound to securely fasten
strips 35 and 37 between member 6 and clip
member 7. The finished in-line closure will

ap car as shown in Figure 7.
t can therefore be seen that through

proper use and application of the present
system for encapsulating splices in sheathed
multi-filamcnt cables. a more efficient and

faster work operation can be developed in
outside plant and construction and main-
tenance operations. In one embodiment of
the present invention, the same container is
used for the encapsulating material and as
the finished enclosure. In another embodi-

ment, a simple closure is provided with seal-
ing means for permitting a custom fit around

one or more cables and wires of varying
diameter.

The use of the above-described connectors

14 is also the subject of our copending
Application No. 11099/73 (Serial No.
1,335,048).

WHAT WE CLAIM IS:—

1. Apparatus for use in providing en-
capsulated electrical connections between the
conductors and shields of shielded electrical
cables in a fluid-tight protective enclosure of
non-conductive material, said apparatus

comprising: a connector having a pair of
crew-threadably engageable members one of

which has a threaded shank which has an

axially extending slot open at one end to
receive the cables and the other of which
members is a ring threadable on the shank,
said members being threadably engage-able
and tightenable by the user’s thumbs and
forefingers without recourse to a spanner or
wrench to urge such cables to the other end
of the slot to hold their shields in electrical
connection; and a flexible-walled container
containing polymerizable potting compound
ingredients and having barrier means hold-
ing the ingredients segregated until ready for
use, said barrier means being removable to
permit intermixing of the ingredients and
the container being openable to permit an
electrical connection between conductors and
the associated shield connector to be covered

by the ingredients so as to encapsulate both
the connections and the connector.

2. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1,
wherein said barrier means for said container

comprises an elongate member and a U-
shaped resilient clip engageable about said
elongate member to clamp the walls of said
container against one another between said
elongate member and said clip.

3. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1 or 2,
and including a flexible, open-pored, spacer
member for surrounding the electr'cal con-
nection prior to encapsulation for impreg-
nation by thc mixed ingredients.

4. Apparatus as claimed in claim 3,
wherein the spacer member is a preformed
boot for receiving the electrical connection
prior to the covering by said potting com-
pound ingredients.

5. Apparatus as claimed in claim 3,
wherein the spacer member is a flexible
member of open-pored material shaped as
a diaper having three tabs adapted to be
folded about the electrical connection prior
to the covering by said potting compound
ingredients.

6. Apparatus as claimed in claim 3.
wherein said spacer member is supported
on a flexible support member also bearing
adhesive for joining together one pair of
opposite edge regions of the support mem-
ber so that said support member can be
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folded around the electrical connection and

connector and said opposite edge regions
secured together by the adhesive to leave one
side of the resulting closure open to receive
the potting compound ingredients.

7. Apparatus as claimed in claim 6,
wherein the other pair of opposite edges is
free of adhesive and of the spacer member.

8. A method of providing encapsulated
electrical connections between the conduc-
tors and shields of shielded electrical cables

using the apparatus of any one of the pre-
ceding claims, comprising making an elec-
trical connection between the conductors,

mechanically and electrically joining the
shields by inserting the cables in the slot of
the shank of the connector and by tighten-
ing the ring of the connector, removing the
barrier means and intermixing the potting
ingredients together, opening the container,
and causing the electrical connections and
the connector to be covered by the mixed
ingredients so as to encapsulate the con-
nections and the connector.

9. A method as claimed in claim 8,
wherein the connections and the connector
are inserted in the container to achieve the

covering by the mixed ingredients.
10. A method as claimed in claim 9,

for a butt-end connection using the appara-
tus of claim 2, comprising removing said clip
temporarily While intermixing stid ingredi-
ents together, opening said container, insert~
ing the connections and connector through
the opening and re-applying said clip to
hold the container closed as the potting in-
gredients react and take a set.

11. A method as claimed in claim 10,

using,r the apparatus of claim 3, and includ-
ing the step of embracing the assembly to
be encapsulated with the spacer member and
submerging the spacer member in said pots
ting ingredients with the connections and
connector to utilize the spacer member to
hold the container spaced from the con-
nection.

12. A method as claimed in claim 3,
for an in-line connection using the apparatus
as claimed in claim 6, wherein the in-line
connection, including the connector, has the
support member folded around it with the
spacer member facing inwardly, the one
pair of opposite edges are joined by the
adhesive leaving the resulting closure open
at the other pair of opposite edges, and the
mixed ingredients are introduced from the
container into the closure.

13. A method as claimed in claim 12,

using the apparatus as claimed in claims 2
and 5, and comprising the step of closing
the closure, after introducing the mixed in—
gredients, by means of the elongate member
and the clip.

14. An apparatus as claimed in any one
of claims 1 to 7 or a method as claimed in

any one of claims 8 to 13, wherein the con-
nector has no spanner engaging flats.

15. Apparatus for use in encapsulating
cable connections as claimed in claim 1 and

substantially as hereinbeforc described with
reference to Figures 1 to 3 and 5, or Figures
1 to 4, or Figures 6 and 7, or any of those
groups of figures as modified by Figure 7
or 8 of the accompanying drawings.

16. A method as claimed in claim 8 and

substantially as hereinbefore described with
reference to Figures 1 to 3 and 5, or Figures
1 to 4, or Figures 6 and 7, or any one of
those groups of figures as modified by
Figure 7 or 8 of the accompanying drawings.

17. An electrical connection between

shielded cables encapsulated by the method
claimed in any one of claims 8 to 13 and l6.
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Beschreibung

[0001] Die voriiegende Erfindung betrifft ein Repa-
raturset zur Ausbesserung von Schaden an Flachen
insbesondere von Flachdachern, deren Durchdrin-

gungen und von deen.

[0002] Flachendachabdichtungssysteme konnen
aus einem Verbund von Flflssigkunststoff und Vlies-

material bestehen. Die Verlegung erfolgt groflflachig
und die GebindegrfifSen sind entsprechend ange-
paist. Auch das Vliesmaterial wird in Bahnen geliefert.

Miissen Ausbesserungen vorgenommen werden,
werden stets groisere Gebindeverpackungen einge-
setzt, um eine Reparatur zuverlassig auszufiihren.

Dies ist in der Regel sehr kostspielig und zeitaufwen-
dig.

[0003] Fiir die Aufbewahrung und Mischung von
miteinander reagierenden Komponenten wird in der
DE 76 06 374 U ein Behaltnis beschrieben, das als

geschlossener Beutel mit einem Verschlufl» ausgebil-
det ist, wobei der Beutel iiber wenigstens ein von au-
Ben entfernbares, abdichtendes Trennmittel in je eine

Kammer flir jede Komponente aufgeteilt ist. Nach
Entfemung der Trennmittel werden die in den einzel-
nen Kammern eingefiillten, mengenmaBig genau
aufeinander abgestimmten Komponenten zusam-
mengefflhrt und durch Walken des Beutels ver-
mischt. Als Trennmittel kann ein geschlitztes Rohr
verwendetwerden, in das ein Stab eingeschoben ist,
wobei der Beutel zwischen Rohrinnenwand und Stab

eingeklemmt ist.

[0004] Aus der DE 38 36 464 A1 ist ein Portionsbe-
halter fflr lnjektionsmértel oder Verbundmasse zum
Einfiillen von Mortelmaterial in ein Bohrloch bekannt.

Dieser Behalter enthalt eingefiillte Trockenmortel-
masse und eine kleine eingeschweiflte Tasche oder
einen Beutel mit einer Sollbruchstelle oder AufreiB-

naht, der bei Ausfibung von auBerem Druck reilLt.
ohne dalL dabei der auflere Behalter zerstort wird. In

diesem Beutel enthaltenes Wasser oder dergleichen
tritt dann mit der Trockenmortelmasse in Verbindung

und wird durch Walkbewegungen mit dem Mortel ver-
mischt, wonach der so fertiggestellte Injektionsmortel

in das Bohrloch eingebracht werden kann.

[0005] Bei einem Fleckentferner-Beutelset geméfl.
DE 83 25 132 U wird ein in einer Kammer Flflssigkeit
enthaltender Beutel venNendet, in dem sich in einer

weiteren Kammer ein Bearbeitungstuch und Aufsau-
getuch in Form von angesiegelten Stiicken auf Foli-
enteilen befinden. Das Tuch kann auch lose in der

zweiten Kammer liegen. Die beiden Folienteile befin-
den sich beidseitig am Beutel angesiegelt und bilden
jeweils eine Kammer. Fiir die Bearbeitung wird das
hierzu vorgesehene Tuch mit der im Beutel enthalte-
nen Fifissigkeit getrankt.

2005.06.16

[0006] Der Erfindung liegt die Aufgabe zugrunde,
ein Reparaturset fflr Flflssigkunststoff zu schaffen,
das Ausbesserungs- und Reparaturarbeiten insbe-
sondere an Flachdachern mit wenig Material- und
Zeitaufwand ermoglicht.

[0007] Diese Aufgabe ist erfindungsgemaB bei ei-
nem Reparaturset mit den Merkmalen des An-

spruchs 1 gelést. Vorteilhafte Weiterbildungen des
erfindungsgemafsen Reparatursets sind Gegenstand
der Unteranspriiche.

[0008] Ein erfindungsgemafles Reparaturset zur
Ausbesserung von Schaden an Flachen insbesonde-
re von Flachdachern, deren Durchdringungen und
von Boden besteht somit aus einem mindestens zwei

Kammern bildenden geschlossenen Folienbeutel,
dessen Kammern durch Klemmstellen getrennt sind,
sowie aus zwei Reparaturkomponenten, die getrennt
aufzubewahren sind. Die Reparaturkomponenten
umfassen mindestens eine fliissige Komponente und

ein trankbares oder benetzbares Erzeugnis, meist
ein Flachenerzeugnis.

[0009] Das erfindungsgemaBe Reparaturset er-

moglicht die sichere und kostengiinstige Aufbewah-
rung und Verarbeitung der Reparaturkomponenten,

einschlielslich Tuchmatenal, enthaltenden Auftrag-
materials in kleineren Gebindegréflen. Durch eine
derartige Portionierung der Reparaturkomponten
miissen fflr von Zeit zu Zeit anfallende Reparaturar-

beiten beispielsweise an Dachern nicht unnotig die
fiir Neuverlegungen ausgelegte Gebinde gekauft
oder angebrochen werden und Tuch- oder Vliesma-
terial in Rollenform bevorratet, sondern kénnen in

Form eines Dach-Reparatursets in einer fiir die Re-

paratur notigen oder diese nicht wesentlich Uberstei—
genden Menge bzw. Grime gelagert werden. Unmit—
telbar beim Tuch- oder Vliesstflck befindet sich der

Fliissigkunststoff in einer Menge, die zum Tranken
und Verkleben des Tucherzeugnisses benotigt wird.
Es reicht im Einsatzfall aus, das trankbare Tuchstiick

im Folienbeutel mit dem Fliissigkunststoffzu tranken.
lst das dann einsatzbereite Tuchstiick zu grols.
braucht es nur mit der Schere oder einem Messer

oder dergleichen nach Bedarf zurechtgeschnitten zu
werden. Diese Werkzeuge sind stets zur Hand.

[0010] Die Anwendung des Reparatursets ist, wie
eMahnt. sehr einfach. Der Folienbeutel wird in der

Gestalt mit getrennten Kammern belassen, bis es
zum Einsatzfall kommt. d.h. auf einem Dach oder

auch einem abgedichteten Boden ein RiB oder Loch

oder eine kleine Undichtigkeit gefunden worden ist.
Dann wird die Trennung der Kammer mit der Fliissig-
keit und der das Tucherzeugnis enthaltenden Kam-
mer aufgehoben. so daB die Fliissigkeit mit dem Tu-
cherzeugnis in Kontakt treten kann. Das Vermischen

der Flflssigkunststoffanteile mit dem Tucherzeugnis,
beispielsweise einem Viiesgewebe, erfolgt durch
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Kneten mit den Handen. AnschlielLend wird der Foli-

enbeutel mit der Schere aufgeschnitten, und der
durchtrankte Vlies- oder Textilzuschnitt kann dem Fo-
lienbeutel entnommen und auf die schadhafte Stelle

aufgetragen werden.

[0011] In der Regel wird der Fliissigkunststofffiir ein
Dash-Reparaturset ein Zwei-Komponenten-Fliissig-
kunststoff sein, dessen Komponenten miteinander

reagieren. in diesem Fall sind zwei getrennte Kam-
mern des Folienbeutels fiir die flfissige Komponente
vorgesehen und die beiden Folienkammern sind

ebenfalls durch Klemmstellen getrennt. Wenn das in
der Reparaturset enthaltene Tuch mit dem Fliissig-
kunststoff getrankt werden soll, wird dieser zunachst
aufbereitet. Zu diesem Zweck wird die Trennstelle

zwischen den beiden Kammern der Flfissigkunst—

stoffkomponenten gelost, woraufhin die Komponen-
ten miteinander in Kontakt gelangen und reagieren.
Die sich mischenden Kunststoffkomponenten wer-

den von Hand geknetet, bis sie ausreichend ver-
mischt sind. AnschlielSend wird die Trennstelle zum

Tuch gelost und das Tuch mit dem Flflssigkunststoff
getrankt und gewalkt. lst dies beendet, wird der Foli-
enbeutel geoffnet und das Tuch fiirden Einsatz zuge-
schnitten. Das durchtrankte Tuchstflck wird dann wie

ein Pflaster auf der schadhaflen Stelle aufgebracht.

[0012] Falls das Tuchmaterial sehr durchlassig ist
und die Mischbarkeit der beiden Flfissigkeitskompo-
nenten dies zulaBt, konnen auch die Verbindungen
der drei Kammem auf einmal gelost werden und der
Misch- und Trénkvorgang in einem durchgeffihrt Wer-
den.

[0013] Vorzugsweise sind die Trennstellen durch
Klemmschienen oder -streifen mit einem Klemm—

strang oder -stab ausgebildet. Zum Losen der Trenn—
stelle ist es dann lediglich en‘orderlich, den Klemm—
strang bzw. -stab aus dem Klemmstreifen zu ziehen.
Zweckmaflig ist der Klemmstrang oder -stab aus
Gummi, etwa ein Gummilltzenabschnltt. Er lam sich

leicht handhaben und kann bedarfsweise umgebo-

gen werden.

[0014] Die Folie kann aus Kunststoff sein. Metall

oder Verbundmaterial konnen ebenso eingesetzt
werden. Dies héngt von der Zusammensetzung der
Flfissigkeitskomponenten und beispielsweise auch
deren Lichtempfindiichkeit ab. Um der letzteren
Rechnung zu tragen, kann eine lichtundurchléssige
Umverpackung vorgesehen sein.

[0015] Das Tucherzeugnls ist zweckmélsig aus
Vlies oder Textilgewebe. Wesentlich sind sein Trank-
vermogen und seine Verarbeitbarkeit.

[0016] Die Erlindung wird im folgenden anhand ei-
nes bevorzugten Ausffihrungsbeispiels und der
Zeichnung beschrieben. Die Beschreibung client in—
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dessen lediglich zu Veranschaulichungszwecken und

soil die Erfindung nicht auf die konkret angegebenen
Merkmalskombinationen einschranken. Es zeigen:

[0017] Fig. 1 eine perspektivische Ansicht eines er-
findungsgemafien Drei-Kammer—Folienbeutels und

[0018] Fig. 2 bismeine Veranschaulichung der
Verwendung dieses Drei-Kammer—Folienbeutels zur
Ausbesserung einer schadhaften Stelle an einem
Dach.

[0019] lm folgenden wird anhand ElgE 1 der Aufbau
eines erfindungsgemélsen Reparatursets am Bei-
spiel eines Drei-Kammer—Folienbeutels beschrieben.

Der Folienbeutel 10 dieses Ausffihrungsbeispiels
umfalSt drei Kammern A, B und C fflr die Komponen-

ten KA und KB eines fiir die Verarbeitung benotigten
Flijssigkunststoffs und fijr einen dazugehorigen
Tuchzuschnitt T, hier einen Vlieszuschnitt. Der fest
verschlossene Folienbeutel 10 besteht aus zwei La-

gen, die unter Bildung eines Randstreifens 12 zu-
sammengeschweiBt oder geklebt sind.

[0020] Die Kammern A, B und C sind jeweils durch
als Trennstellen 20 vorgesehene Klemmschienen 22
voneinander getrennt, in diejeweils eine Gummilltze
24 eingeschoben ist. Die Gummilltze 24 klemmt die
Folie in derjeweiligen Klemmschiene 22 fest abdich-
tend ein.

[0021] Dieses Reparaturset fiir Dachabdichtungs-
material, die fflr den Einsatz in kleinen Mengen, d.h.
im wesentlichen flir Reparaturen, dient, kann in meh-
reren Grolsen bevorratet werden und ist damit ent-

sprechend handlich. Die Abmessungen des Tuches
T sind so gewéhlt, dalS dieses jeweils zugeschnitten
werden kann. Entsprechend viel Fliissigkunststoff ist
vorhanden, wobei die Mengen der Komponenten KA
und KB derart sind, wie sie die Zumischung des Fliis-
sigkunststoffs benotigt werden. Auf diese Weise ent-
steht bei der Abdichtung einer kleinen Flache nicht
viel Abfall.

[0022] Soil eine Stelle S unter Verwendung des in
dem beschriebenen Reparaturset enthaltenen Tuchs

T und Flfissigkunststoffs KA, KB abgedichtet werden,
so wird als erstes die Trennstelle 20 zwischen den

Kammern A und B aufgehoben, indem die Gummilit—
ze 24 aus der Trennschiene 22 gezogen wird. Die
Komponenten KA und KB werden zusammengefiihrt
und in den nun verbundenen Kammern A und B ge—
knetet, wie in fig. 2 dargestellt ist. Die Kammer C ist
noch vom Fliissigkunststoff abgetrennt.

[0023] Die sich vermischenden Kunststoffkompo-
nenten KA und KB werden grfindlich durchgeknetet
und vermischt, siehe flu. AnschlielSend wird die
Trennstelle 20 zur dritten Kammer C entfernt. Der

Flilssigkunststoff wird auf und in das Tuch T gestri-
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chen und dann alles intensiv durchgewalkt und ge-
knetet, bis das Tuch T vollsténdig getréinkt ist, wie in
Fig. 4 und Fig. § gezeigt ist.

[0024] Als letzter Schritt wird dann das Tuch T so

zurechtgeschnitten, wie es notwendig ist (vgl. Fig. §),
und auf die schadhafte Stelle aufgetragen. Das Zu—
schneiden ist nicht n6tig, wenn das Pflaster von vorn-
herein auf die abzudichtende Stelle paBt.

[0025] Selbstversténdlich kann das erfindungsge-
méBe Reparaturset auch ffir andere Anwendungen

eingesetzt werden. Es muB sich beispielsweise nicht
um ein Textilerzeugnis handeln, sondern um ein
Blech oder eine Kunststoffplatte. Auch kann das Er-

zeugnis partikelférmig sein. Wesentlich ist, dafs der
Flfissigkunststoff komponentenweise und ebenso
das andere Teil (die anderen Teile) separat und den-
noch zusammen in einem einzigen Reparaturset bis
zur Anwendung bevorratetwerden k6nnen.

[0026] Auch mflssen beispielsweise keine Klemm-
schienen vorhanden sein, sondern es k6nnen dichte

SchweiBnéhte zwischen den Kammern vorgesehen
werden, die durch Druck oder Verschiebung der La-
gen, d.h. Scherkrfifte, aufgerissen werden kénnen.

Schutzansprflche

1. Reparaturset zur Ausbesserung von Schéden
an Fléchen insbesondere von Flachdéchern, deren

Durchdringungen und von B6den,
bestehend aus einem mindestens zwei Kammern (B,

C) bildenden geschlossenen Folienbeutel (10), des-
sen Kammern (B, C) durch Klemmstellen (20) ge—
trenntsind,

sowie aus zwei Reparaturkomponenten (KB, T), die
getrennt aufzubewahren sind,
wobei die Reparaturkomponenten mindestens eine

fIUssige Komponente (KB) und ein trénkbares oder
benetzbares Erzeugnis (T) umfassen.

2. Reparaturset nach Anspruch 1, dadurch ge—
kennzeichnet, dafs zwei getrennte Kammern (A, B)
des Folienbeutels (10) fflr die flfissige Reparaturkom-
ponente vorgesehen sind, die durch zwei miteinan-
der reagierende Reparaturkomponenten (KA, KB)
gebi|det wird, und die beiden Folienkammem (A, B)
durch Klemmstellen (20) am Folienbeutel (10) ge-
trenntsind.

3. Reparaturset nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, daB die Klemmstellen (20) durch
Klemmschienen (22) oder-streifen mit einem Klemm-
strang (24) oder —stab ausgebildet sind.

4. Reparaturset nach einem der Ansprflche 1 bis
3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die Folie aus Kunst-
stoff ist.

2005.06.16

5. Reparaturset nach einem der Ansprflche 1 bis
4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dafs die Folie aus Metall
oder Verbundmaterial ist.

6. Reparaturset nach einem der Ansprfiche 1 bis
5, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dafs das Erzeugnis ein

Tucherzeugnis (T) ist.

7. Reparaturset nach Anspruch 6, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, daB das Tucherzeugnis (T) aus Vlies
oder Textilgewebe ist.

8. Reparaturset nach einem der Ansprflche 1 bis
7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB eine lichtundurch-
Iéssige Umverpackung vorgesehen ist.

Es folgen 6 Blatt Zeichnungen
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(54) Bezeichnung: Mehrkomponentenverpackung mit Applikator

(57) Hauptanspruch: Verpackung fflr mindestens zwei
Komponenten, gekennzeichnet durch ein schlauch- oder
beutelférmiges Verpackungselement (1.1, 3.1, 4.1, 5.1, 6.1,
7.1, 8.1, 9.1) und einen Applikator (1.2, 2.2, 3.2, 4.2, 5.2,
6.2, 7.2, 8.2, 9.2) mit einem Abgabekanal fflr die gemisch-
ten Komponenten, der mit dem Verpackungselement ver-
bindbar ist, wobei das Verpackungselement zur Aufbewah-
rung mindestens einer Komponente und zur Mischung der
mindestens zwei Komponenten ausgestaltet ist.  
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Beschreibung

Technischer Hintergrund

[0001] Viele Stoffe oder Stoffgemenge entfalten erst
durch deren Kombination oder durch Mischen mit an-

deren Steffen oder Stoffgemengen ihre Wirkung oder
lassen sich erst in gemischter Form in geeigneter
Weise zufiihren. In Vielen Anwendungsfé'lllen stellt
sich dabei das Problem, dass solche Produkte in ge-
mischtem Zustand nicht lagerféhig sind oderz.B. ihre

Wirksamkeit verlieren. Deshalb ist es angezeigt, sol-
che Stoffe / Stoffgemenge zunéchst getrennt vonein-
ander zu lagern und erst kurz vor der Anwendung zu
mischen.

[0002] Probleme kann hierbei die Einhaltung des
richtigen Mischungsverhéltnisses bereiten, was gera-
de bei pharmazeutischen und chemischen Produkten
von groiSer Wichtigkeit ist. Der offene Umgang mit
den zu mischenden Komponenten kann sich vor al-

lem dann nachteilig auswirken, wenn eine Kompo-
nente allein z.B. toxische Wirkung zeigt, ist aber auch
oft deshalb nicht angezeigt, weil bestimmte Stoffe mit
dem Gasgemisch der Luft reagieren und so leicht
verderben kénnen, gerade wenn die Komponenten
aus gréBeren Gebinden entnommen werden, die

nach dem Offnen Uber einen Iéngeren Zeitraum gela-
gert werden.

[0003] Ein weiterer Problempunkt ist die anwen-

dungsgerechte Applikation. So mijssen z.B. bei der
Anwendung im medizinischen Bereich Wirkstoffe im
innen liegenden Kérperbereich wie z.B. Nase, Schei-
de oder After gezielt versorgt werden, wobei ein auf
den Anwendungsbereich abgestimmter Applikator
das Einbringen des Wirkstoffes oder den in einem

Trégerstoff eingebetteten Wirkstof‘f erleichtern.

[0004] Aber auch in anderen Bereichen, wie z.B.

Auftragen eines 2-Komponenten Klebstoffes, erleich-
tert das Auftragen mittels eines Applikators die Hand-
habung.

Darstellung der Erfindung

[0005] Aufgabe der Erfindung ist die Schaffung ei-
ner Verpackung f'Lir zwei oder mehr Komponenten,
die in portionierter Darreichungsform einfach mitein-
ander mischbar und applizierbar sein solien, wozu

ein integrierter oder leicht integrierbarer Applikator
eine anwendungsgerechte Handhabung erleichtern
soll.

[0006] Diese Aufgabe wird mit den Merkmalen des

Schutzanspruchs 1 gelést.

[0007] Eine flexible Verpackung aus Kunststofi, Alu-
minium oder deren Verbundmaterialien beinhaltet

eine oder mehrere Komponenten, die zunéchst ge-
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gen eine oder mehrere weitere Komponenten abge-
trennt ist, wobei sich durch einfache Handhabung

eine Verbindung zwischen den Komponenten her—
stellen Iésst, um diese ohne gréBeren Kontakt mit
dem Umfeld zu mischen. Ein Applikator, der direkt in
die Packung integriert ist, oder als Aufnahmebehélt—
nis fUr eine der Komponenten dient, oder auch als se-

parates Teil, welches leicht an die Packung angefi'igt
werden kann ausgefi'ihrt ist, erleichteit das Applizie-
ren der gemischten Komponenten.

[0008] Mehrere bevorzugte Ausgestaltungen der
Erfindung sind in den Unteranspriichen angegeben,
wobei insbesondere folgende Varianten hervorgeho—
ben werden solien:

[0009] Die beiden Komponenten (oder mehrere
Komponenten) kénnen bei einer bevorzugten Ausge-
staltung gemeinsam in der flexiblen (schlauch- oder
beutelartigen) Verpackung untergebracht sein, woge-

gen der Applikator lediglich seine urspr'L'ingliche
Funktion als Anwendungshilfe erfiillt.

[0010] Gem'eiis einer weiteren vorteilhaften Ausbil—

dung kann der Applikator aber auch dar'L'iber hinaus—
gehende Funktionen ausUben, er kann némlich ei—
nerseits selbst als Aufnahmevolumen fUr eine Kom—

ponente dienen (so dass die schlauch- oder beute-

Iéhnliche Verpackung ggf. nur eine Komponente ent-
halten muss). In diesem bevorzugten Ausfijhrungs-
beispiel ist derApplikator vorzugsweise spritzenéhn-
lich ausgebildet, wobei sein Innenvolumen einerseits
zur anfénglichen Aufnahme einer Komponente dient,
bei dem Handhabungsablauf bis zurAnwendung des
gemischten Produktes aber auch als Mischkammer
VenNendung findet, indem mittels des Spritzenstés—
sels ein mehrfacher Produktwechsel bzw. Gemisch—

wechsel zwischen dem Innenraum des derart ausge—
bildeten Applikators einerseits und dem Innenraum

der flexiblen Verpackung stattfindet.

[0011] Fijr beide Varianten zeigen die nachfolgend
beschriebenen Ausfiihrungsbeispiele wiederum eine
Vielzahl von Kombinationen konstruktiver Art, sowohl

was die Ausgestaltung des schlauch- oder beutelfér-
migen Verpackungselements einerseits, als auch des

Applikators andererseits angeht.

[0012] Beispielsweise kann der Applikator auch

mehrstiickig aufgebaut sein, um die oben beschrie-

benen Funktionen zur Verbindung mit der flexiblen
Verpackung, ggf. zur Aufnahme einer Komponente
und zur Mischung der Komponenten, als auch zur
Abgabe des gemischten Produktes in derjeweils pro-
duktspezifischen optimalen Form zu gewz'a'hrleisten.

Kurzbeschreibung der Bilder

[0013] Mehrere Ausfiihrungsbeispiele der erfin—
dungsgeméiSen Mehrkomponentenpackung werden
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anhand von Zeichnungen naher erla'utert:

[0014] Bild 1 zeigt ein erstes Ausfiihrungsbeispiel
der Mehrkomponentenpackung mit Applikator,

[0015] Bild 2 zeigt die Aktivierung und Anwendung
der Mehrkomponentenpackung nach dem ersten
Ausfijhrungsbeispiel,

[0016] Bild 3 zeigt Schnitte durch das schlauchfér-

mige Verpackungselement mit méglichen Ausftih-
rungsformen,

[0017] Bilder 4 bis 11 zeigen verschiedene Ausbil-
dungen des Verbindungsbereiches zwischen Appli-

kator und schlauchformigem Verpackungselement,

[0018] Bild 12 bis Bild 19 zeigen Variationen des Ap-
plikators im Schnitt,

[0019] Bild 20 zeigtein zweites Ausfiihrungsbeispiel
der Mehrkomponentenpackung mit Applikator im
Vollschnitt,

[0020] Bild 21 zeigt ein drittes Austhrungsbeispiel
der Mehrkomponentenpackung mit Applikator im
Vollschnitt,

[0021] Bild 22 zeigt ein viertes Ausftihrungsbeispiel
der Mehrkomponentenpackung mit Applikator im
Vollschnitt,

[0022] Bild 23 zeigt ein ftinftes Ausfiihrungsbeispiel
der Mehrkomponentenpackung mit Applikator im
Vollschnitt,

[0023] Bild 24 zeigt ein sechstes Ausfiihrungsbei-

spiel der Mehrkomponentenpackung im Vollschnitt,

[0024] Bild 25 zeigt ein siebtes Ausfiihrungsbeispiel
der Mehrkomponentenpackung im Vollschnitt, und

[0025] Bild 26 und Bild 27 zeigen zwei Ausgestal-
tungen des Verbindungsbereichs des Applikators mit
dem schlauchformigen Verpackungselement im Teil-
schnitt und einer Ansicht.

Beschreibung der Ausftihrungsbeispiele

[0026] Bild 1A zeigt ein erstes Ausftihrungsbeispiel,

eine Mehrkomponentenpackung 1.0 im Vollschnitt
und in der Draufsicht. In Bild 1B ist ein Ausgangsfor-
mat f'Lir das schlauchformige Verpackungselement
dargestellt. Die Bilder 2A,ZB,2C zeigen die Aktivie-
rung und Anwendung der Mehrkomponentenpa-

ckung 1.0.

[0027] Die Mehrkomponentenpackung 1.0 besteht
aus einem schlauchformigen Verpackungselement
1.1 als Grundelement und einem Applikator 1.2.
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Grundlage fiir das schlauchformige Verpackungsele-
ment1.1 ist eine flexible Folie1.1.1 (ein schlauchfor—

mig extrudiertes Teil ist ebenfalls einsetzbar), aus
Kunststof‘f, Al, oder deren Verbundmaterialien, die je

nach VenNendungszweck kaschiert oder beschichtet
sein kann.

[0028] Beim ersten Ausfijhrungsbeispiel ist das Ver—

packungselement durch Uberlappung UL1 der
Langsseiten der Folie 1.1.1 hergestellt. Die Folie
1.1.1 kann sowohl auf ihrer Seite S1 als auch auf ih-

rer Seite S2 siegelfahig beschichtet sein, wobei sich
bei Einhaltung bestimmter Parameter wie z.B. war—

me oder Druck bei Uberlappung oder Schichtung der
Folie 1.1.1 ein fester oder auch ein peelfahiger Ver—
bund an den Kontaktflachen erreichen latest.

[0029] Das Verpackungselement 1.1 ist im ersten
Ausfijhrungsbeispiel somit aus einer einzigen flachi-

gen Folie 1.1.1 hergestellt, die durch einen in
Hauptausrichtung verlaufenden festen Verbindungs-

bereich 1.1.2 (Uberlappung UL) ihre schlauchartige
Form annimmt.

[0030] Das zunachst an den Endbereichen E1 und

E2 offene schlauchformige Verpackungselement 1.1
ist an seinem Ende E1 mit einem vorzugsweise aus
Kunststoff bestehenden Applikator 1.2 im Bereich B1

z.B. durch Siegeln oder SchweiBen fest verbunden,
wobei Material und Form des Applikators 1.2 auf die

Verbindungstechnik und den Anwendungsbereich
ausgerichtet sind.

[0031] Der Applikator 1.2 hat vorzugsweise zen-
trisch einen durchgehenden Abgabekanal 1.2.1, der
eine Verbindung zum Innenbereich 1.1.3 des vorde—
ren Endbereichs E1 des schlauchformigen Verpa—

ckungselements 1.1 bildet. Der hintere Endbereich

E2 des schlauchférmigen Verpackungselements ist
im Bereich 1.1.4 flachig z.B. durch Siegeln fest ver-
schlossen. Zwischen dem festen Verbindungsbe-
reich 1.1.4 am Endbereich E2 und dem Bereich des

Applikators 1.2 erstreckt sich zumindest eine losbare

Verbindungsflache 1.1.5 zur Trennung der zu mi-
schenden Komponenten K1 und K2 und optional eine

weitere lésbare Verbindungsflache 1.1.6 in Applika-
tornahe. Die Verbindungsflache 1.1.6 grenzt den Be—
reich der Komponente K2 ein, so dass diese nicht un—

gewollt in den Applikaor1.2 oder nach aulSen gelan—
gen kann. Die Komponenten K1 und K2 konnen so-

wohl fl'Lissig, pastos, pulverformig oder granuliert
sein, auch deren Kombination wie z.B. eine fl'L'Issige
Komponente kombiniert mit einer pulverformigen
Komponente sind moglich.

[0032] Zur Mischung der Komponenten K1 und K2
wird Uber das schlauchférmige Verpackungselement
1.1 Druck auf eine der Komponenten in Richtung der
anderen Komponente ausgetibt, wodurch sich die
Verbindungsflache 1.1.5 zwischen den beiden Kom—
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ponenten K1 und K2 offnet. Durch wechselseitiges
DrUcken des schlauchférmigen Verpackungselemen-
tes 1.1 im Bereich der Komponenten K1 und K2 er-

reicht man deren Mischung.

[0033] Durch weiteren Druck oder Ausstreifen der

gemischten Komponenten in Richtung des Applika-
tors 1.2 wird die Verbindungsflé'lche 1.1.6 gelést. Das

F'L'Jllgut gelangt Uber den Abgabekanal 1.2.1 des Ap-
plikators 1.2 nach auBen und wird mittels des Appli-

kators 1.2 an vorgesehener Stelle platzier’t.

[0034] Bild 3 zeigt Schnitte durch das schlauchfor-
mige Verpackungselement mit moglichen Auspré-
gungen:

[0035] In Bild 3A ist ein schlauchférmiges Verpa-

ckungselement ohne Uberlappung dargestellt, wie es
bei der Herstellung aus einer extrudierten Réhre der
Fall ist.

[0036] Bild 3B zeigt einen Schnitt durch ein
schlauchformiges Verpacku ngselement mit einfacher

Uberlappung UL2, wie bereits im ersten Anwen-
dungsbeispiel beschrieben, wobei die Innenseite ISZ
mit der AuBenseite A82 der Folie 1.1.1 in Kontakt
kommt.

[0037] Bild 3C zeigt einen Schnitt durch ein
schlauchférmiges Verpackungselement, wobei zur
Verbindung die Léngskanten der spéteren Innenseite
ISB der Folie 1.1.1 aneinandergelegt und in
Hauptausrichtung der Mehrkomponentenpackung
fest verbunden werden.

[0038] Bild 3D zeigtje einen Schnitt durch ein weite-
res schlauchformiges Verpackungselement im FUII-

gutbereich und im Bereich des fléchigen Siegelver-

bundes. Die Folie 1 .1.1 ist hier stumpf aneinanderge-
stoBen, die dichte Verbindung wird durch ein zusétz-
liches siegelbares Band 1.1.7 mit der Bandbreite BB
an der spéteren Innenseite |S5 des Grundelementes

realisiert. Das Band 1.1.7 wird vorzugsweise durch
SchweiBen oder Siegeln mit der Folie 1.1.1 in
Hauptausrichtung der Packung verbunden. Optional
kann das Band 1.1.4 auch an der AuBenseite A85

der Folie 1.1.1 angebracht sein.

[0039] Bild 3E zeigt einen Schnitt durch ein
schlauchférmiges Verpackungselement, die Folie be-
steht hier aus zwei Einzelfolien 1.1.8 und 1.1.9, so

dass das schlauchférmige Verpackungselement mit
zwei in Hauptausrichtung der Packung verlaufenden
Verbindungsbereichen V1 und V2 versehen ist.

[0040] Die Bilder4 bis 11 zeigen verschiedene Aus-
bildungen des Verbindungsbereiches zwischen Ap-
plikator 1.2 und schlauchformigem Verpackungsele-
ment 1.0:
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[0041] In Bild 4A ist der AuBendurchmesser DA des

schlauchformigen Verpackungselementes 1.1 etwa
gleich dem AuBendurchmesser DB des Applikators

im Verbindungsbereich, wobei der Applikator 1.2 mit

einer Ringschulter versehen ist, deren Durchmesser
DI um etwa das Doppelte der Foliendicke FD1 kleiner
ist als der AuBendurchmesser DA des schlauchformi-

gen Verpackungselements 1.1.

[0042] In Bild 4B ist der AuBendurchmesser DA des

schlauchférmigen Verpackungselementes 1.1 we-
sentlich kleiner als der AuBendurchmesser DB des

Applikators 1.2 im Verbindungsbereich,

[0043] in Bild 4C ist der Innendurchmesser D1 des

Verpackungselements 1.1 gleich dem AuBendurch-
messer DA des Applikators 1.2 im Verbindungsbe—
reich,

[0044] in Bild 5 ist der Applikator 1.2 so ausgerhrt,
dass er sich in Richtung des schlauchformigen Ver-
packungselementes 1.1 in Form einer Schulter SCH
ausdehnt, so dass die Innenseite IS? des schlauch-

formigen Verpackungselements 1.1 Uber den Schul—
terbereich SCH des Applikators 1.2 gebordelt und
vorzugsweise durch Siegeln oder SchweiBen mit die—
sem verbunden werden kann,

[0045] in Bild 6 ist der Applikator 1.2 so ausgerhrt,
dass sich derAbgabekanal in Richtung des schlauch-
formigen Verpackungselements 1.1 in Kegelform KF
enNeitert, so dass sich die AuBenseite A38 des

schlauchformigen Grundelements darin einbordeln
und vorzugsweise durch Siegeln oder SchweiBen mit
dem Applikator1.2 verbinden Iésst.

[0046] In Bild 7 ist das schlauchformige Verpa—

ckungselement1.1 durch den Verbund von zwei Fo—

Iien 1.1.8 und 1.1.9 dargestellt, kann aber auch mit
schlauchfc‘irmigen Grundelementen, die in Hauptaus—
richtung in den bisher beschriebenen Varianten ver-
bunden sind, realisiert werden. Der Querschnitt SF9

des Verbindungsabschnitts VB9 des Applikators 1.2
ist hier in Form eines beidseitig spitz zulaufenden
Schifichens gestaltet, wobei die Folien 1.1.8 und
1.1.9 beidseits Uber den Verbindungsabschnitt SF9

um das Mal}, M9 hinausragen, so dass deren Uberste—
hende Innenfléchen ISQA und ISQB z.B. durch Sie—

geln miteinanderverbunden werden konnen.

[0047] In Bild 8 ist der Applikator durch einen im
Querschnitt schiffchenformigen Applikatoransatz 1.3

mit einer kegelférmigen Cffnung 1.3.1 ersetzt, welche
sich in Richtung des schlauchférmigen Verpackungs-

elements 1.1 verjflngt. Diese Offnung dient zum An-
docken einer (hier nicht dargestellten) Entnahmevor—
richtung. Der Applikatoransatz 1.3 ist mit einem Ori-
ginalitétsverschluss z.B. in Form einer abpeelbaren
Folie 1.3.4 verscnlossen.
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[0048] In Bild 9 ist der Applikatoransatz 1.3 rotati-

onssymmetrisch aufgebaut.

[0049] In Bild 10 hat die Ofinung 1.3.1 des Applika-
toransatzes ein Innengewinde 1.3.2.

[0050] In Bild 11 hat der Applikatoransatz 1.3 einen

durch ein AuBengewinde 1.3.5 verlangerten Bereich
1 .3.6 wodurch derVerscthss auch mittels eines Hilt-

chens 1.3.7 mit entsprechend korrespondierender

Ausgestaltung realisiert werden kann.

[0051] Bild 12 bis Bild 19 zeigen Variationen des
Endbereiches des Applikators 1.2 im Schnitt. Alle Ap-

plikatoren weisen im Zentrum einen durchgehenden

Abgabekanal zur Durchft'ihrung des FUIIgutes auf.

[0052] In Bild 12 verjijngtsich derAppIikator in Rich-
tung der Produktaustrittsoffnung PA1 und ist an der
Produktaustrittséffnung PA1 durch einen abgerunde-
ten Knoten K1 erweitert, was die Verletzungsgefahr
beim EinfUhren in Korperoffnungen vermindert.

[0053] In Bild 13 verjUngtsich derAppIikator in Rich-

tung Produktaustrittsoffnung PA2 und endet in einer
Rundung R2.

[0054] In Bild 14 verjUngtsich derAppIikator in Rich-

tung seines Endes und Iauft in einer Rundung R3
aus. Die Produktaustrittséffnung ist in der Wandung
WA3 des Applikators in Form von mehreren Produk-

taustrittsofinungen PAX vorgesehen.

[0055] In Bild 15 verjijngtsich derApplikator in Rich-
tung seines Endes und Iauft in einer flachen Form in
der Art eines Spatels SP4 aus.

[0056] In Bild 16 ist derAppIikator als separates Teil

ausgestaltet, mit einem Innengewinde 1.2.2 zum An-
docken an eine Verpackung 1.8 mit Gewindeansatz.

[0057] In Bild 17 ist der Applikator ebenfalls als se-

parates TeiI ausgestaltet, mit einem AuBengewinde
1.2.3 zum Andocken an eine Verpackung mit Gewin-
deansatz.

[0058] In Bild 18 und 19 ist im Applikator in Richtung
Produktaustrittsoffnung durch eine Materialschwa-

Chung eine Sollbruchstelle SB7 geformt. Das Ende
des Applikators zu einem flUgelartigen Endstiick
1.2.4 erweitert. Der Kanal 1.2.1 im Innern des Appli-

kators endet im fliJgelartigen Endstt'ick 1.2.4, welches
vor dem Applizieren abgebrochen wird, so dass der
Kanal 1.2.1 geoffnet wird und der Inhaltder Packung
im Anwendungsbereich appliziert werden kann.

[0059] Bild 2O zeigt ein zweites Ausfijhrungsbei-
spiel, eine Mehrkomponentenpackung 2.0 mit Appli-
kator im Vollschnitt. In Bild 20A ist die nicht aktivierte

Packung dargestellt. Bild 2OB zeigt den Applikator
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nach dem Einsaugen der gemischten Komponenten.
Bild 2OC zeigt das Applizieren der gemischten Kom—
ponenten.

[0060] Die Mehrkomponentenpackung 2.0 besteht
aus einem Applikatoransatz 2.1 mit kegelformiger
Andockflache 2.1.1, wie unter Bild 8 beschrieben,

und einem Applikator 2.2. Der Grundaufbau des Ap—
plikators 2.2 entspricht dem Grundaufbau einer Sprit-
ze und wird nicht naher beschrieben. Der Endbereich

2.2.1 des Applikators ist gerundet und auf die kegel-
formige Andockflache 2.1.1 des Applikatoransatzes
2.1 abgestimmt.

[0061] Nach dem Mischen der Komponenten K3

und K4 der Mehrkomponentenpckung in bereits be-
schriebener Weise (nicht dargestellten) im Verpa—
ckungselement 1.0 wird der Originalitatsverschluss
2.1.2 vom Applikatoransatz 2.1 abgezogen und der
Applikator 2.2 angedockt. Duroh Zur'L'iCkziehen des
Stossels 2.2.2 werden die gemischten Komponenten
K3 und K4 in den Applikator 2.2 eingezogen und
durch Einschieben des Stossels 2.2.2 an der Anwen-

dungsstelle platziert.

[0062] Bild 21 zeigt ein drittes AusthrungsbeispieI;
eine Mehrkomponentenpackung 3.0 mit Applikator
im Vollschnitt. In Bild 21A ist die nicht aktivierte Pa-

ckung dargestellt. Bild 21 B zeigt den Applikator beim
Einsaugen dergemischten Komponenten K5 und K6.

Bild 21C zeigt das Aufsetzen eines Applikatoraufsat—
zes. Bild 21D zeigt das Applizieren der gemischten
Komponenten.

[0063] Die Mehrkomponentenpackung 3.0 besteht
aus einem Verpackungselement3.1 mit einem Innen—
gewinde 3.1.1 als Andockmoglichkeit, wie es vorab
beschrieben wurde, und dem Applikator 3.2. Der
Grundaufbau des Applikators entspricht dem Grund-
aufbau einer Spritze und wird nicht naher beschrie-
ben. Der Endbereich 3.2.1 des Applikators ist mit ei-

nem AuBengewinde versehen.

[0064] Nach dem Mischen der Komponenten K5

und K6 der Mehrkomponentenpackung in bereits be-
schriebener Weise wird der Applikator 3.2 angedockt.
Durch ZurUckziehen des Stossels 3.2.2 werden die

gemischten Komponenten K5 und K6 in den Applika—
tor eingezogen. Je nach Anwendungsbereich kann

nun direkt oder mittels eines der Anwendung gerecht
werdenden Applikator-Aufsatzes 3.3. appliziert wer-
den.

[0065] Bild 22 zeigt ein viertes AusthrungsbeispieI,
eine Mehrkomponentenpackung 4.0 im Vollschnitt.
Die Mehrkomponentenpackung 4.0 besteht aus ei-

nem Verpackungselement 4.1 mit AuBengewinde
4.1.1 als Andockmoglichkeit, wie es vorab beschrie-
ben wurde, und dem Applikator 4.2. Der Grundauf—

bau des Applikators 4.2 entspricht dem Grundaufbau
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einer Spritze und wird nicht naher beschrieben. Der

Endbereich 4.2.1 des Applikators ist anwendungs-

spezifisch geformt und mit einem Innengewinde 4.2.2
versehen. Die Anwendung entspricht der beim Aus-

ftihrungsbeispiel 2.0.

[0066] Bild 23 zeigt ein f'Linftes Ausftihrungsbeispiel,
eine Mehrkomponentenpackung 5.0 im Vollschnitt.
Bild 23A zeigt die nicht aktivierte Packung. In Bild
233 ist das Einsaugen der gemischten Komponenten
dargestellt. Bild 23C zeigt die aufgetrennte Verpa-

ckung. In Bild 23D ist das Applizieren des Inhaltes
dargestellt.

[0067] Die Mehrkomponentenpackung 5.0 besteht

aus einem vorzugsweise schlauchférmigen Verpa-
ckungselement 5.1 zurAufnahme der zu mischenden
Komponenten K7 und K8, wie unter dem ersten Aus-

fijhrungsbeispiel beschrieben, und dem Applikator

5.2. Der Verbindungsbereich 5.2.1 zwischen
schlauchférmigem Verpackungselement 5.1 und Ap-
plikator5.2 kann in den schon beschriebenen Varian-

ten gestaltet sein. Der Applikator 5.2 ist in Form einer
Spritze gestaltet und im Endbereich in Form des Ver-
bindungsbereiches 5.2.1 ausgepragt. Der Verbin-
dungsbereich 5.2.1 weist als Sollbruchstelle eine Ma—
terialschwachung 5.2.2 auf. Der Spritzenhohlraum

5.2.4 ist durch einen durch den Verbindungsbereich

5.2.1 ftihrenden, réhrenférmigen Hohlraum 5.2.5 mit
dem schlauchférmigen Verpackungselement 5.1 ver-
bunden.

[0068] Nach dem Mischen der Komponenten K7
und K8 in bereits beschriebener Weise wird das FUII-

gutdurch ZurUckziehen des Spritzenstéssels 5.2.6 in
den Applikator 5.2 eingesogen und der Applikator im
Verbindungsbereich 5.2.1 durch Brechen an der Ma-

terialschwachung 5.2.2 aufgetrennt, so dass die ge-

mischten Ftillgtiter K7 und K8 durch den verbleiben-
den rdhrenférmigen Hohlraum 5.2.5 appliziert wer-
den kénnen.

[0069] Bild 24 zeigt ein sechstes Ausfflhrungsbei-
spiel, eine Mehrkomponentenpackung 6.0. In Bild
24A ist die verschlossene Verpackung im Vollschnitt

und in der Draufsicht dargestellt. Bild 24B zeigt einen
Vollschnitt durch die Verpackung beim Mischen der
Komponenten. In Bild 24C ist das Applizieren des In-

haltes der Packung dargestellt.

[0070] Die Mehrkomponentenpackung 6.0 besteht
aus einem beutelférmigen Verpackungselement 6.1
zurAufnahme der Komponente K9 und dem Applika-
tor 6.2 in Form einer Spritze, der hier auch zur Auf-
nahme einer weiteren Komponente K10 sowie zur

Mischung der Komponenten dient. Das Verpa-
ckungselement 6.1 besteht aus vorzugsweise einsei-
tig siegelfahigen Folien 6.1.1 und 6.1.2, die umlau-
fend im Bereich 6.1.3 vorzugsweise durch Siegeln
miteinander verbunden sind. Die AuBenkontur KA1

2005.06.23

kann dabei in jeder geeigneten Form gestaltet sein.
Die Folie 6.1.2 ist mit einer Stanzung 6.1.2.1 zurAuf—
nahme eines Nippels 6.1.4 mit AuBengewinde aus

siegelfahigem Material versehen. Der Nippel 6.1.4 ist
im Endbereich in Form eines Flansches 6.1.4.1 ver-

grél’Sert und in der Weise in die Stanzung 6.1.2.1 ein-
gelegt, dass er durch das Verpackungselement 6.1
nach auBen ragt, wobei der Flansch 6.1.4.1 an der
siegelfahigen Flache der Folie 6.1.2 anliegt und mit
dieser im Bereich 6.1.2.2 vorzugsweise durch Sie-
geln verbunden werden kann. Das Verpackungsele-

ment 6.1 kann z.B. durch Aufsiegeln einer peelfahi-
gen Folie 6.1.5 im Bereich des Gewindenippels 6.1.4
oder mit Hilfe eines Htitchens verschlossen sein.

[0071] DerApplikator 6.2 zurAufnahme derKompo-
nente K10 ist an seiner spateren Applikationsseite

APS1 mit einem Innengewinde 6.2.1 versehen und
z.B. durch eine angesiegelte peelfahige Folie 6.2.2

oder ein schraubenartiges Element verschlossen.
Zum Mischen der beiden Komponenten K9 und K10

werden die peelfahigen Folien 6.1.5 und 6.2.2 vom
Endbereich des Applikators 6.2 bzw. Nippel 6.1.4 des

Verpackungselements 6.1 abgezogen. Danach wer—
den Verpackungselement 6.1 und Applikator 6.2 im
Bereich ihrer Gewinde zusammengeftihrt. Durch Ein—
pressen der Komponenten K10 in das Verpackungs—
element 6.1 bzw. Herausziehen der Komponente K9
in den Hohlraum 6.2.3 des Applikators 6.2 mit mehr—

maligem Wechsel der teilgemischten Komponenten
vom Verpackungselement 6.1 in den Applikator 6.2
bzw. vom Applikator 6.2 in das Verpackungselement
6.1, erfolgt das Mischen der Komponenten K9 und
K10. Nach dem Mischen werden die Komponenten

K9 und K10 in den Applikator 6.2 eingesogen und
Verpackungselement 6.1 und Applikator 6.2 getrennt,
so dass der Inhalt appliziert werden kann.

[0072] Bild 25 zeigt ein siebtes Austhrungsbei-
spiel, eine Mehrkomponentenpackung 7.0. In Bild
25A ist die verschlossene Verpackung im Vollschnitt
und in der Draufsicht dargestellt. Bild 25B zeigt einen
Vollschnitt durch die Verpackung beim Mischen der
Komponenten. In Bild 25C ist die Verpackung vor
dem Applizieren des Inhaltes dargestellt.

[0073] Die Mehrkomponentenpackung 7.0 besteht
aus einem Verpackungselement 7.1 in Form eines
Beutels zur Aufnahme der Komponente K11 und ei—
nem Applikator 7.2 in Form einer Spritze zurAufnah-

me einer weiteren Komponente K12. Das Verpa-

ckungselement 7.1 besteht aus vorzugsweise einsei—
tig siegelfahigen Folien 7.1.1 und 7.1.2, die umlau-
fend im Bereich 7.1.3 vorzugsweise durch Siegeln
miteinander verbunden sind. Die AuBenkontur KA2

kann dabei in jeder geeigneten Form gestaltet sein.
Die Folie 7.1.2 ist mit einer Stanzung 7.1.2.1 zurAuf-
nahme eines Nippels mit Innengewinde 7.1.4 aus sie-
gelfahigem Material versehen. Der Nippel 7.1.4 ist in
seinem Endbereich in Form eines Flansches 7.1.4.1
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vergroBert und in der Weise in die Stanzung 7.1.2.1
eingelegt, dass er durch das Verpackungselement
7.1 nach auBen ragt und sein Flansch 7.1.4.1 an der

siegelféhigen Fléche der Folie 7.1.2 anliegt und so
mit dieser im Bereich 7.1.2.2 vorzugsweise durch
Siegeln verbunden werden kann.

[0074] Das Verpackungselement 7.1 kann z.B.
durch Aufsiegeln einer peelfé'lhigen Folie 7.1.5 im Be-
reich des Nippels 7.1.4 oder mit Hilfe eines Sohrau-
benelementes verschlossen sein. Der Applikator 7.2

zur Aufnahme der Komponente K12 ist an der spéte-

ren Applikationsseite APS2 mit einem AuBengewin-
de 7.2.1 versehen und z.B. durch eine angesiegelte
peelféhige Folie 7.2.2 oder ein HUtchen verschlos-
sen.

[0075] Zum Mischen der beiden Komponenten K11

und K12 werden die peelféhigen Folien 7.2.2 und
7.1.5 vom Applikator 7.2 bzw. vom Nippel 7.1.4 des

Verpackungselements 7.1 abgezogen. Danach wer-
den Verpackungselement 7.1 und Applikator 7.2 im
Bereich ihrer Gewinde zusammengerhrt. Durch Ein-
pressen der Komponenten K12 in das Verpackungs—
element 7.1 bzw. Herausziehen der Komponente K11

in den Applikator 7.2 mit mehrmaligem Wechsel der
teilgemischten Komonenten vom Verpackungsele-

ment 7.1 in den Applikatorhohlkérper 7.2.3 bzw. vom

Applikatorhohlkérper 7.2.3 in das Verpackungsele-
ment 7.1, erfolgt das Mischen der Komponenten K11
und K12. Nach dem Mischen werden die Komponen-

ten K11 und K12 in den Applikator 7.2 eingesogen
und Verpackungselement 7.1 und Applikator 7.2 ge-
trennt, so dass der Inhalt eventuell durch Aufsetzen

eines anwendungsspezifischen FormstUckes 7.3 ap-
pliziert werden kann.

[0076] Bild 26 und Bild 27 zeigen Ausgestaltungen

des Verbindungsbereichs des Applikators mit dem
schlauchférmigen Verpackungselement in Teilansicht
im Schnitt, sowie die Untersicht.

[0077] FL'Jr alle Packungsveriationen, bei denen der
Applikator in Léngsausriohtung mit dem schlauohfor-
migen Bereich verbunden ist, kann das schlauchfor-

mige Verpackungselement 8.1 in seinen MaBen so
gewéhlt sein, dass es mit dem Verbindungsbereich

8.2.1 des Applikators 8.2 ohne seitlichen Uberstand
zusammengergt sein kann (Bild 26), oder wie in
Austhrungsbeispiel 9.0, dass es grél’Ser ist als der

Verbindungsbereich 9.2.1 des Applikators 9.2, so

dass es im Bereich SU Uber den Verbindungsbereich
9.2.1 mit der Ausdehnung BAP ein- oder beidseitig
hinausragt. Hierbei kann die Lage eines eventuell in

Hauptausrichtung verlaufenden Verbindungsberei-
ches (dargestellt im ersten Ausfijhrungsbeispiel) des
schlauchférmigen Verpackungselementes je nach
Verbindungstechnik und spéterer Funktion unter-
schiedliche Positionen einnehmen.

2005.06.23

Schutzansprflche

1. Verpackung fUr mindestens zwei Komponen—
ten, gekennzeichnet durch ein schlauch- oder beutel-

formiges Verpackungselement (1.1, 3.1 , 4.1, 5.1, 6.1,

7.1, 8.1, 9.1) und einen Applikator (1.2, 2.2, 3.2, 4.2,
5.2, 6.2, 7.2, 8.2, 9.2) mit einem Abgabekanal fillr die
gemischten Komponenten, der mit dem Verpa—
ckungselement verbindbar ist, wobei das Verpa-
ckungselement zur Aufbewahrung mindestens einer
Komponente und zur Mischung der mindestens zwei

Komponenten ausgestaltet ist.

2. Verpackung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch ge—
kennzeichnet, dass das Verpackungselement aus ei—

nem Schlauch gebildet ist, dessen eines Ende (E2)
mit einem fléchigen Fest—Verbindungsbereich (1.1.4)
verschlossen ist, dessen anderes Ende (E1) zur Auf—
nahme des Applikators (1.2) ofien ist, und Uber des-

sen Lénge mindestens zwei weitere Verbindungsbe-
reiohe (1.1.5, 1.1.6) zur Erzeugung von mindestens
zwei Kammern fUr mindestens zwei Komponenten

(K1, K2) angeordnet sind, die durch Druckanwen-
dung selektiv geoffnet werden kénnen, um die Mi—
schung der mindestens zwei Komponenten und de—
ren Abgabe an den Applikatorzu bewirken.

3. Verpackung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch ge-

kennzeichnet, dass das Verpackungselement (1.1)
aus einem entlang seiner Léngsseiten miteinander
verbundenen Zuschnitt(1.1.1) aus einer Kunststofi‘fo—
lie, einer Metallfolie oder einer Folie aus Verbundma-
terialien besteht.

4. Verpackung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass das Verpackungselement (1.1 )

aus zwei randseitig verbundenen Zuschnitten (1.1.8,
1.1.9) aus einer Kunststofi‘folie, einer Metallfolie oder
einer Folie aus Verbundmaterialien besteht.

5. Verpackung nach Anspruch 1 und 2, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass der Applikator (1.2) aus min-
destens einem rotationssymmetrischen Formkérper
besteht, dessen eines Ende zurVerbindung mit dem
offenen, zweiten Ende (E1) des Verpackungsele-
ments (1.1) gestaltet ist, und dessen anderes Ende

zur EinfUhrung in ein Organ vorzugsweise konisch
ausgebildet ist, und in dessen Zentrum der Abgabe—
kanal (1.2.1)verléuft.

6. Verpackung nach Anspruch 5, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass das erste Ende des Applikators

(1.2) mit dem offenen Ende des Verpackungsele-
ments (1.1) fest, insbesondere durch Siegeln oder
SchweiBen, verbunden ist.

7. Verpackung nach Anspruch 5, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass der Applikator (1.2) aus einem
Kopplungselement (1.8) zurVerbindung mit dem Ver—
packungselement (1.1) besteht, das das erste Ende
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des Applikators beinhaltet, und einem Abgabeele-
ment (1.2.2), das das zweite Ende zur EinfUhrung in

ein Organ beinhaltet, und dass Kopplungselement
(1.8) und Abgabeelement (1.2.2) form- oder kraft-
schlUssig verbindbar sind.

8. Verpackung nach Anspruch 5 oder 7, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass der Abgabekanal (1.2.1) im
zweiten Ende des Applikators verschlossen ist, und

eine Sollbruchstelle (8B7) im Bereich des Abgabeka-

nals vorgesehen ist, um eine Abgabeéffnung freizule-
gen.

9. Verpackung nach Anspruch 1 und 2, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass der Applikator (2.2—7.2) aus

mindestens einem rotationssymmetrischen Formkér-
per besteht, dessen erstes Ende den Abgabekanal
zur Zufuhr der gemischten Komponenten aus dem
Verpackungselement(2.1—7.1)und zur Abgabe bein-
haltet, und dessen zweites Ende mit einem Kolben

(2.2.2, 3.2.2) verschlossen ist, der in einem Kolben-

raum verschiebbar ist, der im Abgabekanal endet.

10. Verpackung nach Anspruch 9, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass der Applikator (3.2, 6.2, 7.2) mit
einem Kopplungselement (3.1.4; 6.1.4; 7.1.4) zur
Verbindung mit dem Verpackungselement (3.1, 6.1,

7.1) kraft- oderformschlUssig verbindbar ist.

11. Verpackung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass das schlauch- oder beutelférmi-

ge Verpackungselement mindestens eine Kammer
zur Aufnahme einer Komponente aufweist, und dass

der Applikator (2.2, 3.2, 4.2, 5.2, 6.2, 7.2) in Form ei-
ner Spritze ausgebildet ist, deren Kolbenraum eine
weitere Kammer fUr eine der Komponenten bildet,

und selektiv mit dem Verpackungselement (2.1—7.1)
zur Mischung und Entnahme der Komponenten ver-

bindbar ist, oder zurAbgabe der gemischten Kompo-
nenten dient.

12. Verpackung nach Anspruch 11, dadurch ge-

kennzeichnet, dass die aul'sere Offnung des Verpa-
ckungselements (6.1 ,7.1) und/oder der Abgabekanal
des Applikators (6.2,7.2) mittels peelfahiger Folien
(6.1.5, 6.2.2; 7.1.5, 7.2.2) verschlossen sind.

13. Verpackung nach Anspruch 12, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass der Applikator (3.2, 7.2) mit ei-

nem FormstUck (3.3, 7.3) zur Einfl'Jhrung in ein Organ

kraft- oder formschll'Jssig verbindbar ist.

Es folgen 12 Blatt Zeichnungen
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